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NEWNES

Practical Handymal.
A THOUSAND -AND -ONE AIDS IN TWO HANDY
VOLUMES TO PUT VALUE ON YOUR HOME

Here is Newnes Do-it-yourself set for your bookshelf for
constant guidance-every facet of repair, redecoration,
renovation and how -to -make in two handy volumes. Th
whole work is written in simple language and you'll say t.

money on every lob you carry out ! Examine it and profit by it fo
7 days-you will learn much in this way without cost or obligation

980 PAGES  153 SECTIONS  1,600 PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

Build your own Garden and Tool shed. Paperhanging schemes. Plastic
Wall tiles and surfaces. Glazed tiles. Wall plugs. Painting-including
paint rollers and spray painting, etc. Plastering. Distempering. Decorating
Ceilings. Water Systems-repairing burst pipes, tap washers, flushing
cisterns, lagging, air locks, etc. Drainage faults and retnedies. Doors,
locks, hinges, sash. windows, skylights. Roofing and slating sheds.
Gutters. Trellis, Fences and gates. Water Butts. Paths. Damp wall
treatment. Bricklaying. Concrete work-mixes, pebble -dash, ornamental. Dry rot, wet rot
and woodworm.. Floors-repairing, staining, polishing, laying lino and carpet. Glass roofs.
Glazing. Glass -cutting, drilling and frosting. Varnishing, Enamelling, Lacquering, French
polishing. Veneering, graining, marquetry. Carpentry-tools, timber,
joints, plywood, glue, etc. " Perspex " work. Built-in furniture. Shelves
and sliding shelf doors. Grinding. Re -upholstering and repair. Making
kitchen furniture. Making deck chair, bookcase, bedside table, folding
table, first -aid cabinet, firescreen, etc. Making leaded lights. Metal
work-riveting, soldering, cutting, beaten copper work. Electric defects
and power tools, etc. There is even money -saving information on car
troubles. Add value to your property by seeing this bill set now.

Erecting trellis
fence and door.

* The finest hartilynum books
I've ever seen. - G. H. G.
(Rotherham)- Sated pounds
in decorators' bills-N. B.

(Birmingham).

CLAIM FREE EXAMINATION BELOW
Act Now- a set of Newnes Practical Handyman and Charts will be
sent carriage -paid for 7 days' examination- if you retain it the

Stanley handyman knife, worth several shillings, is yours as a free gift.

GEORGE NEWNFS LTD., 15-17 Long Acre, London, W.C.99
Please send rae PRACTICAL HANDYMAN without obligation to purchase. I

will return it )1141 days or send 10/- deposit 8 days alter delivery am/ yew will then

send Me Free Struiley Knife. Thereafter I will send 10 monthly payments of 10/,
paying in all. Cash in 8 days 1051-.

Make this attractive
wall desk-such a

space -saver, too!

Mr., Mrs., AN3.1

Address

Ybi (Avatele simikabte

Low* ...kb Parents

WNER

hohltr

Your Signature 1.4detaw Address

tOr Parent sign

0 C1T-66,01i

you are under 21) HA 163

PRESENTED WITH EVERY SET

CASE OF HOW -TO -MAKE CHARTS
Full data and drawings for Gate Leg
Table -Bu -Bookshelf-Garden Seat
Garden Chairs - Garden Table - Bath-
room Stool - Bedside Pedestal - Msiel
Coaster - Firescreen Table - Plait!
Yacht -Corner Cabinet Writing Des't
Hall Telephone Desk - Model Electric
Launch - Table Lamp - Doll's House

PLUS THE

Each in the :urge size of
16`",11t"

Famous STANLEY Trimming Knife
Complete with two double
blades and special extra
blade for garden work.

The Stanley
Knife will:-
cut and trim

cardboard, wallboard,
leather, roofing materials,

linoleum, carpets, wallpaper, up-
holstery materials, plasterboard, poly-

thene, veneer, rubber, rope, canvas, packing
materials, etc. Worth several shillings, it's yours free !
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The Flamemaster
hand torch

4E FLAMEMASTER is a registered trade name of STONE -CHANCE Ltd.

The Stone -Chance FLAMEMASTER is now distributed only by
Buck and Hickman Ltd.

This famous little tool remains unchanged in design and is invaluable
for all glass working, metal brazing and soldering. It is made and will

continue to be made by Stone -Chance, but your enquiries and orders
should now be addressed to :-

BUCK & HICKMAN LTD.
2 Whitechapel Woad. London, E.1
also at Birmingham. Bristol, Glasgow. Leeds and Manchester
Stone -Chance Ltd., 28 St. James's Square. London, S.W.1

BRILLIANT
POSTCARD ENLARGEMENTS

-IN ONE AUTOMATIC OPERATION

Bring new dimensions into your
home photography easily and in-
expensively. $o finely is the focus
fixed on these two Jumbo enlargers
that perfect enlargements up to
postcard size can be made. And the
quick, simple operation required calls
for no more skill than is needed in
using a printing frame.
Each model has a strong steel body
finished in blue and grey Poly-
chrome enamel and costs f2.4.9.

Model No. I for 21 x 3lin. negatives.
Model No. 2 for 35 mm. negatives.

091011.60 ENLARGERS

FOR CONFIDENCE
IN PHOTOGRAPHY

JOHNSONS
OF HENDON LTD

... without my Mole Wrench. It's my third
hand ; always so very useful for repairs on
my car and for all sorts of jobs in the house,
too.''
You see, it locks on the job at any pressul
you wish, leaving both your hands free.
Just touch the release lever and-presto !-
it's ready again for the next job-super
pliers, vice, clamp, wrench all in one tool-
the versatile, indispensable Mole Wrench.

7 inch, 12/6d. 10 inch, 15/ -

From Ironmongers, Motor and Motor
Cycle Accessory Dealers.

Make sure you ask for a genuine MOLE Self
Grip Wrench, and look for the name on it.

MOLETRADE MARK
SELF -GRIP

WRENCH
It any difficulty write to M. MOLE & SON LTD.. SHAM, a.

"I

would be

completely

lost...
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DON'T LET SOLDERING
LEAD YOU A DANCE

use
FLUX ITE

Soldering ceases to be a knotty problem
the moment you use FLUXITE. Solder
flows on easily and smoothly-and stays
on. For over half a century FLUXITE has
been the choice of craftsman and engineer
alike and, in this age, its reliability and
speed has. made FLUXITE even more in
demand than ever.

IT

SIMPLIFIES

ALL

SOLDERING

FLUXITE Ltd., Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.I
G.M.63

S L
For real

value and
flavour

PER
OZ.
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16' Electric ARC WELDER
For Professional and Workshop Use
Welds material from 1 I 6in. thick.and if necessary up to
lin. by repeat runs, Robustly constructed throughout.

Air cooled. Dimensions approx. 10 x 13 x
8 in. Weight approx. 50 lbs. Incorporates a
heavy-duty transformer and is complete with
cables, welder's equipment, electrodes and
instructions.

For 1901250 Volts single phase A.C. 5 to 10 amps
oornestic supply. Runs 16 S.W.G. rods continuously.

BARGAINICE02121. Delivered
12

e'i14-ontedooyFirst Port Carriage & Packing 7,6
PRICE 0 of

a in Gt. Britain if outside our
. . extensive van delivery area.

Just right for Greenhouse, Garage,
Warehouse, Shop, etc.`Belle' JIG -SAW

ATTACHMENT
A boon to every

handymen

Ig41 46/BLADES 9
If outside our van
delivery area, Post
& Pkg. 1'9 extra.

FITS 'MOST POPULAR MAKES OF
HOME WORKSHOP ELECTRIC DRILLS.
The latest way of making a hard job easy.
SAVES TIME-MONEY-EFFORT. It's
simple and safe to use. Easily fitted to
your electric Power Drill for cutting
wood, plastic and metal, etc. Cutting
capacity : 2 in. wood, ,', in. plastic, in.
non-ferrous metal, I. in. mild steel. Cats
straight curved or irregular shapes.

ADJUSTABLE
STEEL SHELVING
Load up to 150 lb per shelf. Perfect
rigidity ; adjustable
every 4 in. ; 6 -

shelf unit. 72 in.
high x 333 in.
12 in. deep. Green
finish. COMPLETE
ready for assembly.

BARGAIN 87/6
PRICE

Part Carnage 7:9 if
outside our extensivevon area.,,:;,

HEDGE TRIMMER CONVERSION Extra Shelves, 13/6
UNIT PACK, 33/2. Post & Pkg. 1/8. 1 each. Carr. 216

Gamages Tool E Motor Accessory List FREE on request.
gAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I. HOL 8484
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BASSETT-LOWKE finest quality
Water Gauges, Engine and Boiler Fittings

PRESSURE
GAUGE

/These gauges are of the finest
quality ever produced. Every
gauge is individually tested before
leaving our works.

i in. dia. reading to 80, 100, 120 or ISO lbs.
Price, L1.10.0

I in. dia. reading to 80, 100, 120 or 150 lbs.
Price, E1.10.0

li in. dia. reading to 100. 120 or 150 lbs.
Price, £1.13.7

2 in. dia. reading to 100, +20 or 150 lbs.
Price, £1.17.6

Everything for your choice at the

I. 3 Cock Pattern
3/16 dia. Glass, £1.18.6
1 dia. Glass, £2.2.6
3/8 dia. Glass, E5.10.6

2. Single Cock Type
with union drain cock.
3/16 dia. Glass, £1.1.0

3. Single Cock Type
with drain cock.
3/16 dia. Glass, 1516

4. Plain Pattern
without drain cock.
3/16 dia. Glass, 10/3
7/32 dia. Glass. 12/6

FULL -WAY
WHEEL VALVES

(Angle)
5/32 in. pipe

Length overall, 1-7/8 in.
Thread of attachment

3116 in. x 40
Price £1.1.6

3.'16 in. pipe
Length Overall

It in.
Thread of attachment
.1 in. x 32 Price £1.3.6

in. pipe
Length Overall 2-3/16 in.
Thread of attachment 5/16 in. x 26

Price E1.5.3
5/16 in. pipe

Length Overall 21 in.
Thread of attachment 3/8 in. x 26

Price E1.7.0

These are a few of the fittings, etc.,
contained in " The Model Shipping
and Engineering Catalogue." A Manual
every model engineer should possess.

Price 26

BASSETT-LOWKE model shops
LONDON : 112, High Holborn, W.C.1 MANCHESTER : 28, Corporation St.
Write for leaflets & catalogues to Head Office: 18 Kingwell St., NORTHAMPTON.

-k 0 t5G' \\\

REGISI°14

N.S.F. VERNIER GAUGE

New condition in wooden case. £4.15.0
OUTSIDE MICROMETERS
3in.---4in. Moore and Wright, with ratchet and lock- 55
nut. Complete in box. Brand new.

MICROMETERS
Second-hand ait Es -Govt. 35f.

SMITH REV. COUNTERS Brand new. 25/-
REV. COUNTER Readings to 3500. Brand nest 25/ -
PROPORTIONAL DIVIDERS 21,/6
BENCH LAMPS 21/6

We will he pleased to submit any item on
approval. Britain's largest selection Binoculars
and Telescopes, etc. Catalogue on request.

CHARLES FRANK
67-75 SALTMARKET, GLASGOW, C.I.

'Phone : Bell 2106'7. Grams : ' Binocarn Glasgow. Est. 1907.

Packed with expert KNOW-
HOW, time- and labour-
saving hints and tips,
short cuts, etc.

A lifetime's practical experience

for YOU in one compact book
by C. T. BOWER, A.M.I.Prod.E.
LATHE WORKERS-- craftsman,
apprentice, or amateur here's a
NEW STYLE, up-to-date book of
Immense practical value for YOU !
216 fact -filled pages provide a complete
guide to the centre lathe, its care,
protection, adjustment and operation
-together with a comprehensive study
of all the modern processes and
methods, with useful hints on HOW
YOU CAN IMPROVE ON THEM.

216 FACT -FILLED PAGES
Into the book's 14 vital sections are
crammed scores of time- and labour-
saving hints and tips, short cuts,
information on unique gadgets and
special tools. Here's the VITAL

KNOW-HOW ' that would normally
take a lifetime of practical lathe work
to acquire --brought right to your
tinger-tip NOW - for immediate
benefit and profit !

170 CLEAR ILLUSTRATIONS
Written in simple, to -the -point language
by a tool engineer and technical writer
of great eminence and long, varied
practical experience. and brilliantly
illustrated by 50 clear photographs and
over IOC special see -how ' drawings,
this essential lathe -side companion will
repay its modest cost a hundredfold !
Standard Edition only, 16/-.

POST FORM TODAY
Complete corm and post in 2d. stamped,
unsealed envelope to Dept. E.A.38,
People's Home Library, Basted, Seven -
oaks, Kent. Offer applies in U.K. and
Eire only, closes November 30.

To : Dept. E.A.38, People's Home Library,
Basted, Sevenoaks, Kent.

WITHOUT OBLIGATION reserve me
"The Book of the Lathe " and send Invoice
with " 100% Satisfaction or No Charge "
Guarantee. NAME

Full Postal
ADDRESS

Firmly affix 2d. stamp
in margin E.A.38. Nov. '59

EXPERT COVERAGE
OF EVERY ASPECT,
EVERY OPERATION !
Introduction to the Lathe
Cutting Principles. Lathe Sizes
and Classification. Significance of
Surface Speed. Headstock. Back
Gears. Screw -Cutting Gear.
Carriage of Lathe. Geared
Headstock.

Choosing a Lathe
Geared Headstocks. Lathe Beds.
Bed Materials and Finishes.

Lathe Care and Protection
Telescopic Bed Covers.

Adjusting the Lathe
Straightening the Lathe Bed.
Effects of Headstock Inaccuracies.
Dial Gauge and Magnetic Holder.
Adjusting Radial Clearance. Slide
Adjustment. Aligning Centres.
Three-point Mounting of Bench
Lathes.

Centre Work
Driving Centred Work. Centre
Lubricating. Anti -friction
Centres Regrinding Revolving
Centres. Driving Dogs One -
Hand Driving -Dog Mounting.
Hand -Held Drill. Identifying
Soft and Hard Centres.

The Steady Rest
Steady -Rest Setting. Wooden
Steady Rest.

Chuck Work
Fitting Back Plates. The Marked
Pinion. Preventing Wear Pro-
cedure Before Mounting. Chuck
Sling. Hinge -type Chuck Handler.
Reversing Chuck laws. \ law -
Setting Lines. Holding Square
Bars. Opening Device. Thread
Protection.

Face -Plate Work
Right-angle Work. Angie Plates.
Clamps. Face -Plate Jaws. Light-
weight Face -Place Registers.

Mandrels and Collets
Stub Mandrels and Expanding
Mandrels.

Taper Turning
Generating Tapers. Taper -
Turning Attachment. Making an
Accurate Taper Plug

Drilling,Ecring& Reaming
Another Reaming Method. Ever-
lasting Coolant Brush.

Screw -Cutting
Pick -Off Gears. Gear Trains.
Thread Finishing.

Tool -Posts and Holders
Laminated Tool Packing. Screw -
Height Adjustment Oilick-
Change Tool -Post. Tool -Po -r
Screw Protection. Spirit-Etiv,,,i
Gauge. Compact Srrir-Lev:
Gauge. Gang Tool -Hob -lei
Parting OH.

Cutting -Tool Principles
Nose Radius.
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NEW
spanner
wallets
for
scooters

FOR
CONTINENTAL
MAKES

5 Ring Spanners, short series,
SMR SW, 6-15mm., in plastic
wallet, polished chrome, 31s. 3d.,
bright nickel, 26s. 3d. or 5 Open
End Spanners SMO SW, 22s.
and I7s. 9d.

3 Spanners 6-11 mm., Ring SMR 3W, 16s. 3d. and 13s. 9d.,
Open End SMO 3W, I Is. 6d., 9s. 6d. Open End Spanners in
Cartons at slightly lower prices.

Also available in Whit, and B.S.F. sizes for Villiers engines
and British Scooters.

JOHN BEDFORD & SONS LTD., LION WORKS, SHEFFIELD
LONDON OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE : 92 ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.I.

 SIMPLE TO FIX-
NO WOODWORKING ALTERATIONS

 PERMANENT IN POWERWILL NOT
FATIGUE OR FALL

 SELF -ALIGNING FLOATING MAGNET
 NO WORKING PARTS TO OIL OR SERVICE
 ALUMINIUM CASING & PLATED KEEPER

AVOID RUST

every door
teoht (chat/

No. 870 For use on kitchen or bathroom cabinets
& cupboard doors Price 3/3 each

No. 871 For use on heavier hinged or sliding
doors Price 4/3 each

..,.......2ltit,,Ox.s...,-....."

Maymefie
DOOR CATCH

Made by James Neill & Co. (Sheffield) Ltd,
and obtainable from all tool distributors

A REVOLCMONARY NEW 812/77S11 INVENT/ON.'
*Plays at 71' per

see. or 3 other
speeds

*Records direct
from radio or
microphone

*Erase and last
rewind

£17-11-0
Complete with

Lustraphone moving
coil microphone

and tapes

LI3 - 12-0
Without microphone

or tape

EASY
TERMS

Instantly turns any gramophone
into a first-class Tape -Recorder
and back into a record-player in a moment !

You simply slip it on to your turn-
table and you are ready to record
direct -from -radio or microphone

..the voices of your family... radio pro-
grammes ... your favourite music-and you can
instantly play it back through your own gramo-
phone or radio with Lifelike Fidelity.
Made by the people who designed arid manu-
facture radar instruments for Viscounts and
Britannias, the amazing
Gramdeck now brings full
tape-recording and playing
facilities to every gramo-
phone owner, at little extra
cost.
"Ingenious - simple . . why
on earth did no one think of
it before ! " - THE TAPE

RECORDER.

"Real hi -ft results", "Better than many so-
called hi-fi recorders . ". These are typical
comments of famous technical journals. This
wonderful new invention means that any gramo-
phone owner can now add superbly good tape
recording facilities to existing equipment, at a
fraction of the usual cost. Full details, 'photos,
specifications, Easy Terms, etc. are given in the
Gramdeck Book. Send for your copy today-
FREE and entirely without obligation.

FREE BOOKPOST NOW
To: GRAMDECK (Dept. PM/803)
29,31, WRIGHT'S LANE, LONDON, W.8.

Please send me Gramdeck book - FREE

NAME

ADDRESS

ramdec
GRAMOPHONE .TAPE RECORDER

GRAMDECK TURNS A TURNTABLE INTO A TAPE -RECORDER
P1151
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Could this be the spring
you're looking for?
Then you'll find it down below
Whatever you need in the way of
springs you'll find in the range of
TERRY'S BOXESOF ASSORTED
SPRINGS - compression, expan-
sion, long, short, light, heavy-
the lot.

.gc Just the job for you experimental

No.760.
3 doz.

Assorted
Light Compres-

sion Springs. 1" to 4" long,
22 to 18 S.W.G., f" to r
diam. 6 6 each.

No. 757.
Extra

Light Compres-
sion. I gross Assorted, 1"
to7/16"diam.,r to 2k"long
27to t9 S.W.G. 15'- each..

people --a simply unlimited assort-
ment from our tremendous range
of springs of every variety. The
boxes shown here are only a few
examples-why not let us send
you our illustrated list showing
them all?

No. 388. ?

gross Assorted
Small Expansion Springs.
I" to 11" long, }" to k"
diam., I8G to 21G.9!6each.

No. 466. d gross
Assorted Small Expansion
Springs. t" to I r long,
3/32" to 3/16" diam., 21C;
to 24G. 6/6 each.

No. 758.
Fine Expansion

Springs. 1 gross Assorted
k"to to 2" long,
27 to 20 S.W.G. 15/- each.

No. 753. 3 doz.
Assorted Light Expansion.
I" to !" diam., 2" to 6"
long, 22 to 18 S.W.G.
10/6 each.

No. 98A. 3 doz.
Assorted 1" to 4" long. r
to diam., 19G to 15G.
5 '6 each.

No. 1024. 2(1
Compression

Springs. 12" long; I" to r
diem,. 24G to 18G, suitable
for cutting into shorter
lengths; and 30 Expansion
It" to 12" long, 5/32" to r
diam., 22G to I6G.

24:- each.

Cut production
costs with Terry
Wire CIRCLIPSf(.

(Square

We can supply from stock
in sizes from k" to t".

Interested in Springs^
Ninth Edition of "Spring
Design & Calculations"-
post free 12'6.

TERRY'S
ASSORTED SPRINGS

Herbert Terry & Sons Ltd, Redditch, Worcs.

(Makers of Quality Springs, Wirefoons and
Presswork for over /00 years)

- * Have you a Presswork problem?
If so let us have it and we'll help to solve it for you.

MT 26E

DO-IT-YOURSELF The Pistol you'll
Ron TECHNiou[ be proud

02,10/0 6 CIECTRON/CS to own!
thou t(ON whiteyou Rt//10...
.57A1PLE.,.PRACTICAL ...FASCINATING .

ANNOUNCING --after many years of highly successful operation
in the U.S.A. and in Europe -- the latest system in home
training in electronics is now introduced by an entirely
new British training organisation. AT LAST -- a Compre-
hensive and simple way of learning-by practical means -- the
basic principles of radio and electronics, with a minimum of
theory. YOU LEARN BY BUILDING actual equipment with
the components and parts which we send you. You
advance by simple steps using high quality equipment
and performing a whole series of interesting and instruc-
tive experiments. No mathematics! INSTRUCTION
MANUALS and our teaching staff employ the latest
techniques for showing clearly how radio works in a
practical and interesting manner. You really have fun
whilst learning! And you end by possessing a first rate piece
of home equipment with the full knowledge of how it oper-

4 ates and-very important -how to service and maintain it
afterwards. A full library of magnificent illustrated text
books are included with the Courses. IN. FACT for the ' Do-
lt -Yourself' enthusiast. the hobbyist. or those wanting help
with their radio career training, or to set up their own full
or part-time servicing business-- then this new and exciting
instructional system is exactly what is needed and it can all
be provided at very moderate coat. Easy payments available,
Post the coupon now, for full details. There is no obligation.

BUILD YOUR OWN  RADIO EQUIPSIENT
III -Fl INSTALLATION

 TEST GEAR

FR Nur I  To: RADIOSTRUCTOR, (Dept. G.38),
46 Market Place, Reading, Berks.

Please send brochure, without obligation, to:

LOTS OF INSTRUCTIVE

EXPERIMENTS AT NOME

No iffenemalks/

Name

Address

I 809) We do not employ representatives

BLOCK
CAPS.
PLEASE

I 1-59

RADIOSTRUCTOR

AIR PISTOL
* High Accuracy

and Hitting Power
* Perfect Balance
* Robust Construction

Ideal for teaching elements of shooting, these
pistols will give endless pleasure to both young and
old. Their accuracy and efficiency, typical of all
Webley Products, makes them the finest Air
Pistols in the world.

Send for detailed Catalogue

WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.
28 Park Lane, Handsworth, Birmingham 21. Tel: West Bromwich 2821

One of the Windsor Group of Companies

BRITAIN'S LEADING E'LEC'TRONIC TRAINING ORGANISATIOA g
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FIX IT YOURSELF WITH

Plastic Steel
The new make and mend material

Plastic Steel is a wonderful new material with hundreds of
uses for practical mechanics. Plastic Steel is precisely
what its name implies : a plastic paste containing 8o"1 steel.
You simply add the special liquid hardener, mix very
thoroughly, then apply it. It's as easy to use as modelling
clay, but in two hours it sets steel -hard. It is steel. Real
steel in plastic form.

IT BONDS IT MOULDS IT FILLS IT SEALS
Use Plastic Steel to make gadgets and
components, mend tools and appliances,
weld broken metal parts, renew stripped
threads and make dies, jigs, moulds.
Use it in the house, m the garage, in

the workshop and for hobbies and
handicrafts of every kind. You'll find it
has so many uses that you'll never he
without it.

GET A KIT TODAY!

SEE HOW PLASTIC STEEL RENEWS STRIPPED THREADS

Using Plastic Steel .t 15 a
simple job to re -fans the
damaged threads inside thus
hole, using the bolt or stud
which fits it.

Stud s first coated with thin
flini of oil, which acts as
release agent. Then Plastic
Steel is mixed and applied
to stud

Plastic Steel
A DEVCON PRODUCT
Plastic Steel is made only by De+con
Limited, Nassau, Bahamas, B.W.I.
Protected by U.K. and foreign
pat .;nts.

Stud is inserted into hole.
When Plastic Steel has set
hard, stud is unscrewed
The hole is perfectly and
permanently IT- breaded.

AS ADVERTISED ON T/V
7:9 COMPLETE K1T, containing Jar of Plastic
Steel, phial of hardener and full instruct'ons.
From all good :ronmongers and " Do -it -
Yourself " shops. IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY
USE THIS COUPON -

To E. P. BARRUS (Concessionaires)
LTD., 12-16, Brune! Road, Acton
London W.3.
Please advise name of nearest stockist of
PLASTIC STETI.

MR. MRS.. EI(.3S

ADDRESS

PMC I I_
411111MINNMOIMIIM.M11,
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EX-GOV. BARGAINS
St'T. ME. I REE DR Vt TELESCOPES. 25 x 50. Lightweight, only 21 lbs..
with leather case and sling. Optically perfect. Sound condition. £7/15/- each.
Spare high -power eyepieces to fit 50X or 75X, 50/- each. Triple power conversion kit
to fit, giving 25X and 40X...terrestrial and 60X astro, 50,- per set. SIX POWER KIT,
25, 40, 50 and 80X terr. and 60 and 120X astro, £5 per kit. We can supply eyepieces to
increase the power of most types of telescope, State type or send existing eyepiece
for quotation.
TELESCOPE OBJECT LENSES. NEW and PERFECT. UNMOUNTED. 21in.
x 20in., 50:-.. 21in. x 251.14. 55 60:-. 45mm. x 20in.. 20,-. 45mm. x 27in.,
25/-. 48mm. x 18in., air spaced high resolution, 35,-. 75mm. x I2in., 64. 50mm. x 15in.,

Zeiss, 31in. x 171in., £7..:1in. x 00in., £20. 21in. a 161n.. £5. 31in. a 32in., £14.
:311n. x 32in., £12.
EYEPIECES. liin. in focusing mount, 813. tin. orthoscopic push in mount. 178.

extra W.A. ortho in focusing mount, 50, Stacks of others. See our new lists.
ENLARGER it PROJECTOR LENS KITS. Brand new optical condensers and
achromatic lens:, 35mm. to 2l sq., 32:6. Plans, 316. 35mm. 12X2), 351 -. Ditto in
mount with 4in. focusing lens: complete unit tens lamphouse and slide holder). 65:-.
:35mm. hack projection table viewer. Triple condenser and double achromats, 52.6
Plans. 3.6. Ditto in mounts, with tin. focusing lens, .85(-. perfect results guaranteed
with recommended lamps. 36 wr. enlarging, 119. 100w. projection (gives brilliant aft.
picture), 5'-. Transformets. 36 a'.. 17.6. 100 w., 30,-. The DOZALL 21X telephoto
lens and ICX microscope unit. Suits any camera. Focus from 1ft. to infinity. Also
used as viewer, magnifier, proleetor lens (4 types), stereoscope lenses. etc. etc. Full
details with each unit. Ex -Gov 55 - each.
surtiAciE ALUMINISED FLATS. 4in. x 21in. x 5 32in., 10 -. 21 se. corners
removed. -. Sin. a liin., 5 -.
ERECTING EYEPIECES. /In. focus, lin. focus, 55,-.
FINDER TELESCOPES. Elbow type. 7 x 50. New, 47 6. Ditto lightweight bloomed
lever focus. Latest type. New. Mint., 65 each.
VARIABLE POWER TELESCOPES. 5-15X angle type prismatic, 75, used,
£5 as new. 7-2IX straight through, £4:'10:- used, 2611.0:- new.
RECTANGULAR LENSES. For viewers. alin. a 21in.. 7;6. 311n. x 21in.,
Use one of each for high power 35mm. or 21 sq.
ASTRO TELESCOPIC KITS. Achro 0.G., 201n. x 45mm. Paxolin tube and, focusing
eyepiece. £2.

TtulialRe,RIZT It I I. 40X KIT. As above, but with erecting eyepiece ready to mount in

HEL106 It %PUS. Brand new in leather case. Cost £30 each. A gift at 15-, plus 2.-
post.
O lists contain details of more than 800 USEFUL ITEMS, many unobtainable from
any other source. We claim the widest variety and most complete range of Ex -Govt.
Optical and Scientific Equipment in the BRITISH ISLES. Lists FREE FOR
STAMPED ENVELOPE. HOW TO USE LENSES & PRISMS," Nos. 1 and 2, 3 -
each, post free.

H. W. ENGLISH
Rayleigh Rd., Hutton, Brentwood

Essex

PARKERS

SHEET METAL

FOLDING MACHINE

HEAVY VICE MODELS

WITH BEVELLED FORMER

BARS

No. I. Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 36in. wide ... O. 10. 0
No. 2. Capacity 18 gauge mild steel x 21in. wide ... . 25. 5. 0
No. 3. Capacity 16 gauge mild steel x I9in. wide ...
End folding attachments for Radio Chassis, Tray and Box Making . . . for 36in. model,

3/6 per foot. Other models, 2/..
The two smaller models will ferns flanges. As supp'ied to Government Departments,

Universities, Hospitals.
* One year's guarantee. Money refunded if not satisfied. Send for details.

A. B. PARKER, Wheatcroft Works,
Wellington St., BATLEY, Yorks. Tel.: 426

Now 5" Capacity at No Extra Cost !

It Planes!
It Rebates !
It Bevels!
You can do a

precision job on
this sturdy
machine, which
will make your task so much
easier, and bring greater pleasure
to your Furniture making. Fully

Eliminate the hard work in
hand planing and
give your work
that professional
look with the

compact self-
contained

P.R.11
5in.

Power
Planer.

guarded for safety. Thicknessing Attach- SEND FOR FULL DETAILSment and Extension Rollers available.
(TO DEPT. BP/43)

161
At_Rl

iub-
NOTTINGHAM
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The ideal Build -it -yourself
WELDING KIT

ONLY

225
Complete
with all
Accessories

as shown

New H.P. Terms
£5 down and 6
monthly pay-
ments of £3.15,0.

Unconditionally
GUARANTEED

Works from Standard Household Power Plug (10-15 amp. A.C.).
Welds up to any thickness plate. Brazes down to 26 swg plate.
Silver solders, Tins and Surface Hardens. Send Cash or Deposit for
Immediate Delivery, or write for Fuller Details. Not a cheap choke
set, but a full WELDING TRANSFORMER in heavy gauge welded
steel case. Larger models available. 180 amp. £52 (E 10.10.0 deposit)
and 360 amp. £95 (deposit by arrangement). Thousands in daily
use in factories and workshops throughout the World.

7 DAYS' I REE TRIAL ON REQUEST

TAYLOR BROS. (MIDDLESBROUGH) LTD.
32 Baker Street, Middlesbrough, Yorks.

Tel. : 45241-2

I" CAPACITY2

IS" BENCH DRILL
A PRECISION BUILT MACHINE TOOL
WEIGHT 154 lb. 5 SPINDLE SPEEDS

/37.5.0 (complete -3 phase)

(Chuck guard not included.) Pillar model also available.
Available from all machine tool merchants-
write now for full details, to the manufacturers :

W. J. MEDDINGS LTD., Ipswich Rd., Trading Estate, Slough, Buck,
One of the Largest Manufacturers of Drilling Machines in the U.K.

Get the most out of your
tape recorder with

Tape Recording
as a Pastime
By DOUGLAS GARDNER and IAN ARNISON of the
Tape Recording Magazine. An indispensable guidebook
for beginner and expert alike, simply and lucidly written,
covering every aspect of tape recording for fun.

From any bookseller, 15s. illustrated, or
Souvenir Press, 94, Charlotte St., London, W./
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This model farm
cost less than 216

It was made from a half-crown tin of Sankey's PYRUMA-
farmhouse, barn, implement shed, walls and gate-and there
was still plenty of this grand modelling material left to build
many more farm features, by simple methods described in the
Instruction Book (see Coupon below).
PYRUMA, plastic and ready -for -use, becomes stone hard after
drying or baking, and can be painted in natural colours. For
permanent modelling --

MAKE IT AND BAKE IT IN

SANKEY'S

PYRUMA
PLASTIC CEMENT

Obtainable from your local Ironmonger or Hardwareman and many
Art Material dealers. Ideal for making-

Model Railway Buildings and Accessories. Harbours
Ship Models. Airport Buildings and Features.
Houses. Bookends. Ashtrays. Animals and Figures.
Plaques, etc.

Post this Coupon today for your Instruction Book.

CUT OFF HERE

To LJ,H.SANKEIrSt.SON,Uf? Dept. P.M., Ilford, Essex
Established over a century

Please send ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTION BOOK with full colour
(ages, on Pyrurna Modelling.

Enclosed Postal Order value 6d. (not stamps).
NAMf. (Block letters)

ADDRESS
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOKran" TO AMBITIOUS

fitiLL ENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities"
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES" should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
Jig & Tool Design-Sheet
Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-
frigeration-Metallurgy.

AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Maintenance & Repairs-
High Speed Diesel-
Garage Management.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - Installations
-Draughtsmanship-Sup-
ply - Maintenance -
Design.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation-Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying-Clerk of Works-
Carpentry and joinery-
Quantities - Valuations.

RADIO &
ELECTRONICS

Gen, Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Maintenance &
Repairs - Telegraphy-
Telephony - Television-
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions-Electronic Eng.-
Automation-Digital Com-
puters - Analogue Corn.
putors-Data Processing-
Instrumentation.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Gen. Civil Eng. - Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Road Eng. - Reinforced
Concrete-Geology.

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE t
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Pred.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.S.H., A.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS, COMMON

PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.
Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.

* HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a " key -man " .

quickly and -easily.

* HOW to benefit from our free
Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit front
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you arc earning
less than £2o a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening -
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

I To : B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

Only ,ad
stamp is

needed if
posted in art

unsealed envelope.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE BIEL IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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FAIR COMMENT

No. 307

THE AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY'S CHOICE
THIS present era is hailed by many as the beginning of the space age and the

start of the new industry of astronautics. This new science and industry is
bound to pioneer research along trails peculiarly its own, but the results

of this research and the new lines of thought they engender are certain to have a
profound effect on the aircraft industry as we know it. Future trends of aircraft
design may either be towards the speeding up of all aircraft or alternatively
towards a much wider division between long distance extremely fast airliners and
much smaller and more economical local 'planes. In our opinion, the latter course
of events is the most likely.

Already the supersonic airliner is more than a vision of the future and aircraft
companies in America are working out designs for a supersonic transport for the
American Air Force. It is thought that a liner carrying about 120 passengers at over
2,000 m.p.h. could be flying by 1968, but this estimate is probably on the con-
servative side as already a supersonic bomber, the Convair B58, is flying in the U.S.

This then would seem to establish rather firmly the fast long-range aircraft of the
future, but how can this be reconciled with the " Cheaper air travel for all " pro-
nouncements which have been made recently. The fares for travelling in such a
supersonic aircraft are likely to be extremely expensive. The answer would seem to
be that the faster and more expensive the new aircraft become, the better the ease
for building more modest 'planes. Even so, the building of a fleet of gas turbine
aircraft is, in itself, unlikely to solve the problem of cheaper fares. At present a
new design of gas turbine aircraft is in danger of being obsolete, or at least obsolescent
before it has been flying long enough to pay for its initial cost. The only solution
to this is that the aircraft must work harder and thus pay more during its short life.
This means, in effect, round the clock operation, and to ensure that there is a full
passenger list for every flight more people must be persuaded to travel by air and
to travel at off-peak times. The only possible way this could be done is by means of
cheap fares. It seems likely then that the future of the economy aircraft could be
assured, but if the British aircraft industry decides to concentrate on this type of
aircraft, can it afford to neglect entirely the supersonic airliner ? America will
certainly build them and run them between New York and London, which means
B.O.A.C. would have to buy them from the U.S. And what about the prestige
value of such aircraft ?

The answer, in our opinion, is for Britain to concentrate on the economy aircraft
and also on its " Vertical Take -off and Landing " projects with a view to com-
bining the two as soon as possible to produce an aircraft that can take off from a
restricted space, travel swiftly with a large payload to its destination and then land
-again in a restricted space. Such a 'plane would be at least as valuable as a
supersonic airliner.

A FREE FILM SHOW FOR WIRELESS AND TELEVISION
ENTHUSIASTS

OUR companion journals, Practical Wireless and Practical Television are spon-
soring another film show at Caxton Hall, Westminster, on Friday, January

22nd, 196o, at 7.3o p.m. The show is being arranged in conjunction with Mullard,
Ltd., and the editor of the " Practical " group of journals will be in the chair.

One of the films entitled " Mirror in the Sky " will be of particular interest to
readers of PRACTICAL MECHANICS. It deals with the confirmation of the existence
of the heavyside layer and the discovery of the Appleton layer. It continues with
the pulse techniques which are the basis of radar and concludes with the radio
telescope. Other films are entitled " Photo Emission " and " From Us To View."

Admittance is by ticket only and application for these should be made now to
this office. The envelopes should be marked " Caxton Hall " in the top left-hand
corner and a stamped, addressed envelope enclosed.

The December, 1959, is will be published oil November 271b. Order it now!
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An Italian. Mandolin
Another Musical Instrument for you to Make

THE recent rock 'n' roll and skit&
craze has left in its wake not only
an increased interest in the guitar but

in stringed instruments in general. One
of the most charming of these is the Italian
mandolin, shown in Fig. I.

While the method used by Italian instru-
ment makers is beyond the amateur crafts-
man, the method to be described is simple
and can produce a really fine instrument,
both in appearance and tone. The method
chosen is well known to model boat builders
as the bread and butter system. Before
starting construction study the drawings,
particularly Fig. 2, and the photographs until
a clear picture of the various stages is
obtained.

The Body
This is made from eleven laminations of

}in. thick walnut. When buying this get
it planed both sides to finish sin. thick.
Make a start by scaling up the drawings
shown in Fig. 4 on to stout cardboard. This
done, cut around the outline with scissors.
The plank of walnut should be laid on the
floor or bench and the profile template laid
alongside, Mark the shape of the template
on the edge of the plank. Now saw the
plank across about a in. from the mark.
Lay the plank on top of the first piece and
mark the continuation of the profile on the

Sound hole inlay

Sound board

By A. B. ORR

Fig. T.-The finished Italian mandolin.

second lamination. Once again saw
across about lin. clear of the mark.
Repeat this sequence with the remainder
of the plank until the eleven
laminations are cut and the

Neck socket

Body

Shaping to stand k'
proud from rest of body

Fig. 2.-An exploded view
of the mandolin.
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resulting block is marked off
as shown in Fig. 6.

After marking the centre
line on each lamination, use the
plan template to mark off the plan
shape on each lamination. This
done, the laminations can be cut

to plan shape with a coping saw.
The laminations can now be

screwed together, starting by screw-
ing the second smallest to the
smallest so that no screw holes will
be made in the body. Keep the
screw towards the centre so that
they will not be exposed by subse-
quent shaping.

Once the laminations are securely
screwed together a start can be made

on the shaping. This part of the job can
be greatly simplified if some sort of grip is
screwed to the bench to hold the body while
carving. Two small blocks screwed to the
bench about 6in. apart and at a slight angle
to each other should suffice. Shaping is
carried out using a lin. gouge. Once the
rough shape is approached this tool should
be replaced by a smoothing chisel or one of

Head

the new shapers to remove the
gouge marks. A piece of broken
glass is useful at this stage. Break
a jam jar in a cloth and select a

piece of glass with a suitable curve. This
makes an admirable tool to work on the
curved surfaces. Finish off with various
grades of sand -paper until a smooth surface
is obtained. Check that there are no bumps
and hollows. When shaping, work on the
body as a whole and do not concentrate on
any one section.

The carved elaboration can now be
marked on the body. Fig. 4 gives the shape.
A paper template should be made and the
outline marked on the body with a pencil.

7
5 5

14
1/Y

Fig. 3.-Neck measurements. The head is
shaped and drilled to suit machine head used.

111.10wri

Using an X-Acto knife or similar, make a
cut about t/ loin. into the body along the
line. Now carefully cut up to this line until
the carving stands out proud by about
/loin. It is not essential to include this

carving and, indeed, if one has not the ability
to tackle this sort of thing it should be left
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pened to be available at the
time. Most music shops stock
the straight type of machine
head, and if this type is chosen,
the head should be altered
accordingly. Fig. 3 gives the
measurements. These should
be marked out on the block.
Using a coping saw, cut out the neck " in
the square."

Now make the slot in the top lamination
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out rather than be done
badly. It is, however.
quite simple if care is
taken and, if well
d o n e, greatly
enhances the

Fig. 4.-A half -scale plan and side
elevations of the body, sheering the

positions of the battens.

MECHANICS

appearance of thefinished
instrument,

The fall -off on the top
should now be made.
The angle is given in Fig. 4. Mark the line
accurately, across the top lamination and,
using a chisel or plane, cut away the un-
wanted section. This completes the first
stage in making the body, which is put to
one side.

The Neck
This is made from a block of mahogany

measuring 15in.. X 2in. X 2:;in. At this
stage it should be decided what shape of
machine head is to be used. The original
was fitted with a .curved head as this hap -

Fig. 5.-The end of stage i and
(below) the body after hollowing.

of the body to take the
neck socket. Photograph
(Fig. 5) shows how this
looks. Check that the
neck is a snug fit in the
body. To check that

alignment is correct mark
the centre line of the neck
and hold a length of
thread between the top
of the neck and the centre
of the body at the lower
end. If all is well this
thread should lie along
the centre line from the
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top of the neck to the lower end of the body.
If it does not, suitable adjustment should be
made at the join. Once satisfied with the
alignment the neck should be firm'.y screwed

to the body. This done,
finally check the alignment and
then remove the neck and
shape it, using a shaper and

sand -paper until a perfect
finish is obtained.

The Body (Stage 2)
Return now to stage two of the

work on the body.
Before separating the laminations

Fig. 6.-Side view of block after marking out.

draw a line down each side to act as bearing
lines when gluing up the laminations after
hollowing. Now separate the laminations and
mark a line lin. from the side all round
except where the neck meets the body. This
part is left thicker as will be seen in Fig. 2.

Leave the top lamination for the time
being and make a start hollowing the rest.
This is done with either a coping saw or a
fret saw. Cut carefully around the line,
taking care not to break the lamination.
Note that a ledge is left projecting in the
second lamination to take the neck socket.
This is best marked by lightly screwing the
neck in place and marking round it.

Having hollowed the laminations, it only
remains to cut out the top one, which will
come in two halves, and to scoop out the
smallest one. When doing this make the
inside curve match the outside, making the
wall thickness about in.

The laminations are now ready for glu-
ing. Aerolite 306 is ideal for this job, due
to its space -filling properties. Glue the
laminations together in pairs, afterwards
gluing each pair together. Ensure that the
lines marked earlier on each side line up

7.-Batten shape.
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batten should be glued to the underside
of the sound -board (see dotted line in
Fig. 4). This batten does not fit into the
body. The sound -board can now be glued
in position on the body.

Finger Board
This is made from a piece of mahogany

(lin.) measuring win. X zin. which should
be laid along the neck and the outline
marked off. The finger board runs down
to the sound-ho'e and this end should be
trimmed to follow the curve of the hole.

\-61 Fig. so gives the fret positions. The fret
wire is located in slots made with a fine

Fig. 8 (Above).-The actual size of string plate, tenon saw. Note that where the finger
Fig. 9 (Below).-Measurements for the bridge. ,

4/Z,

perfectly before cramping. Allow ample
time for each pair to dry before removing
the cramps to glue the next pair. It is
worth while to make a pair of cramps from
two t ft. lengths of tin. X lin. deal, drilled
to take a kin. bolt at each end. Using these
even pressure can be obtained along the
length of the laminations. This is one part
of the job that should not be rushed. While
the laminations are drying work can be con-
tinued on the accessories.

Once all the laminations have been glued
and are dry the inside can be trimmed.
Once again a piece of broken glass is ideal
to get at the different curves. The inside
should be taken down to about lin. Great
care should be taken to ensure that no area
is taken down too far. Finish off the inside
with sand -paper.

The neck should now be permanently
secured to the body. Apply glue liberally
to the joint and screw the neck firmly to
the ledge in lamination No. 2. Check align-
ment before putting to one side to dry.

When the glue has dried, trim the join
between neck and body and give the body a

board meets the body a step is cut to
accommodate the 1/ t6in. plywood sound -
board. Treat this carefully as there is a
danger of breaking the board at the step.
Using six -kin screws attach the finger board
to the neck and sound -board at suitable
points along the finger board. The nut is
made from a piece of bone or plastic and is
glued in place.

The Bridge
Fig. 9 gives the shape and dimensions of

the bridge. It is held against the sound -
board by the strings and is located t3in.
from the nut.

Machine Head
The seating for this should now be made.

No hard and fast dimensions can be given
as these will depend on the head used.
With the majority of plain heads it is only
necessary to drill holes to take the shafts.
After making the seating, the head should
be left to one side until the instrument is
polished.

Inlays
The mandolin will be greatly enhanced

- ... .- .. -
final finish, removing all superfluous glue.

The Sound -board
This is made from t/r6in. plywood.

Select a piece with a pleasing grain. Lay
the body on top of the plywood and mark
off the shape. Remove the body and cut
round the mark with a fret saw. From Fig. 4
mark off the sound -hole and cut out with a
fret saw. It only remains to score the top
side of the plywood where the fall -off comes,
taking care not to cut completely through
the ply. Bend to the correct angle, checking
by laying along the top of the body.

The sound -board is supported by a cross
batten, seen in Fig. 5. This is fitted into
notches in the body and is shaped as shown
in Fig, 7. It should be glued in place on
the body and while it is drying a similar
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if some inlay is added. The original is
traditionally heavily inlaid. Inlaying is,
however, a tricky job and should not be
attempted unless some experience has been
had in this type of work. There is one bit
of inlay that is simple and that is worth
while doing and that is around the sound -
hole. This can be done in one of two ways.
A strip of lin. X t/t6in. may be steamed
and bent to fit snugly around the inside of
the sound -hole. The other way is to
shape accurately a piece of mahogany and
glue it in place. This was done on the
instrument illustrated. Mark off the shape
of the sound -hole on a piece of lin.
mahogany and carefully cut to shape. Now
mark a line lin. inside and cut out the
centre. By alternate fitting and sanding
make the inlay a tight fit in the hole and
then glue in place.

Fig. 8 shows the string plate full size.
It is made from 1/161n. brass. After
cutting out the shape bend the plate to the
contour of the body. Drill holes to take
the mounting screws in the positions shown.

As the eight steel strings exert consider-
able force it is essential to see that they are
firmly anchored. In the original this was
done by using four'lin. lengths of brass
kin. in dia. These were turned to shape
in the chuck of a hand drill. Four lin.
holes are drilled in the plate to take these
studs, the holes being carried through into
the wood of the body. The studs should
protrude by about 3/16in. The plate should
be removed and the studs soldered in place.

Finishing
Remove the finger board, string plate and

machine head and begin by giving the neck
and body four coats of grain filler, rubbing
down with flour paper between each coat.
When satisfied that all grain is filled give
a final rub down until a silky smooth finish
is obtained. A friction polish was used on
the original.

The neck can be left in polished
mahogany or painted black. If painted use
a number of coats of thin paint, rubbing
down between coats.

The various parts should now be fitted
and the strings added. Each pair of
strings is secured to one of the studs.

64 64
1;.

so.-The fret measurements.
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The National Do -It -Yourself Magazine

PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER
A Free Pull-out Booklet-" Home Decoration

and Colour Scheme Guide."

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS
Successful Fireplaces ; Garage Door Replace-
ment ; Resurfacing Ceilings and Walls ; A
Striped Coffee Table ; Borrowed Light in a

Partition Wall ; Constructing a Fish Tank ;
Winter Precautions for Garden Sheds and
Tools ; A Wrought Iron Clock ; Adaptable
T.V. Stools ; Advantages of Man-made Timbers ;
An Attic Flatlet ; A Stable -type Door ; Plastic
Double -Glazing ; Standard Grants ; A Modern
Cabinet Unit ; Pressurised Paint Packs ; Fold-
ing Chair Steps ; A Secretaire and Bookcase.
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A Model Control Transmitter
Mains Powered Crystal Controlled.
A Detailed Description

WHEN working models of a kind which
can be used indoors or in the
garden, mains supplies will usually

be available to run the transmitter. In these
circumstances, the use of mains alone will
he an advantage, because of the economical
running, compared with batteries. In addi-

9 MO.
Crystal

O.
C> HFC

/000pF

0. 9
o Mc/s.

/oopp Coil
Tun in

rB

VI

/00
Kf)

25pF

)

/0
Kfl

/0
Kit

By F. G. Royer
H.T. supply is often used
from batteries, which are
a fairly expensive item.
The use of a crystal -
controlled mains trans-
mitter is thus well worth
while, when circurn-

Key

Fig. I.-The theoretical circuit.

Lion, with mains operation a crystal -con-
trolled circuit can easily be adopted because
of the higher voltages and power output of
the valves. A very good output can thus
he obtained with two stages, in a mains
circuit.

The usual simple type of self-excited
oscillator, usually employed in and 2 -
valve form for model control, and battery
operated, suffers from the disadvantage that
it will radiate on any frequency to which it

is tuned. Harmonics may easily
cause interference to TV recep-
tion over a wide area. In
addition, a i2civ. or even 15ov.

Fig. 2.-A view of the
pleted transmitter.

81.iF SpF

6X5
1/3
2.50

Maws
Transform

250c)

2A.

On Off
Switch

stances permit. It can, of course, be
used for setting up and testing a model,
even when a portable, battery -run trans-
mitter is used as well. Such a mains
transmitter is shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 7.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1, and
employs two valves and a rectifier, with
mains transformer to isolate the equip-
ment from the mains. The frequency

crystal forms the
resonant grid circuit
of the first stage
and therefore con-
trols the oscillation
frequency h e r e.
With a 9 Mc/s
crystal. the 6Jc
anode circuit is also
tuned to 9 Mc/s. The
6V6 acts as multiplier
and power output stage.
its anode circuit being
tuned to 27 Mc/s.
Wrong tuning of either
stage reduces output.
but does not cause a
signal of wrong fre-
quency to be radiated,
and this is, of course,
the great advantage
which a crystal -con-
trolled transmitter
possesses over the self-
excited tunable type.

It is worth noting
that many different
valves will operate in

COW -

Fig. 3.-A further
view s h o zv i n g the

front panel,

this circuit and any triodes, tetrodes or
pentodes, of R.F.. A.F., or output type.
will function. A useful output can also
be expected if a triode or other small valve
is used instead of the 6V6, though output
is naturally higher with the larger type of
tetrode or pentode.

If valves other than those shown are used,
care should be taken that their maximum
cathode current ratings are not exceeded.

To /000pF
and HFC

13 turns
side by side
24 SWG

To
Anode
6J5
and

/00pF

/ media -T4t die
former former

/0 turns
20 SWG

To moving plates o
SOpF and Hx+

Fig. 4.-Details of rue two coils.

/1 turns of I diameter occupying 1j4'
Fig. 5.-Frequency meter circuits.

With the output stage, this can be assured
by using a cathode bias resistor of the same
value as would be provided if the valve were
acting as A.F. amplifier or audio output.
In the case of the first stage the anode resis-
tor (4.7k in Fig. i) should be of such a
value that the valve does not pass more than
its maximum permissible anode current. This
is very important it another power valve.
such as a spare 6V6, is used in this stage.
because there is no cathode bias.

A rectifier and mains transformer able to
supply about 6omA will be satisfactory, this
providing some tomA to 15mA or so for
the first stage, and 45mA or so for the out-
put stage. A 300 ohm resistor may be used
instead of a smoothing choke, but will cause
a little more voltage drop than a choke of
fairly low D.C. resistance.
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Ma in s
Transformer

-41 F
Smoothing

Choke

L-7Njb

9 Mc/s.
Coil

Crystal Holder

0
0 0

0 J 0

- - -
----72

0 0

MC.

100pF
Tuning

0 o
0 n 0

0

6XS
v3

0 0

Screen

0

Insulating
bush 4

Fig. 6.-Suggested component layout.

Tuning Coils
Both these are shown in

Fig. 4. Actual dimensions
are not very important pro-
vided the coils can be tuned
to the correct frequency.
Short-wave receiver plug-in
type coils may be used in the
first stage, if to hand. The
coil selected should tune to
9 Mc/s (about 33 metres)
with a toopF tuning con-
denser roughly half closed.

Crystals of other frequen-
cies may be used, provided
the figure falls within the
model control band when
multiplied by 2, 3 or 4. Greater multiplica-
tion is not recommended, as efficiency falls.
In all cases the triode anode circuit must be
tunable to the crystal frequency.

With the 27 Mc/s coil experiment may be
necessary to find a suitable number of turns,
if dimensions are changed. If a smooth
former is used, a turn or two should be left
off.

Construction
A suitable layout is shown in Fig. 6. The

screen between stages is recommended when
using clear glass valves at maximum
efficiency.

The toopF variable condenser is in con-
tact with the metal panel, which was faced
with a 3 -ply wooden panel. But the sopF
variable condenser must be insulated, to avoid
an H.T. short. With ordinary condensers this
can be arranged by placing a Paxolin washer
behind the panel, and inserting an insulated
bush from the front, or by drilling a clear-
ance hole in the metal panel, but not in the
3 -ply. Some surplus condensers are secured
to the panel by two small screws passing
through the insulated part of the condenser,
and if a' clearance hole has been made for the
vindle, no actual contact with the panel will
then arise.

The 9 Mc/s coil is mounted by means of
small brackets. The top of the winding
" A is soldered to the t000pF condenser,
and a lead passes down through the chassis
to the H.T. circuit. The bottom end of the
winding " B " is taken to the fixed plates of
the toopF condenser, a lead also passing

0

NF

0

down through the chassis to
the 6J5 anode.

With the 27 Mc/s coil, the
top end " C " goes to the
fixed plates of the 5opF con-
denser, and 6V6 anode. The
bottom D " is taken to
moving plates and H.T. posi-
tive. Both coils are so wound
and mounted that at least tin.
clear space exists between the
bottom of the actual windings
and the metal chassis. Fairly
large pointer knobs or dials
should be fixed to the conden-
sers. The spindle of the 5opF
condenser is alive from ihe
H.T. circuit.

Other connections and parts
will be seen in Figs. 6 and 8,
and leads should be as short
and direct as possible, especi-
ally in the tuned circuits. It
will be seen that two tok
resistors are wired in series to
obtain 2pk, this being slightly

Fig. 7.-Top view showing
component layout.

more efficient than using a

single 2ok resistor. Grid and
anode leads should be clear of
the chassis. The values of the
smoothing and by-pass con-
densers are in no way critical
and somewhat similar com-
ponents can be used; if to
hand.

Two terminals, tags or
sockets are required to allow
the control key to be wired up.
A small insulated pendant
push switch will be suitable for
this. The. transmitter only
radiates when the switch is
closed.

Transmitter Tuning
A bulb loop should be made

up to test for R.F. This ,.an
consist of two turns of insu-
lated wire, about tin. diamete:,
soldered to a bulb -holder, or

8
YF
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directly to the bulb itself. A 6V o.o4A
bulb, as sold .for cycle dynamo rear lights,
will be satisfactory.

The 6J5 anode circuit may best be tuned
by disconnecting the 4.7k resistor and
including a 2omA or similar meter to show
the anode current. As the toopF condenser
is opened, a sharp drop in anode current
should be noted. This indicates that
oscillation has commenced. The optimum
tuning point is that producing the greatest
dip in current. Wrong tuning will reduce
output (but not change frequency) until the
valve ceases to oscillate at all. With the
bulb loop close against the top of the
9 Mc/s coil, there should be sufficient R.F.
to give an indication, when tuning is correct.

The output stage is now tuned. This is
simply done by holding the bulb loop in
line with the 27 Mc/s coil, and adjusting
the 5opF variable condenser for maximum
brightness of the bulb filament. As with
the previous stage, wrong tuning will reduce
output, but not upset the frequency. The
output stage will provide enough R.F. to
light a .3A, or higher consumption bulb, but
this is not so with the first stage.

If coils of very different dimensions than
those specified arc used, care should be
taken to see that they are actually working
on the correct multiple. For example, if
the output stage were tuned to x8 Mc/s
(twice crystal frequency) it would then
radiate. However, the difference in
frequency is so great that with normal care

no trouble of this kind need
be expected.

Aerial Coupling
A short vertical rod aerial

is most convenient and suffi-
cient for the purposes men-
tioned. It can be mounted
at the back of the transmit-
ter. An insulated lead is
taken from it, and is looped
twice round the 27 Mc/s coil,
near end " D," terminating
at a tag bolted to the chassis.
The 5opF condenser should
be readjusted for maximum
output, after adding an
aerial.

When testing equipment at
short range, no aerial need

(Concluded on page 94)

25pF

Mains
Transformi-

8
,,-

Primary
leads to
Mains

via
On -Off
Switch

Note:
Points marked MC
are 'earthing'
tags to chassis

Fig. 8.-Details for completing the wiring.
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ofographing Powers
A. E. BENSUSAN GIVES SOME ADVICE
capable of producing good results, the types
mentioned earlier provide easier working con-
ditions and more accurate results.

USUALLY, when we think of flowers we
visualise the effect their colours have
013 us. Therefore, it may he sur-

prising to some readers to find that the
photography of flowers, using monochrome
materials, is advocated here. In practice.
there is virtually no limit to the number of
different and attractive studies which can he
made using black and white representations
of flowers as the main subject matter.

The Camera
Consider first the photography of single

or small groups of blooms, to which is
applied a close-up treatment. The ideal

Fig. 1.-A typical set-up.
Fig. 3 (Right).-A vase of flowers photographed

against the light.

camera, for this type of work is one on which
the image can be viewed full-sized, for the
arrangement of the subject matter is abso-
lutely vital to the success of the picture.
A difference in viewpoint of only an inch
or so, such as might be caused by the mount-
ing of a viewfinder above, and possibly to
the side of the camera lens, can make a great
deal of difference to the final result. Thus,
a stand camera or a single lens reflex is the
first choice.

A twin lens reflex will also prove useful.
if some form of parallax adjustment is used.
Not just a prism to ensure that the area
covered is the same, but a means of moving
the camera bodily from the viewing to the
taking position. Following behind are the
standard miniature cameras and various other
types of instrument. Although all are

If the camera is fitted with double exten-
sion bellows, the problem .of getting in suffi-
ciently close, to obtain a large image on
the negative, does not arise. Otherwise, a
supplementary lens must be used to enable
the range to be shortened far below that
shown on the camera tens focusing scale.

Equipment
The set-up for flower photography is

extremely simple. As shown in Fig. t, only
two floodlights are really necessary. One
acts in place of the sun to provide a high
angle main light while the other, of lower
power, merely prevents the shadows from
getting too dark and detail -less. Suitable
pieces of fabric laid out on a baseboard and.
clipped to a backing board, provide the
foreground and background respectively. The
background is always kept completely out of
focus and, for this reason, it must be quite
plain so as not to spoil the effect with
obtrusive highlight or shadow patches.

Accuracy of focus, and complete absence
of camera shake, are very important and
steps should be taken to ensure that these

Fig. 2 (Left).-Using the natural foliage as a
base for a close-up.

Fig. 4.-An our -of -doors picture using
.flozvers and other supporting elements.
points axe attended to automatically.
Where no optical method of distance
finding by screen, reflex finder or
rangefinder exists, the information
should be obtained with a ruler or
tape measure. With the camera
mounted on a tripod continuity of
viewpoint is established, as well as
making certain that there is no trace
of movement at the moment of
exposure. Final adjustments in the
positioning of the flowers can then
be made with ease.

When arranging the blooms into
a tight composition, see that one
does not obstruct another and that
the arrangement is natural. Do not
strip the foliage from the stems, for
it can form a useful dark base for
the picture, as shown in Fig. 2.
Stop the lens down as far as i,
necessary to keep all the flowers in
sharp focus, and then make the
exposure with the aid of a cable
release.
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Pictures of flowers, taken right against the
light, are often very effective in a dramatic
sense provided that the blooms are suffi-
ciently light-coloured to contrast favourably
with the large shadow areas. The back light
may be provided by a single floodlamp, but
daylight through a window is just as effec-
tive. Use a very low -powered secondary
light, or a white card reflector to lighten the
shadow areas very slightly. Blooms placed
in simple but well-proportioned vases are
ideal for this treatment, and a picture taken
in this way is shown in Fig. 3.

Remember that colour now has no bearing
on the subject matter, and the only aim is to
interpret the picture in terms of black and
white. Therefore, it is essential to use strong
compositions with, as necessary, subtle tone
effects or harsh dramatic contrasts.

Do not hesitate to use supporting effects

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

for flower photography. Usually the need
does not arise with extremely close-up work,
where the principal object is either to record
the blooms as accurately as possible, or to
produce an effect picture by means of a
pictorial composition and suitable lighting.
With medium distance shots, taken indoors,
it is sometimes desirable to use drapes, vases
or other similar items to improve either
the interest value of the picture, or its
pictorial composition.

Flowers Outdoors
Photographs of flowers, taken under out-

door conditions, generally need the assist-
ance of such accessories. Here, the require-
ment is often that the picture should show
the flowers in their natural environment, and
some of the surroundings should be included.
The placing of the flowers about one-third of
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the way from the bottom of the photograph
ensures that they have a strong place in the
picture area, and the focus should be
adjusted so that they are quite sharp. If
the flower -bed extends for some distance,
and the standard of lighting is not good
enough to permit the entire bed to be kept
perfectly sharp, the accent should be on the
blooms nearest to the camera. Some means
of framing the picture, by including a tree
trunk or branches, helps to concentrate the
interest on the main point (Fig. 4).

Full exposure and light development pro-
vide a soft and well -detailed negative, with
the delicacy of tonal rendering which is so
essential to this form of photography. For
the same reason, the prints should be rather
soft in their gradation and contrasty results
should only be tolerated when they are the
outcome of the general lighting arrangement,
and not the result of too contrasty a paper.

Illumination _-)hotogra-
ACLASS of subject that is coming more

into illuminations at resorts is the
internally -lit figure. It is made of

coloured translucent material and electric
bulbs are set inside its hollow body. The
result is fairylike and effective.

Built up in panels the figures generally
represent storybook characters, gnomes,
pixies and the like. They are seldom in one
colour, each panel being different-a point
that has to be borne in mind when
photographing.

Getting pictures of these figures is inter-
esting and satisfying as usually they come
out well and look what they are-self-lit
shapes set in a velvety black background.

The Film
Reds and colours in the red group, i.e.,

pink, brown. orange, etc., are often in pre-
dominance (probably to produce a sense of
warmth) and allowance must be made for

Now is the Season to
Try This

By H. A. JOHNSON

There is really a lot of latitude in the
matter of exposure, but using 29' Scheiner
or 3o' ScheMer film about r minute at f8
will give a negative from which satisfactory
prints can be made. Working to this figure,
fir would need two minutes, but f4.5 twelve
seconds only; while if you are lucky enough
to have a camera with a lens maximum of
3.5 then the exposure could be still shorter.

Remember, however, when taking a set of
figures at varying ranges from the camera
that a small stop will have to he used to
get them all into sharp focus.

The Exposure
After putting the camera on something

rock steady, open the shutter

Fig. 1.-Some examples of the type of figure under discussion.

this fact. To be able to give a reasonably
short exposure and get good tone values,
high speed panchromatic material should be
used as it is sensitive to red and has a high
sensitivity to any light.

Do not let this stop you from trying some
exposures even if the film in your camera is
orthochromatic, but increase the exposure
considerably as this will to a great extent
lighten colours on the fringe of the red
group, although deep red will still appear
eel y dark.

and take the hand right away,
bringing it back only when it
is time to close the shutter
again. It is almost impossible
to keep a hand on a camera
for any length of time with-
out bringing in a certain
amount of shake Which will
make the final picture slightly
blurred.

During the time that the
shutter is open, hold some-
thing dark in front of it (about
sin, away) should a car with
headlights pass. When the
;oast is clear remove the
thield and carry on with the
exposure, deducting the time
the shield was before the lens,
of course. People in dark
clothes and passing fairly
quickly across the field of
vision do not matter and can
he ignored as they will not
harm the final picture.

As the internally -lit figures
are generally perfectly steady, longish
exposures can he given with ease, so if any-
thing always err on the generous side. With
orthochromatic material you will have to
go a long wad before over -exposure can be
seen.

Processing
Exposures of this sort are best processed

in developers of the Promicrol or Capitol
kind which bring up every hit of light -struck
emulsion while not clogging the better

ony

Fig. 2.-The subjects are often story book
characters.

exposed areas. In effect these developers
make a plate of film seem " faster." With
them successful pictures have been taken by
candle light, which shows how vigorous they
are.

Printing
Print on a normal grade of paper, not

contrasty; even so, let the backgrounds go
really dark as this improves the effect.
Washed out backgrounds are not good.

While the impression of a lighted figure
against a really dark background is satisfying,
some photographers favour trying to get this
sort of picture at late dusk rather than in
complete darkness as this very faintly out-
lines the figures. This, however, is a matter
of personal taste.

Though not in the realm of straight pic-
ture making these illuminated figures lend
themselves well to one or other of the
methods of print tinting (i.e., one colour all
over), or to definite colouring. When trying
the latter, the prints must be first sepia
toned.

Why not try your hand now while the
illuminations at seaside towns are still -
switched on?

41
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TAKE a strong piece of tinplate 6in.
long and tin. wide. Make a slot
ulin. long and 3/16in. wide, fin.

from one end to take the driving wheel, as
shown in Fig. 1. Next drill eight holes

Slot cut away
for driving wheelBend up to hold

back and seat

Rear axle ,21
31/1 long

Spacing tube

Electric
motor

-- Axle brackets
bolted to underside

of chassis

Push fit plash
wheels 11/4" dia

Running fit on bolt

- -

Pinion Spacing collar

Top shaft Alarm winder cog wheel

Fig. 2.-Mechanism details.

from the sides. These are for bolting
the bent -over strips of tinplate to make the
axle supports, and are bored with a lin.
drill. Two of the holes are for fixing the
clockwork engine on to the frame.

Two small bent pieces of strong tinplate
are soldered on to the clockwork frame at
the bottom, one at each side, with a Bin.
hole drilled in them, as shown in Figs. r and
3. After this has been done, bend six strips
of tinplate, also with tin. holes drilled in
them, and bolt in position. For axle sup-
ports. as shown in Fig. r, the tinplate
should be bent up -.lin. at the opposite end
to the slot. This is to hold the back and
seat.

thiiklbd
AodaLl L3andb2ace

By Graham Bettney
It Will Climb Very Steep Gradients and Pull

Five Times Its Own Weight

Holes for bolting
clockwork engine

Middle axle Front axle
4" long 31/2'. long

Fig. t. Details
of the chassis.

The Wheels
Take an old alarm

clock, strip it down until
you have the four wheels,
as shown in Fig. 3.
You will need two other
wheels from the clock,
the alarm wheel, that is
fixed on to
t h e longer
pulley shaft
of the motorand the
finger wheel.

c This is taken from the outside
of the frame of the clock, and
is the wheel into which the
fingers fit. Part of the tubing
of this wheel is cut off, then
the wheel is soldered on to the
small wheel, as shown in
Fig. 3. making sure that it is
soldered centrally. It will help
to fix a short tube into the
centre of the finger wheel, thus
making it a better fit, the same
thing applies to the fixing of
the alarm wheel on to the
pulley shaft, but thicker tubing
is used as shown in Fig. 2.
Care should be taken over the
fixing of these two wheels.

3%;

IF Electric
motor

Chassis -A

r

The small gear -wheel, shown in Fig. 3,
must run smoothly on the nut and bolt as
shown in Fig. 2. A small piece of tube
is essential to keep the small gear -wheel in
position (Fig. 2).

The Motor
The motor is raised on small blocks

Solder to spindle

Blade arms
swing from
centre axle

Fig. 3.-Side views of
the clockwork motor.

Engine mounting
bolt

Alarm clock
movement

Small gear
wheel for
axle drive
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Fig. 4. - Two front
views of the bulldozer. Track

C-7

of wood before being bolted in
position, this is to allow the tracks
to pass underneath the shell of the
motor. This can be seen in Figs.
4 and 5. The wheels are plastic (Llin.
dia.) and are of the push -on type.
The axles are of dia. brass or
steel rod.

The front and rear axles are 31in.
long, and the middle axle is din, long,
this is shafts to
be fixed on to it.

The small gear -wheel for the front
axle drive is soldered in position,
making sure it is central with the time
cog -wheel as -shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Constructing the Body
The bodywork of the prototype was made

of good quality cardboard, but other
materials could be used. The bonnet is
shaped round the frame of the clockwork
engine, leaving a space at each side so
that the motion of the wheels can be seen.
A small hole is made at each side to take
the bent pieces of strong wire, one at each

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Spacing
Wheel

collar Track
-J

Front axle pinion
9 or 10 teeth

33/4"

t- *,,

Balsa wood
radiator

Curved
1/4 motor cove.

I
Chassis

Slot formed
for lip of
chassis

Fig. 5. - h e
bonnet and body-

work. Chassis

Wire clip

Seat

side of the bonnet.
The other ends of
the wire are fitted
under the chassis,
as shown in Fig.
5. The wires
should be bent so
as to make the
bonnet a tight fit
on to the chassis.

The back of the
bodywork, that is
the back and seat

oY the bulldozer, is cut and glued into shape,
as shown in Fig. 5. A piece of cardboard
is glued on the inside to form the slot at
the back, it can then be easily slotted on to
the bent up end of the chassis.

Making the Blade
The blade is also made of

tinplate. The arms can be cut
away in the middle to make it
more realistic, as shown in Fig.
6, or they can be left solid.
The ends of the arms are bent
over and curved a little. The
blade is also curved so it fits
flush with the arms, the blade
is then soldered on to the arms.

When fixing it on the

Shaped plate soldered
to each arm

Fig. 6.-Dimensions of the
blade.
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drive and axle drive are from broken
mechanical toys, but can be purchased frOin
most model toy shops. So can the Mighty
Midget Motor, which is used on this model.

To make the model complete bore a -sin.
hole on the top of the body work and press
a small piece of plastic tubing into it to
form the exhaust. The air filter on the
opposite side to the exhaust is the top of a
small knitting needle and is inserted the same
way as the exhaust, This can be seen in
Fig. 5.

When painting the tracks of the model
make sure you do not paint the track grips;
otherwise the model will tend to slip when
climbing over a smooth surface.

If a little patience is used in construction
it will give a first-class performance, such

Rubber strips
Ifor tracks

43/ ----4 -

middle axle it may spring off. This can
easily be overcome by putting a small piece
of rubber tubing at each end of the axle
after the arms have been put in place.

The tracks are made of t/t6in. X tin.
rubber, The guides on the inside, and the
track grips on the outside are of t/t6in. X
lin. strip rubber. The tracks are also glued
together with t/16in. X sin. rubber, as in
Fig. 7, making sure that a good rubber
glue is used and also that the tracks are a
pull -on fit over the wheels. If the tracks
are slack they will not turn with the wheels.

8.-
The

control
switch.

Making the Switch
The most important thing is to make sure

the two screw heads on the wooden knob-
these are the two to the motor-make con-
tact with the four screws in the baseboard,
as shown in Fig. 8. If you do not wish to
make a switch of this kind a reverse switch
can be bought from most model shops.

The two small gear -wheels for the engine

Thin rubber
over joint z g. 7. -Details of

the tracks.

Rubber strips
for wheel guides

Bolt -
Wood or plastic knob

41/2 v battery Contacts

Brass pegs

4 contact
screws

as climbing a very steep gradient and pulling
many times its own weight. The switch is
held in the hand and can be operated from
many yards distance if desired, the two
wires to the model from the switch can be
any length. More detail can be put on the
model when painting it.

Wires to
motor

SOUTHERN MIDGET
RACING CLUB

IN view of the rapidly mounting enthusiasm
for Go -Kart racing in this country, it

has been decided to form a Club catering
for the enthusiast in the south of England.
The aim is to promote races under the
R.A.C. Formula for the tiny machines,
arrange social meetings, and circulate a
monthly bulletin of interest to all Karting
enthusiasts.

All those interested are invited to com-
municate with the Secretary, Southern
Midget Racing Club, 197, Albany Street,
London, N.W.i. for full details of member-
ship.
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WHEN installing
new machi-
nery n o t

every amateur can
at f or d independent
drives, which add
considerably to the
initial cost.

The use of clutches as an alternative form
of control can mean that all the machines
can take their motion from a single motor
without having the unsightly array of belts
which the normal countershaft form of drive
can produce. Again, many readers may prefer
a mechanical control rather than the switch
for the electric motor. The use of flat
belts moved from a loose to a fast pulley is
yet another method that does not find favour
because of the constant tapping noise created
by the belt joint passing over the pulley.

Clutch Details
A clutch mechanism embodied in the drive

means that a silent and efficient way of
rotating the wheels is accomplished which
gives instant stopping and starting with a
negligible amount of noise especially when
the vee type of belts are employed. The type
of clutch in Fig. r has been utilised on
numerous occasions by the writer in both
the home workshop and for driving light
machinery in industry, and used
in conjunction with the tilting
countershaft it provides a com-
pact assembly which can stow
away behind the machine or
form part of a long drive
arranged at the rear of a line of
machine tools.

Both ideas-the movement of
hardened balls on tapered seat-
ings and the facing of circular
details with brake material or
leather are well known and both
methods are utilised in this
drive. The completed clutch is
easily machined and constructed
in the average workshop where
a 4in. lathe is available. Some
zo clutches of various dimen-
sions have been made, ranging
from a baby member for con-
necting a sewing machine
motor to that needed to drive a
rather massive shaping machine
where the intermittent motion
made it essential to ensure
there was no possible slippage.
The design is offered as a prac-
tical solution to almost every
form of workshop drive; it
being merely necessary to
enlarge or reduce the ball dia-
meter and ball circle according
to requirements.

DRIVE

ACHINE TOOLS
John Wailer Tells You How to

Make it and How it Works

Construction
A hardened steel stop collar " A " Fig. i),

is secured by a cross pin to the shaft " T."
The heat treatment process is essential
because the pressure exerted by the balls on
the taper can rapidly score the surface and
ruin it. Most home mechanics obtain satis-
factory results by observing the colour of
a piece of steel when in the heated state.
The removal of scale is not a formidable
problem and is essential from the outside
diameter, angle face and bore. If the part
is held on the diameter through which the
cross pin is driven, a quick spin in a three -
jaw chuck will soon restore the polished
surfaces. Initially bore the hole a tight fit
in relation to the driving shg,ft as the removal
of scale will then allow it to slide over with-
out difficulty.

The outer sliding collar " B " is really
a two-part detail, including the cover " C,"
which is to prevent dirt and chippings from
entering the ball cone and clutch facing.
The coned portion " B " is treated in the

Fixing for operating
lever if used by hand

Operating
handle

Step
pulley

Packing

Key

Sleeve
F

Ferrodo or Phosphorleather facings
bronze bush

Fig. 1.-A cross sectional drawing showing the
chach installed on a small centre lathe.

Lubricator

same manner as " A" and subse-
quently polished, but the cover is
merely a piece of bright mild steel
bored and threaded to fit tightly
over the collar.

The cone or step pulley G " is not a
difficult pattern to construct if a casting is

preferred, but as the latter takes a consider-
able time a steel pulley or one from an odd
piece of cast iron, is machined almest as
quickly as the pattern. Rough machine either
of these details and then braze in the oil
lubricator boss.

Two phosphor bronze bushes " H and
" J " are driven into the pulley. They are
flanged to cover the complete facing of the
pulley and are given a very rough face to
receive the clutch material. Ferrodo and
leather give almost equal results in this
equipment though the latter wears a little
faster, however, as scrap pieces are used-
often short pieces rather than a full circle-
they need cost nothing.

A cover is provided at the right-hand end
in the form of two half plates " N." These
sections are made as a turned circle and on
cutting through with a saw they are easily
assembled into the groove of the adjusting
nut " M." To perform its duties efficiently
a reasonable amount of movement is neces-
sary ; thus the plate must well clear the
sides of the groove. Depending on the size
of clutch under construction, a gap kin.

Adjusting
nut

Phosphor
bronze bushes Lockout Collar

Half
plates

Packing

Driving
shaft-
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larger than the plate  thickness is required.
To the bush " J " is attached another
disc of clutch material which operates against
the face of this adjusting nut. In order to
ensure the latter " takes up " squarely-an
impossible situation from a threaded loca-
tion, one end fits snugly over the extended
diameter of the phosphor bronze bush " J."
Incidentally, oil seals are included on both
these bushes at " L to exclude oil from
the clutch .material.

At the extreme right-hand end of the
assembly is the locknut " P " which carries
out the obvious task of locking the adjusting

Sliding collar

Screw

Roller

Roll up and weld
or bore from disc

Fig. 2.-Details of
the starring handle.

nut once this item is correctly set. The
collar " R " performs a task similar to that
of " A at the opposite end, only on this
occasion it has no sliding member locating
on it. This collar is simply to increase the
shaft diameter and provide the threaded
diameter for the previously mentioned nuts.

The final item is the operating handle
" U " which as the name implies, actuates
the gear back and forth.

GUIDED MISSILE
FIRE FIGHTER

THE Solar Aircraft Company has
recently designed a new guided missile

fire fighter that is launched like a rocket
and hovers like a helicopter. Known as
the Firefly, it can zoom anywhere within
five miles in 4o seconds.

When it reaches a crash scene, the
unmanned craft turns into a helicopter and
hovers over the area. Then a remote
operator can flip a switch releasing more
than a ton of extinguishing liquid over the
crashed aircraft. The Firefly looks like a
small aircraft with helicopter blades in

s tail and a fire nozzle in its nose. A solid
propellant rocket under the fuselage shoots
the missile into cruise altitude.

The missile -helicopter reaches its goal in
three flight stages: t, a ballistic trajectory;
2, powered level flight and glide, and 3,
deceleration and hovering. The missile
picks up commands from a remote operator
through an electronic " brain," and trans-
lates these into mechanical control of its
devices.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Action of the Clutch
The motion of moving this handle to the

right-assuming, of course, the mechanism
is in the disengaged position-causes the
balls to move inwards under the influence
of the taper in the collar " B." This causes
them to move down the taper machined on
the collar " A," thus moving them to the
right and pushing with them the sleeve " E "
against the leather facing, and so causing
the stepped pulley to rotate.

The sleeve " E " is another hardened
member, but this time it is keyed to the
driving shaft. It rotates with the latter item
but as no restriction is placed on it in a
longitudinal direction, it can slide when a
pressure is imparted to it. Releasing the
operating handle will cause the balls to
resume their former position as centrifugal
force comes into operation and tends to
make them fly outwards. This release of
pressure means that the clutch would slip
ii any attempt were made to obtain a drive
from it.

Operating Handle
Fig. 2 gives the design of an operating

handle, fabricated from odd pieces of
material and either welded at the local
garage or brazed with S if -Bronze in the
home workshop.

A steel disc bored out to pass easily over
the collar " B " is the basis of this design,
and other items are welded to it as shown
to make a hinge. The boss at the lower
end provides a site for the handle, and is
tapped for this purpose. The arrangement
of the bar Y," to which the handle is
attached, depends solely on the way this
item is fixed close to the lathe or other
machine; a point which the reader must
settle before embarking on the welding pro-
cess. Two small rollers engage with a
groove turned in the sleeve " B " and these
are held in position in the conventional
manner by means of two specially turned
screws which have a plain diameter to create
a bearing for the roller. As the groove in
the sleeve is hardened, a similar treatment
imparted to both rollers ensures these items
last a considerable time before renewal
becomes necessary. There is no need to
treat the screws in this way.
Foot Operation

A foot -operated clutch is not difficult to
make, but the type will largely depend on
the work carried out, as there are occasions
when stopping every few seconds is
required, while for other machines the
engagement of the clutch signifies a run of
several minutes before the machine is
brought to rest.

November, 1959

Driving pulley

Clutch
unit

Pulley

11MillBearing

Pivot

Weld
together

Pivot

__-
View in direction
of arrow

Fig. 3.-Method of providing a foot -operated
arrangement.

Fig. 3 shows a foot treadle layout. Exact
details will obviously depend on the usual
factors of space, design of the machine and
position of the drive in relation to the place
of work. Generally speaking, most
individuals will prefer to have the machine
running all the time the foot is holding down
the pedal. When it becomes necessary to
stop the machine this is much better than
spending time groping about to find the
pedal. Somewhere in the " circuit a rather
heavy coiled spring is needed to help pull
off the clutch as the foot is released and
its location is a matter for experiment.

Avoid tight joints and pins as these
naturally set up severe friction and make it
difficult for the spring to release the drive.
A difference between the diameters, giving
gaps of about .003in. or .005in. is ample,
especially if the parts are kept well, oiled:
There are all manner of different methods of
connecting the clutch with a foot pedal
control. A system of levers arranged at the
rear of, say, a lathe, to reach from above
is one idea.

Some initial care in adjusting the clutch
is 'obviously essential, and a subsequent
taking up of a slight degree of slack when
the contact faces have bedded down is all
that is usually needed over a long period.

YOU'RE holding the ideal Christmas gift in your hands
now. Yes, PRACTICAL MECHANICS. Why not send

friends a full year's subscription for this invaluable
magazine ? It's a present you know they'll appreciate-
whether they're beginners or experts. Each issue will be a
renewal of your best wishes too, every month of the year!

Send friends' names and addresses, together with your own and remittance *
to cover each subscription, to The Subscription Manager (G. I), PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. We will
dispatch first copies to arrive before Christmas, and send an attractive Christmas
Greetings Card in your name to announce each gift.

* RATES (INCLUDING POSTAGE) FOR ONE YEAR (12 ISSUES) :
U.K. ki.o.o, OVERSEAS 18s. 6d., CANADA ifis. 6d., U.S.A. $2.75.
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(Continued from the October issue)

THE wing of the Minor is made in two
halves which are joined together at
the centre by fittings attached to the

fuselage wing pylons.
Each mainplane is izft. 6in. in length and

has a chord (width from leading edge to
trailing edge) of 63in. The wing section is
R.A.F. 48 (modified). This section has been
chosen for its good lift/drag co -efficient and
gentle stall characteristics.

Jig for the Ribs
This is best made from a panel of block -

board about 51ft. long and if t. wide. On
to this, draw the full size layout of the rib,
marking first the centre -line (rib datum),
parallel to the lower edge. The bottom edge
of the board must be quite straight.

Step off the ordinate stations, the first one
(zero inches) being about zin. from the
left-hand edge of the board. Using a car-
penter's square against the bottom edge of
the 'board, draw in the station lines at right
angles to the datum across the board.

With dividers, accurately step off the rib
co-ordinates at each station, making doubly
sure that the right dimension is set off at
the correct station above and below the centre
line.

Now mark in the position of the spars.
The centre of the front spar is 9.45in. from
the leading edge (station zero inches) and the
rear spar is 34-65in. from the front spar
centre.

Cut lengths of wood of the same sec:ion
as the spar to represent the spars in the jig.
The widths of these pieces should be equal
to the spar thickness. Carefully glue and
nail these into the jig at their correct
positions.

From Sin. X tin. strip wood cut a number
of blocks about !Sin. long. These are
required to hold the rib members in position

0" 3425" 4.5" 53" 5.9" 6.5"

A'

LE Rad =12"

1.90" 2.57" 2.76" 2.03'
3"-/-1 .9"-t-i 12" ---1 161"

285"

3.-Commencing Construction of the Main Plane
while the rib is being assembled and they
are glued and nailed to the jig at each side
of every member. On the capstrips, they
should be placed at frequent intervals-a
spacing of 4in. is advised. The rib verticals
and diagonals need only be located by a
block either side at each end. Make sure
that the rib member is a snug but not tight
fit between the blocks, Since all the main
ribs must be of the same profile, it is recom-
mended that one jig only be used.

Having finished making the jig, paint it
with two coats of very hot linseed oil, letting
the oil sink well into the wood of the jig.
The oil is to prevent surplus glue from the
rib sticking to the jig and preventing its
easy removal. Remember that the boiling
point of oil is very high and hot oil can
burn your brush (and your skin) long before
it begins to look really hot. Do not let oil
contaminate aircraft woods-keep your
timber well clear of oil, grease, dirt and
dust.

This rib jig will make all the main ribs
(Rib A). Separate jigs will be required for
Ribs B, C and D but, as only two of each
rib are needed, the jigs can be made using
headless brads to locate the rib members.
Note that the -ribs which form the aileron

6.475" 6.03"

'C.

5.27" 4.22

2.76" 2.5.3" 2.2" 1.77"

24" 30" 36" -.-I 42"

have a wider rear spar gap. Use the same
jig, but pack out the gap to take the aileron
spar. See Fig. 12.

A well made and accurate jig can save a
lot of time and effort-especially when it
comes to dressing the wing leading edge
before ply covering.

The Rib Capstrips
These should not need pre -forming,

although it is somewhat simpler to slip them
in and out of the jig if they are so treated.
To pre -form them, place a large shallow dish
filled with water on a gas ring or stove so
that about izin. to Isin. of the end of the
strip wood may be saturated. Boil the ends
of all the strips for not more than five
minutes.

Pre -form them to a slightly greater curve
than is needed to allow for spring when
they are dry. Clamp them up, as shown in
Fig. 14, and leave at least overnight to dry
out thoroughly. Do not try to accelerate
drying aircraft wood by heating-this dries
the timber quickly on the outside thereby
making it brittle and can, in extreme cases,
encourage rot. Air -drying is far better and
much safer.

A lot of time can be saved at this stage

3.06"

E' rIkleron ribs only

149" 0.7" 0"

1.32" 0415"

48" 54"

ATET. R#ct=1/8"/

0.38" 0"
60"

_

rf
1-1111- - -

..............

Fig. t2.-Rib construction and jig for assembling the ribs.
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Ply covering.

Fig. I3.-Perspec-
tive sketch showing

wing assembly.

Fabric covering.

Front spar

Leading edge member

by cutting out all the plywood gussets for
the wing ribs. They are of 1/16in. thick
plywood and there are only three basic
shapes. The direction of the grain is not
important. Cut out the nose webs from

/relin. plywood. Trepan out the lightening
hole either with a fly -cutter or by using a
sharp pair of carpenter's compasses.

Slip an upper and a lower capstri, into
the jig and cut the diagonals and vertical
members. Cut all these members for the
set of ribs. Yoa will find that, by selective
marking out, you will have very little waste
rib stock, offcuts coming in useful for shorter
rib members.

Gluing the Rib
Mix the adhesive for the ribs and begin

gluing all the verticals and diagonals, en-
suring that the joints are well glued but
avoiding excess glue. Glue also the nose
web and all the ply gussets, stapling them
into place.

The rib is now sufficiently solid to lift
from the jig. Turn it over, lay it on a flat
surface and glue and staple the gussets to
the other side. Build all the ribs in this
fashion. If the parts are cut ready before-
hand as suggested, it should only take about
3o minutes to assemble each rib.

Some of the gussets will have overlapped
the edge of the capstrips in order to place
them accurately on the rib joint. This does
not matter as any excess may be removed
when the glue is set.

A useful device for cleaning such surplus
oil the rib profiles is a metal -backed sanding
disc fixed in a saw table. This will ensure
that the rib edge is quite square. The sand-
ing disc can be stuck to the metal face plate
in the saw bench with a good contact
adhesive. This sanding disc may also be
used for trimming the mitres on the rib
diagonals and will have many similar applica-
tions on the Minor.

The Spars
Cut and scarf together the plywood for

the spar shear webs, leaving the plywood
about Tin. wider than will be required.

The scarf joint is one of the strongest
joints in woodwork if it is properly made.
It consists of feathering the edges of the
pieces of timber or plywood to be joined,
one on the top surface and one on the under
surface so that they may be superimposed
upon each other, glued and clamped until
set. Among the various methods of apply -

Ply gussets

ing damping pressure are
the wood vice, the con-
ventional " G " cramp
and sash cramp, the
tacking strip and heavy
weights and wedges. The
choice of method depends
largely on the joint, its
size and location.

The essence of a good scarf lies in the
very accurate marking out so that the joint
is the same length on both pieces of timber
being joined.

To scarf plywood, first select a go-od

Fig. 14.-The
ends of the rib
capstrips after soak-
ing in boiling water,
are clamped up as

shown.
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edge of the plywood. If the
plane is held at an angle of

Trailing edge member. 15 to zo deg. to the line of
the scarf so that the wood is
sheared off, a fine clean cut
can be achieved. Since ply-
wood is laminated, the
various layers will show up
as parallel bands as the edge
is prepared. If the bands
are not parallel, then the
edge is not true; typical
causes might be dirt between
the ply and the base board,

an irregular edge to the base board or
attempting to plane off too much at each
stroke.

Towards the completion of the edge, adjust
the plane to remove even less wood at each
stroke and increase the convergent angle of
the plane to the edge.

A good scarf should show the layers of the
plywood as regular parallel bands. Remem-
ber that the second, or mating piece of ply-
wood must have its scarf cut on the reverse
side and must be identical in width.

Glue the scarfed strips together and apply
pressure either with " G" cramps and clamp-
ing blocks or by using tacking strips (Fig.
16).

planed wooden board about sin. thick which
is smooth, free from twist or wind and which
has a straight edge.

Screw this to the end of the bench, Take
one of the two pieces of plywood to be
scarfed and lay it so that the edge is parallel
and flush to the straight edge
of the base board. Tack it
into place at intervals with
brads or staples, keeping the
tacks at least tlin. away from
the edge (Fig. 15).

The width of the scarf for
1/thin. plywood should not
be less than lin. and prefer-
ably in. Pencil a line this
distance from the edge.

Check that the blade of the
smoothing plane is sharp. A
I in. or zin. steel plane is best
to use, although a small bull -
nosed plane will be needed
later for certain scarfs cut
when one piece of plywood is
in situ.

Set the blade to remove
only a thin shaving at a time
and proceed to feather the

Rear spar.

Marking Out the Spars
Having prepared the four long strips of

plywood-two for the mainspars and two for
the rear spars-mark off a centre line corres-
ponding to the rib datum along each one.
Do this with a chalk line by well rubbing
chalk into some thin string. Get two assis-

tants to hold the line
taut at each end and
in contact with the
plywood at the datum
position. With fore-
finger and thumb, lift
the string vertically at
the middle about 3in.
and then let go.

From this datum,
mark off the position
of the lower boom on
one side and draw on
the location of the
bottom edge of the
spar using a hard
pencil and a straight-
edge.

Draw on the location of the top boom
outer edge in the same way.

Now cut the web very accurately to the
lines drawn and, laying it flat on the floor,
tack blocks of wood about 6in. X rlin. X
tin. at intervals of about i8in. along both
sides. Lift out the plywood web.

Carefully select the wood for the booms
from the best available spruce and diminish
the thickness of the booms at the tip as
shown in Fig. 17. Lay them in the jig and

Locating brads.

Fig. .15.-Support-.
ing plywood while
planing a scarf joint.

Straight edged
batten.

Bench.
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pack them out from the centre so that they
are in close contact with the jig blocks. If
necessary, the outer ends of the booms may
be steamed to shape using boiling water.
Let them dry thoroughly before gluing.
Wherever the glue may come into contact
with a wood jig block, insert a strip of poly-
thene sheet or waxed paper.

Cut and fit all the vertical members and
the root end block and lift strut angled
block. The grain of all blocks in the spar
is vertical with the exception of the angled
lift strut block which has the grain parallel
to its edges. The blocks should be a good
snug fit in the booms.

Well glue the top surface of the booms
and blocks and also the mating surfaces of
the plywood web. Tack the web to the
booms using X zo s.w.g. brass gimp
pins at intervals of about tin., staggering
the pitch as shown in Fig. 18.

Leave the spar to dry and then carefully
remove it from the jig. Repeat this for the
other spars, remembering to make each pair
handed-that is with the plywood web on
the other side-so that both port and both
starboard spars have the plywood webs
facing aft.

Check the spars against each other in
pairs to see that they are identical as regards
depth and length.

Compression Struts
Each wing has two bays of wire cross -

bracing so there is a main compression strut
at the centre, one at the root end and one
at the tip. The centre one is of box con-
struction; the tip one is a spruce strut glued
to the inboard face of Rib D and the root
Diminish spar boom depth from here evenly on
both top and bottom booms before bending.

Rib A9. ' Rib Bt.

Fig. 17.-Reduction of thickness of spar boom

end one is a spruce strut to which is
built the root end rib.

Make up all the metal fittings for
the wings and, having marked their
positions on the spars, drill through and
temporarily bolt them in place. It is
far easier to drill the various bolt
holes at this stage as, once the wing is
assembled, it is hard to line up the drill.

Mark the correct positions of all the
ribs on the spars.

Wing Assembly
Take two saw -horses or folding trestles

which stand about 3oin. high and set them
about 8ft. apart. Lay the port wing front
and rear spars upside down across the
trestles with their plywood faces aft.

t.

Locating brads. Nilo/
org- Supporting batter)

Fig. s6.-Gluing up a plywood scarf joint.

Short -grained ply tacking strip.
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1/4.5 k2' packing to support ply nose
skin between ribs 1/8 ply gusset

k", spruce packing
shoWn cut away

Root end rib cut from
1/76 birch ply

(

Fig. t9.-Attachment of compression strut at root end.

Thread all the ribs A to the spars, bottom
surface up, and slide them approximately
into their correct positions. Insert the
aileron spar (which is made from fin. solid
spruce) and then slide on the tip ribs B, C
and D. Pack between the rear spar and the

aileron spar with r in. thick packing.
Level off the wing on the trestles-a

builder's level is useful here. To stop the

'Rib Cl.

tips.

Rib 01 1/2*

Fig. t8.-How the rows of
gimp pins on spar flanges, etc., are staggered.

wing slipping off the trestles, tack small
blocks either side of the spars.

Glue all the ribs by sliding them to one
side of the mark on the spar and thoroughly
coating the spar and the rib vertical. Re-
position the rib and, having seen that the
rib capstrip is in firm contact with the

bottom of the spar (uppermost),
nail the rib to the spar through

Waxed paper or polythene the verticals with X
sheet. 20 s.w.g. gimp pins. A con--

venient way of doing this which
cuts out much thumb -hitting
and tack -bending is to use a
spring pin pusher (available at
tool shops for about 5s.), finally
knocking them home with the
tack hammer. For nailing in
awkward places, a pair of long -
nosed pliers can be used to
press the brad in.

The in. thick plywood plates
which cover the root end block
and the lift strut fitting block
may now be fitted, the latter

75

Typical root rib
verti ca

x 7/ block

Compression
strut

one being trimmed to fit each side of the rib.
Fix the compression struts, blocking and

gusseting them into place (Fig. 19).

Bolting on the Metal Fittings
This is done next. Avoid over -tightening

aircraft blots as it is very easy to crush
timber and distort fittings. Use a spanner
of such a length that it is difficult to exert
excessive torque. For a 2 B.A. nut, for
example, a zUn. long spanner is ample; a
31in. spanner sufficiently tightens a nut.

Do not hold the nut with one spanner
and turn the bolt with the other. Always
tighten up on the nut, using a fixed size

spanner or ring spanner.
Use bolts of such a length that,

when the washer and nut are in
place, about 11 to 2 full threads
protrude. The nut is then said to
be " in safety." This applies with
self-locking stiff nuts, lock nuts,
plain nuts and castle nuts. When
peening over bolts, support the head

of the bolt with a heavy block of steel or a
hammer head otherwise you may damage the
structure surrounding the bolt.

Details for completing the wing construc-
tion and commencing the fuselage will be
given next month.

x.-Elusive X, submitted by R. W. G.
r IND the value of x in the following

progression.
9 8 7 6 5 4
x 46 94 63 52 61

2.-Long Division ?
DIVIDE 45 into four parts such that if one

is multiplied by 2, one added to 2, one
has 2 subtracted from it and the other is
divided by z the results are all equal.
Answers

'oz pur zI '8 '5 3ie soN--z
stplp

3111 JO law° alp ffutsiaesai pus 6 ffunenbs
Acj purnqo sl stud., .81 St .13A1StIV 3I.11- I
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THE chief advantages of this printing
press, apart from the low cost of
construction, are its simplicity in

and the ease with which it may be built.
A unique feature is the three-point system
of adjustment which enables the glass face of

the platen to contact evenly the whole
of a maximum or minimum paper or card
area. Plate -glass is used both as a base
on which to set up the type and for the
platen, this being, in the author's opinion,
ideal for the purpose.

As can be seen from Fig. s, the press con-
sists of two main parts: first, the baseboard
and plate -glass type -bearer and, second
the top with plate -glass platen and frame
for associated padding material, compression
adjustments and a movable pressure head.

Padding frame cut from light plywood

1

.

3i
/ -4.

gap all
round

7.,

5'

Plate glass
. to--

-
Large hinges for Small hinges for
plywood top padding frame

Fig. 2.-The platen and padding frame.

1.k.i.aj&ItaCt)

Construction
Start with the base,

which, as can be seen
from Fig. 1, is a 121n.
X 9in. piece of ;in.
plywood. Another
piece of the same
material is cut yin, X

and glued and
screwed into position
at one end. This is
shown in the end
view in Fig. t and it
will be noted that one
of the screws is
positioned off centre

so as not to foul the T -hinge fixing screw.
On the flat part of the base is laid the plate -
glass type -bearer, which measures 9in. X
Tin. and is .in. thick. To hold this in
position it is flanked by two din. lengths
of tin. X in. plywood. These guides are
glued into position.

Fig. 3.-The forme, complete with type.

Hinged Top
Two more pieces of gin. thick plywood

are used for this, measuring On. X 9in.
and 9in. X ziin. respectively. They are
hinged together along their yin. edges by
means of two Sin. X sin. hinges, each
secured with six c/sk woodscrews. The
7in. X 5in. piece of plate -glass, which forms
the platen, is fixed in position on the under-
side of the top, as shown in Fig. 2, by
means of a generous application of impact
adhesive. A sin. wide frame is cut from a
single piece of 3/1 6in. plywood to fit round
the platen, leaving a gin. gap, as shown . in
Fig. 2. This is the padding frame and it is

fitted to the top by means of two tin. X
tin. brass hinges positioned between the
large top hinges, as shown in Fig. 2.

Two small bent -metal clips are made to
fit round each side of the padding frame
and each of these clips has a stiff copper -
wire hook soldered to it. Between pairs of'
hooks on opposite sides of the paddin., frame,
rubber bands are stretched, as can be seen
in the perspective sketch in Fig. s.

Two larger metal clips are made td, secure
the frame to the platen hearer.'

Movable Pressure Head
This is attached to the upper side of the

platen hearer. It consists of a 2 -kin, length
of zlin. diameter dowel, fixed to a movabl
slide, positioned between guides, as show
in Fig. 1. A flat is cut on the dowel s:
that it can be screwed firmly to the 3/r6in
plywood slide, measuring ziin. wide X 5in
long. The guides are made up from
and lin, strips of 3/16in, plywood, so tha
the slide is a free fit, and screwed to th
hi d l b with d
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top of the dowel may be grooved to provide
a snug fit for the pressure handle.

Assembly
The method of attaching the platen bearer

to the baseboard can be seen in the end view
in Fig. t. Two 4in. X 4in. bolts complete
with three washers, one tin. compression
spring and one nut each are threaded through
clearance holes drilled through the base and
the short hinged part of the platen bearer.
The bolt must be a free fit in the platen
bearer so that pressure adjustments can be
made by means of the wing nuts.

A loin, metal T -hinge is bent to a right
angle, giving arms 6in. and 4in. Positioned,
as shown in the side view in Fig. T, against

Pressure block,
21/Y dia. dowelling
with flat underside
to fit on slide
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Fig. I.-Dimensions and constructional
details.

SIDE VIEW
4" screw bolt

the end of the baSeboard and platen bearer
the hinge is screwed' to the underside of the
haSeboard arid to the upper piece of plywood
already glued and screwed to the baseboard;
but no/ to the platen bearer.

An i8in. wooden axe handle is fixed at
its head end to the short, wide part of the
hinge by means of a galvanised iron strap,
bent to -shape, as shown, and secured by
means:of nuts and bolts. The top of the
strap is drilled and a woodscrew passed
through and into the wooden axe handle.
The other end of the axe handle is fitted with
a tennis racket grip of rubber and the press
is complete.

The Forme
The forme can be cut from a single piece

of gin. thick plywood or it can be built up
from thinner pieces to the required thick-
ness, as shown in Fig. 3. The inside
measurements of the forme shown are
Sin. X 3 lin. and the outside diMensions
6iin. X, 4in.

For use with the forme some " furniture "
will be required. This consists of wood
packing pieces of standard size, reglets to
use between the lines of type and side sticks
and quoins. To make all this clear Fig. 4
shows how the type is set, using packing
blocks, reglets, side pieces and quoins. Upper
and lower side pieces are used when the
forme is used vertically and left and right
side pieces when it is used horizontally.
Packing strips will he required in two
lengths.

Chase ---
Packing
strip

Type set up

Type spacers
at ends

Quoin

Side piece - 1
Left and right side pieces 3.4f6 long

Lippe, and lower side pieces 4i' long

Set of 4 quoins cur from side pieces all 5° taper

Regiets 4116x 5B x i6 to '5,"

-- 1
Packing strips 54; square

.-HOW the type is set and details of
furniture.
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THE chief advantages of this printing
press, apart from the low cost of
construction, are its simplicity in

and the ease with which it may be built.
A unique feature is the three-point system
of adjustment which enables the glass face of

the platen to contact evenly the whole
of a maximum or minimum paper or card
area. Plate -glass is used both as a base
on which to set up the type and for the
platen, this being, in the author's opinion,
ideal for the purpose.

As can be seen from Fig. s, the press con-
sists of two main parts: first, the baseboard
and plate -glass type -bearer and, second
the top with plate -glass platen and frame
for associated padding material, compression
adjustments and a movable pressure head.

Padding frame cut from light plywood

1

.

3i
/ -4.

gap all
round

7.,

5'

Plate glass
. to--

-
Large hinges for Small hinges for
plywood top padding frame

Fig. 2.-The platen and padding frame.
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and glued and
screwed into position
at one end. This is
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view in Fig. t and it
will be noted that one
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so as not to foul the T -hinge fixing screw.
On the flat part of the base is laid the plate -
glass type -bearer, which measures 9in. X
Tin. and is .in. thick. To hold this in
position it is flanked by two din. lengths
of tin. X in. plywood. These guides are
glued into position.

Fig. 3.-The forme, complete with type.

Hinged Top
Two more pieces of gin. thick plywood

are used for this, measuring On. X 9in.
and 9in. X ziin. respectively. They are
hinged together along their yin. edges by
means of two Sin. X sin. hinges, each
secured with six c/sk woodscrews. The
7in. X 5in. piece of plate -glass, which forms
the platen, is fixed in position on the under-
side of the top, as shown in Fig. 2, by
means of a generous application of impact
adhesive. A sin. wide frame is cut from a
single piece of 3/1 6in. plywood to fit round
the platen, leaving a gin. gap, as shown . in
Fig. 2. This is the padding frame and it is

fitted to the top by means of two tin. X
tin. brass hinges positioned between the
large top hinges, as shown in Fig. 2.

Two small bent -metal clips are made to
fit round each side of the padding frame
and each of these clips has a stiff copper -
wire hook soldered to it. Between pairs of'
hooks on opposite sides of the paddin., frame,
rubber bands are stretched, as can be seen
in the perspective sketch in Fig. s.

Two larger metal clips are made td, secure
the frame to the platen hearer.'

Movable Pressure Head
This is attached to the upper side of the

platen hearer. It consists of a 2 -kin, length
of zlin. diameter dowel, fixed to a movabl
slide, positioned between guides, as show
in Fig. 1. A flat is cut on the dowel s:
that it can be screwed firmly to the 3/r6in
plywood slide, measuring ziin. wide X 5in
long. The guides are made up from
and lin, strips of 3/16in, plywood, so tha
the slide is a free fit, and screwed to th
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top of the dowel may be grooved to provide
a snug fit for the pressure handle.

Assembly
The method of attaching the platen bearer

to the baseboard can be seen in the end view
in Fig. t. Two 4in. X 4in. bolts complete
with three washers, one tin. compression
spring and one nut each are threaded through
clearance holes drilled through the base and
the short hinged part of the platen bearer.
The bolt must be a free fit in the platen
bearer so that pressure adjustments can be
made by means of the wing nuts.

A loin, metal T -hinge is bent to a right
angle, giving arms 6in. and 4in. Positioned,
as shown in the side view in Fig. T, against
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4" screw bolt

the end of the baSeboard and platen bearer
the hinge is screwed' to the underside of the
haSeboard arid to the upper piece of plywood
already glued and screwed to the baseboard;
but no/ to the platen bearer.

An i8in. wooden axe handle is fixed at
its head end to the short, wide part of the
hinge by means of a galvanised iron strap,
bent to -shape, as shown, and secured by
means:of nuts and bolts. The top of the
strap is drilled and a woodscrew passed
through and into the wooden axe handle.
The other end of the axe handle is fitted with
a tennis racket grip of rubber and the press
is complete.

The Forme
The forme can be cut from a single piece

of gin. thick plywood or it can be built up
from thinner pieces to the required thick-
ness, as shown in Fig. 3. The inside
measurements of the forme shown are
Sin. X 3 lin. and the outside diMensions
6iin. X, 4in.

For use with the forme some " furniture "
will be required. This consists of wood
packing pieces of standard size, reglets to
use between the lines of type and side sticks
and quoins. To make all this clear Fig. 4
shows how the type is set, using packing
blocks, reglets, side pieces and quoins. Upper
and lower side pieces are used when the
forme is used vertically and left and right
side pieces when it is used horizontally.
Packing strips will he required in two
lengths.
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Building a Tape

Recorder

ON the side strips mentioned at the end
of last month's article are bolted four
rods of insulating material (such as

bakelite), ;in. dia. and 41in. long (three
off), and 5;in. long (one off), to support the
tape deck itself. The fixing holes for the
latter should be set out on the side strips
to coincide with the four deck fixing
positions so that, when mounted, the deck
is positioned as shown in the photograph,
Fig. 7. It must be emphasised that these
latter four rods are of insulating material
because of the necessity of avoiding multiple
earth returns from the deck chassis to
eliminate hum trouble; the choice of material
has nothing to do with the insulation of the
deck from mains voltages such as is neces-
sary with equipment not employing a mains
transformer.

After the chassis has been shaped and
drilled, it is as well to drop the deck in
position to ensure that nothing fouls the
mechanical parts of the latter. The
condensers C38 and C39 are dropped
through the chassis a little to help in this,
and it will possibly be found that the deck
mains input leads from the motors require
shortening and tidying for the same reason.
Also, flats may require to be filed in the
two rear support rods to permit free opera-
tion of the deck speed -change levers. Once
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PART 2
Continued
from the

October Issue

By
S. A.

KNIGHT
involved, with Fig. 9 (a) giving the wiring
diagram of the power pack, and Figs. 9 (b)
and 9 (c) the bias oscillator and output
stages respectively. The mains transformer,
smoothing condensers, R63 and C37, and

Fig. 7 (Left).-Position of the tape deck on the
insulated rods.

Fig. 8 (Above).-The front switch bank of the
deck after wiring.

the D.C. rectifier are mounted on or
beneath the chassis centre section, with the
rectifier V9 to one side. The push-pull
output stage is mounted on one of the side
strips, together with socket " D," while the
bias oscillator is assembled on the rear wall
of the main chassis. The recommended bias
coil has to be screened, and for this a cut
down I.F. can is suitable; the size must be
at least tlin. square. with a height of
about 21in.

The output transformer, being mounted
close to the deck switching banks, has to
be screened, and for this a simple tinplate
box should be made up. No dimensions
need be given, as the transformer should fit
comfortably inside it, and apart from this
requirement no special details are neces-
sary. The lid should be made removable
and a grommeted hole should be made in -
one side to permit the entry of the
appropriate leads. R57 and C31 are
mounted inside the shield.

Small tag strips are used where necessary
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10 p.2rmit the mounting of resistors, etc., and
to provide anchor points. Two flying
leads from the grids of the output valves.
and one lead from the output transformer
secondary, terminate in plug " C " as the
photograph (Fig. 7), shows. About 4in. of
lead is enough.

Working to the photograph, Fig. 3, and to
Fig. 9, there should be no difficulty in
making up this part of the complete design.

Deck Switching
Having now completed the wiring of the

power unit and the associated output stage
and bias oscillator, the deck switching itself
must be completed before the recorder can
be permanently fitted to the mounting rods.
This wiring is not a difficult task, but great

Upper track
P/P head

_r_

Plug 6'

Ploy Record

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS
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switch banks

C37
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Fig. 9.-a (Above) Wiring diagram of the
power pack ; b (Below) Bias
oscillator wiring ; c (Above To rear
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care is nevertheless required 'n the run and
screening of the wires.

The photograph, Fig. 8, shows the front
switch bank of the deck wired and connected
to the necessary points on the unit beneath,
and with the plug " A " and " B " output
connectors on flying leads for later connec-
tion to the main amplifier chassis.

For the wiring of the switches, a quantity
of screened lead is required; about 3yd.
should be adequate. This screened lead
must be of the thin variety; lead such as
TV type cable is far too heavy. It should
preferably have a stranded inner to avoid
fractures, and an outer covering. The type
of wire as used 'on the record heads of the
deck gives an indication of the sort of
screened lead to obtain, although a slightly
heavier type may be used.

Wiring should now be carried out as
shown in Fig. to. This probably looks
rather involved, but it is quite easy to follow
and wire. The drawing is made in such
a way that it is basically a pictorial repre-
sentation of the layout. With the deck right
way up, the front bank is wired point to
point exactly as the upper part of the
diagram shows; then with the deck inverted,
the rear bank is wired as shown in the lower
part of the sketch. Screened wiring is
shown with the broken line surround at one
end; the actual point, at which the screening
is brought out is also indicated.

Now the screening and various earth
returns associated with the switching wiring
are not returned to the deck frame itself
which remains insulated on the four Bakelite
Fig. to (Left).-Deck switching wiring.
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Fig. n.-The five units of the completed chassis.

rods when mounted. Instead, a bus -bar
made up from a stretched length of
16 s.w.g. copper wire is wired across between
two insulated tags (cut from tag strips and
mounted under a switch bolt at each end as
seen in the photograph), and all earth returns
go down to this. The actual recorder frame
connects to this tag strip bus -bar through a
condenser; the capacity is not critical, but
0.02 µF is suitable. Where the screened
leads cross from one side to the other, care
should be taken to ensure that the braiding
does not contact the deck frame. The
bus -bar finally connects to the main
amplifier chassis only at the plug " A pin 3

t" Dia forC10

/5/

CONDENSER
BRACKET

1

.

3/4 Dia
(1;ti! for V5 P2

31/2"

M!D -AMPLIFIER'
CHASSIS

1 5/8

37/4

as shown in Fig. to, 'Wires
without the broken line sur-
round are unscreened.

When the wiring is com-
pleted, the deck may be bolted
down to the four rod mountings
and connections made through
leads A, B, C and D to the
bias oscillator (refer back to
Fig. 2 for this), and H.T. line.
R65 is mounted close to the
appropriate switch point, in
series with lead B.
Main Amplifier

We now come to the construction of the
Fixing and lead holes for Li

1" Dia. for C19
1314

5/8Dia. for socket B

-r4
,,"

Dia! for V4
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main amplifier chassis, the circuit diagram of
which was given last month, in Fig. 1. In
this original design,- the chassis is made to
fit alongside the tape deck, and although
it should be possible to make the necessary
modifications to permit an alternative
positioning, the present system will be found
entirely satisfactory from the point of view
of appearance in the finished article.

The completed chassis, which is shown
in Fig. II, consists basically of five units;
the top panel, rear wall, and three sub -
chassis. This layout has been carefully
designed to give a compact assembly,
together with ease of wiring, and freedom
from hum or instability.

The three sub -chassis and the main
drillings are shown in Fig. 12. These should
be bent up, first of all, from 18 s.w.g.
aluminium or brass sheet, and 6 B.A. hank
nuts fitted as shown for later attachment
to the rear wall section. This wall consists
only of a plain sheet of the material,
measuring t2in. X to which the sub -
chassis are fitted as shown in Fig. 13.
After the sub -chassis are bent up, the fixing
points should be marked through on to the
rear wall; these points can then be drilled
through and the sub -chassis will be correctly
located after wiring.

0 0 0 0
7

Panel
-Actor wail

Control/2`x 64" strip

t

0
04

Pre-ornp/ifter0 chassis

Mid -amplifier chassis

0 Condenser
bracket

I,
2'

0 0 0

Fig. 13.-How the sub -chassis are positioned.

Next month panel details and wiring
instructions will be given
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are drilled and bent up.
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How To Use Them and What Can Be Achieved
ASTRONOMERS have many obstacles

to overcome. Lenses can be im-
proved, bigger instruments can be

built (at a price), the clockwork and gearing
which keep the tube following the apparent
movement of the sky can be made more
accurate, but the optics of any telescope
will always include the uncontrollable
element of our atmosphere, with its mists,
fogs and clouds severely cutting down the
time suitable for observation.

Yet even on a cloudless night stars twinkle
and it is not the nature of stars to twinkle;
their twinkling is due to air currents and
gives a measure of the instability of the
atmospheric optic. In telescopic vision this
instability increases in proportion to magni-
fication and also to the aperture. Thus the
larger the telescope and the higher the power
of the eyepiece, the fewer and farther
between are the moments of clear seeing.
This is why astronomers set up their
observatories on mountain tops and lonely
desert places where skies are clearer, but
they can never escape the air altogether.

Colour is Lost
In addition to spoiling the clarity and

steadiness of telescopic vision, the atmo-
sphere also kills the colours. Look at die
grey -blue of a distant landscape and;its irsd-
dish haze. How dull and devoid of colour
it is by comparison with your close sur-
roundings.

If the whole of our atmosphere could be
compressed to sea -level density it would
make a layer some 5.4 miles thick. This,
therefore, is the approximate amount of
ground air we gaze through at a celestial body
directly overhead. True, we may be above
sea -level, but, on the other hand, few celes-
tial bodies are anywhere near the zenith or
stay there for long. If our object be a
planet, it is most likely to be found some-
where halfway down to the horizon, where
our line of sight includes at least so miles
of air at sea -level density. In other words,
our views of the moon and planets corre-
spond to those of mountains so miles or
more away. These will appear to us more
often than not as featureless grey -blue
silhouettes, with perhaps a little shading,
but with very little variety of hue.

:Fig. T. -A simultaneous blue and red
Palomar photograph of Mars.

By V. A. FIRSOFF
Planetary Atmospheres

Most planets have atmospheres of their
own, sometimes denser and vaster than ours,
so that their surface colourings appear
greatly subdued and distorted. The ten-
dency is generally towards grey -blue i

the dark markings and red in the bright
ones. But not all causes of colour distor-
tion are atmospheric; some of them are in
our own eye and brain. If there is a strong
source of, say, red light close to a faint one
of another colour, the latter colour is.
drowned in the after -image of the brighter
source formed in our retina. This after-
image is in the complementary colour-in
the present case blue-green. Thus the
fainter source of light will tend to take on a
spurious colouring complementary to that
of the strong source (or bright planetary
marking).
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region of infra -red and ultra -violet radia-
tions; in photography by supplementing the
filters with appropriately sensitised emulsions
(the ordinary emulsion responds strongly to

Fig. 3,-- Pseudo -shadows " appearing in the
lunar craters Eratosthenes and Copernicus

under vertical illumination.

the ultra -violet, but is insensitive to the infra-
red), and in visual observation by means of
an electronic image converter. At the pre-

sent time electronic image con-
verters can be obtained cheaply
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Fig. 2.-Graph of response of colour sensitive cones of
the eve to different wavelengths of light (after Pirenne).

Use of Filters
It is, however, important for understand-

ing the true nature of the feature which is
observed to know its true colour. This is real
where colour filters are used, either photo-
graphically or visually. The range of colour
can be extended beyond the " optical
window accessible to the eye, into the

from dealers in surplus military
equipment

Infra -red
Infra -red rays can pierce haze

which is opaque to shorter wave-
lengths, as has been startlingly
demonstrated in W. H. Wright's
photographs of Mars taken at the
Lick Observatory in the nineteen -
twenties. As well as atmospheric,
there exists also inter -stellar haze,
which completely conceals to our
sight the great concentration of
stars at the core of our Galaxy
beyond the star clouds of
Sagittarius; but it presents no
serious hindrance to infra -red
photography. Conversely, t h e
shorter the wavelength of a radia-
tion the more it is scattered by "
gas, so that atmospheric features
inaccessible to the unaided eye
spring into prominence in the

blue, violet and ultra -violet light. Shown
in Fig. t is a pair of Palomar photographs
of Mars in blue and red light respectively :
the first displays little surface detail, but
brings out the atmospheric veils, whilst the
second is confined almost wholly to ground
features. When Wright compared his infra-
red and ultra -violet photographs of Mars, he
found the diameter of the planet larger in
the latter, owing to the inclusion of the
atmosphere.

Filters for Visual Observation
However, the photographic possibilities of

colour filters have been well known for some
time, but their systematic use in visual
observation is comparatively recent. This
is also practicable for the amateur astrono-
mer. His filters need not be mounted in
high -quality optical glass, which is expensive.
A plain gelatine filter can be cut out and
inserted in the eyepiece or inside the tube
(always out of focus of the ocular lenses)
where it can do as well and better without
any glass cover. Such gelatine filters do not
usually cost more than about 2s. per sq. in.
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Filters used in photography are not
usually suitable for visual observation.
There are two kinds of filters that can be
used to advantage in visual work:-the so-
called Tricolour sets, containing a red, a
green and a blue filter, and narrow -band
Monochromatic filters.

The object of the tricolour sets of different
makes is to separate as nearly as possible
the three fundamental colour reactions of
the human eye, which contains three types

Fig. 4.-Two observational drawings of Mars

'of colour -sensitive elements called cones
with a maximum response in the red, green
and blue region of the spectrum respec-
tively (see Fig. 2). This triple nature of
colour vision makes three -colour printing
and photographic processes possible,
although these are not wholly adequate in
the violet, which is reproduced imperfectly
as purple, i.e., a mixture of red and blue,

Assessing True Colouring
The approximate separation of the three

basic colour elements is very important in
assessing the true colouring of, say, a

planetary marking. Not only does it reveal
such colours as could be detected directly
in favourable conditions; it can also dis-
close a colour bias in what is seemingly a
neutral white, grey or black (dark grey).
Seen through a set of filters, a colour
manifests itself as much by its presence-
positively-as by its absence-negatively.

Let us take, for instance, a visually grey
object which yet contains a little red in its
make-up. When viewed through a red
filter, it will appear relatively brighter than
when a green filter is used. Snow has a
green bias and the polar caps of Mars, as
also those of Venus (the existence of the
latter is not universally admitted), stand
out with particular clearness through a

green filter.
Thus, by comparing the relative bright-

ness of various features through the filters
of a tricolour set their true colouring can
be established by a process of elimination.
This reveals delicate hues in the seemingly
colourless lunar scene in a way free from
the confusion arising out of the spurious
complementary colouring of the darker
areas when scrutinised by an eye unaided
by filters.

Haze Penetration
Apart from allowing us to get at the real

colours of planetary, or other features, a
red filter is useful also by virtue of its haze
penetrating power and the lesser suscepti-
bility of red light to atmospheric deflection,
so that in poor seeing the clearness and
steadiness of the image can be greatly
improved by a red filter. Moreover, no
lenses, however near perfection they may
be, can focus the light of several colours as
accurately at one point as they can the
light of eny one colour, so that a mono-
chromatic filter, and to some extent a

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

tricolour filter, of any colour may improve
optical definition.

Monochromatic Filters
It has already been adumbrated that the

filters of a tricolour set are not truly mono-
chromatic; in other words, there is a
considerable measure of marginal overlap,
as there is in the natural responses of the
cones in the retina (see Fig. 2). Thus a
tricolour green filter transmits all of the

yellow as well, even a
little orange, and some
of the blue light. A red
filter also transmits
yellow. Indeed, it is
the combination of the
green and red reactions
in the eye that results
in the sensation of
yellow.

True separation of
different colours re-
quires monochromatic
filters, which allow the
light to pass only
within a more or less
narrow band of wave-
lengths falling wholly
within, say, the green
or violet region of the

spectrum. The distinction, though, is only
one of degree and the monochromation of
light can always be pushed a step farther by
narrowing down the band of wavelengths.
Such monochromatic filters can be very
useful both for colour determination and for
improving optical definition, but by the same
token they severely cut down the amount

in red and green.
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Figs. 3 to 5 show a few observational draw-
ings illustrating the results obtained
with colour filters.

On the moon, some regions, including the
interiors of many craters, show under
vertical illumination, when real shadows
are geometrically impossible, a number of
variable " pseudo -shadows." Quite often
these pseudo -shadows contain some dolour,
which can be brought out by filters. Thus
the pseudo -shadows of Eratosthenes give
a violet reaction. But the radial bands of
Copernicus, which are almost invisible with-
out filters, stand out clearly in red, whereas
they are effaced in green, so that their true
colouring must be green or at least
greenish.

The next pair of drawings gives a red and
a green view of the region of Mare Sirenum
of Mars during the close approach of the
planet in t956 (Fig. 4). It will be seen at a
glance that the red view is much clearer and
stronger, but it also shows dark wedges in
Mare Sirenum which do not appear in the
green and must, therefore, be green them-
selves, as they indeed seemed to be without
filters, which, though could have been due
to mere contrast with the generally reddish
.1i sk.

The most striking example of the effect of
colour filters, however, is probably provided
by Venus. Three observational drawings of
the planet are reproduced in Fig. 5, done
consecutively in green, blue and red, with
the additional use of a polarizing screen. In
this case some areas whi.:h are dark in blue
light appear bright in red, so that they have
a true reddish colouring, or where they are
also bright in green a strong yellow element

Fig. 5.-Three consecutive drawings of Venus (May; 1959), in red, green and blue.

of light reaching the eyepiece and cannot
be successfully employed for faint objects,
or with high powers and small apertures.

Discovery by Filters
Filters can disclose much of interest in

a planetary disc that could be neither seen
nor even suspected without them, and,
since the visual use of filters did not
properly come into its own till after the
last war, there is still a good deal that can
be discovered or confirmed in this field
with quite modest means.

must be present. Conversely, there is a
large area at the south cusp which is bright
in blue, medium in green and darkish in
red; it must be bluish, accordingly. As a
rule the blue and violet filters show the dark
rotational belts, whilst the green filters
accentuate the bright areas near the poles.

All these drawings were obtained with a
comparatively small mirror, 61 -in. in diameter,
although of a very high optical quality,
which effectively shows that such work is
within reach of an average amateur
astronomy enthusiast.
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A TRINKET BOX IN

WORKING with Perspex is a most
pleasurable occupation and the
trinket box above in Fig. t pro-

vides an ideal " first job." You will require
a sheet of 4in, thick clear colourless Perspex
measuring t2in X 12in. and a small bottle
of Perspex cement from your local craft
stores.

Base and Lid
The Perspex will be covered by protective

paper temporarily stuck to its surfaces. On
this draw two accurate
rectangles, each measur-
ing 6in. X 41in. Use
a very sharp pencil.

With a fine-tooth
f re:saw saw out the
pieces; keeping slightly
to the outside of the
pencil lines; then with
a fine metal ,file smooth
the edges to the pencil
lines. Finish off with a
fine sandpaper block
and remove the cover-
ing .paper. T hese
comprise the base and
the sliding lid.

An Inflatable Aircraft
ARECENT American invention is
designed to assist the escape of air-

force pilots shot down behind enemy lines.
It is an inflatable aircraft which can be
parcelled up and dropped by parachute. A
total weight of 5651b. is made up of 2251b.
plane, 180lb. fuel and the rest container
and parachute. It can carry a payload of
24o1b. The 42 h.p. engine is partly made
of aluminium and the plane can cruise at
6o m.p.h. for six and a half hours with a
full fuel tank. An air compressor running
from the engine is used to inflate the air-
craft and maintain pressure at any height
up to 10,3coft. A take -off run of 25oft.
is required.

Atomic Lamps
THESE lamps, which are being developed

by Associated Electrical Industries,
Leicester will work for about ten years
without a power supply. In appearance

Fig. I.-The completed trinket box.

Sides and Lid Rails
Mark two more pieces in a similar way

each measuring 6in. X 2-lin., cut them out
then file and sandpaper the
edges true. These are the sides.

Fig. 2.-(Below) Cementing the
strips, using Perspex cement and
retaining their position with spring

pegs.

Fig. 3. - -
(Above) A
s:t- squarebeing
used to
ensure
square -

pleas.

To provide the lid rails mark out four
strips each 3/16in. wide. Two of them
must be 6in. long; the other two 6Ain.
long. Cut them out and finish as before.

Cementing
Apply Perspex cement (this is a must-no

other type of adhesive is satisfactory) to one
side of one Of the 64in. strips, using a match-
stick shaved to a chisel edge, and press
the strip in place flush with the edge of one
of the box sides and level with one end.
The other end of the strip will fall short
by gin. Retain the strip in this position
with spring pegs as shown in Fig. 2. Do
the same with the second, similar strip and
round off one corner of each side as shown.
The other two 6in, long strips are cemented
in a similar way 4in, away from the top
strips. Their ends will fall short of each
end of the box sides by kin.

Cut the ends of the box next. One
measures 41in. >( 2lin., the other 4 -1 -in. X
2 3/16in. Cement the bigger end first
against the end edge of the base and flush
with its bottom surface. Check for absolute
squareness; with a set -square (Fig. 3).

When completely set, cement the sides in
place with the rounded corners at the (at
present) open end of the box. When dry,
cement in place the remaining box end,

flush with the base and sides,
Try the lid air fit and ease where neces-

sary with sandpaper. The 4in. x Rin. bar
on the lid was a piece of 3/thin. thick
Perspex but 4 -in. material will do. Remove
the corners and cement in place. Add four
coloured Perspex feet in the corners of the
base and line the bottom with baize.

the lamps resemble a large match and
consist of a long thin glass stem with a
small bulb at one end. The tube is filled
with radioactive gas and the bulb is coated
with phosphor. The gas emits radioactive
rays which cause the phosphor to glow
brilliantly. The lamps are at present purely
experimental but may eventually be used
as markers for buoys at sea, etc.

More Bauxite
A NEW deposit of bauxite, estimated at

several million tons, has been discovered
at a depth of 23oft. in the Myirad basin,
western Hungary, by geologists of the
Bauxite Research Establishment. Present
annual output of Hungarian bauxite-raw
material for the production df aluminium-
is 1.2 million tons, about 9 per cent. of the
world total.

First Gas Turbine Tanker
l'HE Shell tanker Antis of 12,000 tons
j" deadweight, originally a motor ship, has

now been fitted with gas turbine machinery
and has successfully completed sea trials; she
thus becomes the first tanker to be driven
entirely by a gas turbine. The turbine of
s,soo horse -power was designed by the
British Thomson -Houston Company and was

built by them and by Cammell Laird and
Company.

Brushless Alternator
ONE of the biggest steps forward in elec-

trical generation, since the early 1940's,
has been made by a Scottish engineering
firm with the commercial development of a
brushless alternator. The new machine,
which has only recently come on to the
market, is the end -product of three years'
intensive research by the Macfarlane
Engineering Company Limited. It has no
brushes, no slip rings, no commutators and
no external control gear.

Two New Machine Controlled Systems
AFTER eighteen months of intensive

development and field research, Ferranti
Limited have developed two new economic-
ally priced machine tool control systems
acceptable to the small as well as the large
engineering company.

It is claimed that these new systems repre-
sent a maior break-throueh in automatic
control equipment for machine tools. The
systems are: (I) Transistor hydraulic con-
tinuous machine tool control equipment. (2)
Numerical positional machine tool- control
equipment.
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Our Leader in the September issue brought in a
flood of letters from our readers, some of the most
interesting of which are printed below.

This render says "Not Telt"
SIR,-I read with interest your editorial

" Personal Transport of the Future? "
in the September issue of PRACTICAL.
MECHANICS.

Already our roads are fast becoming
saturated with private cars, motor cycles and
other forms of private transport and it is
only reasonable to suggest that new forms of
transportation will be devised in order to
ease the situation. The only practical
medium for travel-if we are to dispense
with the earth's surface-is its atmosphere.
I say practical since it is in theory possible
to travel underground, but such a mechani-
cal mole, as it would be, would make travel
very slow and expensive, adequate reasons
for it not becoming popular!

In consequence of this we are left to con-
sider flight as the alternative to surface
travel.

I find it difficult to imagine a general
exodus from the surface and to think in
terms of vast arterial roads in the sky. The
organisation of such a collection of roads
would result in the necessity of providing
some sort of super " traffic cop." His job
would be a most unenviable one. The High-
way Code which would be drawn up would
have to be followed implicitly by every pilot.
He would have to be medically fit and not
likely to suffer from any blackouts. How
many drivers on our roads can come up to
this standard? Any legislation regarding
mass flying, then, would apparently cut down
to a great extent, the number of people
piloting aircraft.

It has been suggested that the sky -roads
would not be very crowded because there
would be three-dimensional travel. Because
of this accidents would lessen. But speeds
would increase in proportion to this, and
since human reactions will be the same, the
accident rate would be just as high. Indeed,
fatal accidents would, in all probability, in-
crease, for a pilot cannot just stop his aircraft
and have a look at the engine.

Also, it should be borne in mind that
around large cities there would be a great
pile-up of aircraft wanting to- land. Only
the crudest type of autogyro could land on
a back lawn and it is difficult to imagine a
middle-aged businessman using such a con-
traption strapped on his back to go to and
from the office every day. -

No, I think it unlikely that our roads will
deserted for a long time to come. The
answer to the transport problem must be
met by building better roads and a more
efficient railway system. Then the air may
be left free for the commercial airlines.-R.
STIJRAIY (Middlesex).

Letters to the Editor
The Editor Does Not Necessarily Agree with the Views of his Correspondents

A Reader Designs His Own SPACE _CARRIAGE
SIR,-Looking at the problem from a

practical standpoint, and considering
oneself as the prospective flyer, the advan-
tages are immediately apparent. The ease
with which distance could be covered,
making the proverbial " Bee line" to
destination, is very appealing. The
authorities could provide beam stations at
strategic cities or towns, to which the flyer
would be guided with effortless ease, and
from which he would pilot himself to his
local destination. Air roads between control
stations would be sited to miss aerodromes,
by a safety margin. Their height would be'
above local air traffic, yet below the level
flown by conventional aircraft. " Keep
Left lanes could operate between any two
points, while overtaking (if permitted)
would be a kind of leap -frog over the pre-
ceding carriage, or, having so much free
air, speed lanes could be introduced.
Guidance along airways might possibly be
done by instrumentation along the existing
electric grid system, with suitable receivers
in each air carriage.

Ii requested to submit a design for an
'air carriage, the writer would visualise some-
thing similar to the sketch. Knowing that
love of comfort is a fundamental human
instinct, the design begins from this point.
The pilot is seated as shown, and in the
arrangements for control, etc., an attempt to
ensure fast transition from car to air carriage
has been made. The emergency parachute
is added to give a sense of security, its
purpose being to
retard descent of
the whole con-
trivance should
mechanical power
fail. The basic
idea is similar to
refrigeration pro-
cesses. A liquid
in a container is
subjected to heat
or pressure which
converts it to a
light gas, which
in turn inflates
the buoyancy bag
and stabiliser fin.

Reverse opera-
tion deflates the
bag which
collapses against
the pilot housing
(for minimum
space parking).
No reduction of
weight is
achieved by this
process, but its
distribution over
a. greater area
reduces the motor
power needed for
lifting and this
power saving is
used for horizon-
tal propulsion.

It is visualised
that at the com-
mencement of a
journey both the
stabiliser a n d
buoyancy b a g

would be neatly in parking position.
The motor would be " revved up." At
the same time a leak would be allowed
on the correct side of the stabiliser fin to
correct any torque tendency. Immediately
after take off, buoyancy gas would be fed
to the respective containers, and having
become airborne, directional control made at
a predetermined height. Adjustment of the
iris -type shutter serves to vary the down-
ward thrust from the turbine blades and
simultaneously concentrates the power to
the jets for horizontal travel. Steering
would be achieved by varying the power of
the jets on either side of the wedge-shaped
fin, i.e., for straight flight they would have
almost equal velocity. For the experienced
pilot an explosive charge could be housed in
a well in the base of the chemical container
to give initial lift, which on detonation
would rapidly soar him to the flight lane.

The purpose of the foot control is to alter
the angle of inclination of the buoyancy
bag to use, or combat the natural hazards
of wind, etc. A following wind may mean
that speed would need retarding with the
opposite force of the engine, whereas, against
the wind the clever manipulation and nicety
of adjustment would indicate the skill of
the pilot. Side winds pose different prob-
lems, and one could easily imagine that, for
some, the excitement of yachting with
additional fields to conquer would be
appealing.-W. GREGSON (Cheshire).

(Continued on page 86)

Emergency parachute
housed in centre pylon

Inflatable parachute type
buoyancy bag acts as baton
and slow descent agent

Bag collapses in pre-set folds
umbrella fashion when gas
returns to chemical container

Telescopic frame provides
entrance and exit -

Pressure pump hand or
motor operated converts
chemical togas or vice -
versa.

Wedge shaped stabiliser
and directional fin

Steering etc by
control of valves

Forward
and
steering
jets

Rubber skirt for minimum
shock landing Spring loaded
wheels facilitate movement

Control aerial

Heavy equipment below
pilot for safety and
balance

Permanent magnets
negative poles outwards
reacting on other air
carriages avoids
cell is ions

Turbine type vane unit
lifting and propelling

Air. W. Gregson's space carriage.

Landing mirror

Tilt of parachute
operated by foot --
controlled joy -stick

Motor field magnets

Motor armature

Battery cells
arranged radially

Chemical container

Iris type
baffle
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Rawlplug and sere n' gauge
incorporated in the lid.

Each Metalide drill is packed with an
instruction leaflet in a strong plastic
wallet with transparent window.

DUROFIX
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RETAKIRE

A IVkWPaaphig Pack
2 ASSORTED SIZES
416. GAUGES & LENGTHS
50 Rawlplug Fixings for 2'3
Have you seen this new pack in the Shops? Next time take
a good look and you will see that the three handiest sizes of
Rawlplugs are packed in the one boX for convenience, and
what is more, the lid of the box has been punched to provide
a gauge for Nos. 8, 12 and 14 Rawlplugs and Screws. This is
just the box of Rawlplug's for the practical handyman. Be
sure and buy one for your toolbox, and you will be prepared
for any household fixing job.

The Rawlplug Company make lots of other fixing devices.
Expansion bolts as long as 12" and lj" diameter. Lead
Caulking -in Anchors for bolts up to 11" diameter. Cement -in
Sockets, lead Screw Anchors for cadmium plated screws (for
fixing all-night fires) special spring and gravity type Toggles
for partition boards and hollow root, also a clever device
known as a Rawlnut that will even stop a leak in a tank.
If you would like to know more -about Rawlplug fixing
devices and tools write for free technical literature now.

for masonry drilling the easy way

Here is a cheap reliable masonry drill for the
household handyman. Four sizes are made for use
in a hand brace or suitable electric drill. Just what
you need for that occasional domestic fixing job.
No.8 (3/16')

Green
Wallet

5/6

All Purpose Adhesive. Clear, Waterproof.
Heatproof, Insulating. Handy tubes 1 /-, large
tubes 1/6d. DUROFIX is undoubtedly the
finest value for money today. It has such a
wide range of applications from simple
woodwork repairs to line china, porcelain
and glassware that no home should be
without a tube. Commercial tubes 5/-; l -lb. tins
2/8; 1 -lb. tins 10/6.

CEMENT
TILE 1

3D

White adhesive for repairing tiles.
Kitchen and Bathroom tiles have an unfor-
tunate tendency to fall out. This Rawlplug
Tile Cement will firmly replace them without
mess or trouble. It is white, strong and easy
to use and quite suitable for fireside and
hearth tiles. It is also used as a general
purpose adhesive. lb. tins 2/9.

No. 10 (7/32")
Blue

Wallet

6/ -

No. 12 (1/4")
Brown
Wallet

6/6

No. 14 (9/32")
Grey

Wallet

7/ -

PLASTIC
WOOD

CZ
t=r

.,,
:....-0-1

Real Wood in Putty Form. For modelling or
repairing intricate mouldings. Filling flaws,
splits and holes in wood, Rawlplug Plastic
Wood is unsurpassed., It can be cut, planed
and sanded, will take screws and nails, and
what is more it will stick firmly to any non -
greasy surface-metal, glass, vulcanite,
plastic, earthenware, etc. h -lb. tins 2/3;
1 -lb. tins 3/9; 1 -lb. tins 6/6.

PLASTIC

01
I)

METAL
2

picAsficAlf-Jli

For quick easy repairs to Metalware.
This scientific preparation in paste form can
be applied in a few seconds and dries in a few
minutes. Metal utensils in the house,
garage or garden can be put into good con-
dition again by the intelligent use of Rawl-
plug PLASTIC METAL without heat or
soldering iron. Why not try a tube? Not
suitable fur wireless or electrical connections.

The most efficient, precision Made, long lasting
masonry drill is the Rawlplug DURIUM (with the

. free re -sharpening service). We strongly advise this
drill for continuous drilling (such as industrial
operation) 13 Sizes are from No. 6 to Nb. 30; 4 Rawl -
bolt sizes and 11 sizes for drilling right through
walls. Prices are from 9/6 each. For drilling glass
use the special DURIUM GLASS DRILL. Made in
nine sizes from 1' to Y' at 6/6 to 10/6 each. Free
Re -sharpening Voucher with each drill.

Animal Glue of tremendous strength. Thispopular ready to use DUROGLUE is the
handyman's friend. It can be used for that
immediate need and replaced in the toolbox
for another day. It is strong, reliable and
for woodwork an ever ready aid to fixing and
repairs. It is also suitable for many other
materials but is not waterproof. tins 2/6;
1 -lb. tins 4/9.

LASTIC
DURO-

Non Slump Sealing Compound. For keeping water
out of wood and glass joins; packing metal
pipe joints, for sealing together articles
subjected to vibration and excesses of heat
and cold. etc., this Rawlplug DUROLASTIC
has everything. It sticks; it sets into a
rubbery compound that will not crumble.
crack or decay, it can be painted. For
outdoor jobs it is incomparable.

Rawlplug fixing Devices, Tools and Products are obtainable from all Ironmongers, Hardware Dealers, Builders' Merchants and Stores
B655

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LIMITED, CROMWELL ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7
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Air and Land Travel
SSIR;-With regard to " Fair Comment " in

the September issue, mentioning the
possibility of overcrowding in the air, I would
agree that this will be just temporary. People
will choose the means of transport most
suited for their own use and pleasure. In
fact, I would suggest that the air will, to
some degree, lessen the road traffic jams.-
R. P. BAYLIE (Hants).
A With`r iv the °nix Solution
SIR,-Any possibility of flying to the

extent say, of motor cycling, seems very
improbable. The subject is hedged -in by the
high power necessary and by the wing -
loading factor, which prohibits anything of
small size.

Thirty years ago, aircraft with 8 h.p.
engines were built and flown successfully,
but in general, such low powers meant flimsy
air -frames and a low safety factor. Probably
the 37 h.p. of the Luton Minor must be
taken as the satisfactory minimum.

The American Military one-man helicopter
must be around 3o h.p. at least. The engine
must run " flat out," its life is undoubtedly
very short, far too short for civilian economy;
and the pleasure of dangling in a too m.p.h.
slipstream, with a roaring engine on one's
shoulders, seems questionable!

I believe that a huge multi -varied heli-
copter rotor, driven by two men pedalling
hard, either rose or blew off the ground, at
one time, for a few moments, but similar
helicopter experiments have broken more
hearts than bones, and the glider is the only
low -powered success. I say low -powered,
because it is in actual fact powered by gravity
-in this way-say a glider and pilot weigh
goolb., its glide angle is x in 20, speed
45 m.p.h. It is then easy to work out the
horsepower equivalent, which comes to
roughly a h.p. in this case, and up to 3 or
more for less efficient types.

If this power could be applied as thrust
without added weight and mechanical stresses,
it would maintain level flight and represents,
in fact, the air -friction losses dissipated as
heat. Additional power to climb is simply a
matter of ft./lb. per minute above this figure.

The question of booster -rockets for initial
glider take -off and climb is again a matter
of cost, but one wonders that no use ha,
been made of probably the cheapest thru:t
engine ever devised in low powers, namely
the German V r jet engine.

All we want to avoid a hill take -off is a

rocket with a to h.p. thrust of three minute
duration-for five bob !-F. 0. BROWN SON
(Beds).

Fixing .tronehair
SIR,-Your " Fair Comment " in the

September issue voices a pet daydream
of mine, of an armchair driven by an engine
in which one could sit back and fly just a

few feet above ground level.
Many advantages can be foreseen in per-

sonal flying machines with vertical landing
and take -off, the need for the acres of roads
at present necessary would be past, thus
saving considerable expense. Transport dis-
locations caused by flooding, snow and fallen
trees, etc., would no longer have to be
suffered. Flying trucks and vans would be
natural development of such a system.

Against all this telephone and electric
cables would all have to be underground and
it would very likely be found necessary to
have the entire country lit at night in case
of accidents or breakdowns.

The law relating to the sale of intoxicating
liquor would no doubt be in need of revision,
the possibility of finding a drunken driver
with conventional motor -car on one's front
lawn is one thing, but finding his counter-
part of the future complete with flying
machine in one's front bedroom is another.-
FRANK COSGRAVE (Eire).
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MINI HELICOPTERS AND GIANT HOVER
CARS

SIR.-The possibilities and. associated
difficulties of individual flight presented

in the Editorial of PRACTICAL MactarticS
(September issue), offer a fascinating
challenge to the imagination and ingenuity
of present and future generations.

The problems of minimum power flight,
however, are formidable. The Man -
powered Aircraft Committee (MAPAC)
entertain the idea that a machine of refined
design and lightness could be flown by the
physical exertions of a crew of one or two.
It would be propeller driven. This to my
mind looks like extremely hard work, and
there can be little doubt that after one or
two precarious flights these aircraft/birdmen
would settle for a tandem bicycle. Never-
theless, it must be admitted that the idea
is a distinct advance on the flapping
wings " concepts, most of which appear to
be highly original ways of committing
suicide. Basically, human beings are un-
fitted for birdlike flight despite the aids
which would certainly be brought to bear
on the problem.

Motorised harness for individual flight
which may be fitted on the human body
is possible-but the stability factor is very
worrying. In gusty air conditions it would
be nearly impossible to retain equilibrium
in flight, and even in calm weather, to land
safely on one's feet would be a delicate
operation.

Probably the answer to short-range
individual flight lies in the small helicopter
type of machine, where the aviator is
ensconced in a bucket seat or capsule. Safe
landings could be reasonably ensured by the
use of compression struts fitted at their

lower ends with castors to counter any yaw-
ing or pitching effect at touch -down.

With thousands of miniature helicopters
whisking over the roof -tops, traffic control
would be a sizeable headache. I feel assured,
however, that this small aerial conveyance
will be normal family property by 198o-a
thing which if it does not shorten one's
life will certainly add some spice to it.

There is still the question of large-scale
future transport. The Saunders -Roe hover-
craft or "flying saucer " which has recently
been demonstrated in England and on the
Channel, is an embryonic form of future
medium -range land and sea transport.
Leaving the long-range intercontinental
hauls to the hypersonic rocket/jets, I fore-
see atomic powered hovercars superseding
ail and road transports of today. The
existing track sites of British Railways and
many main roads could be economically
converted for hovercar usage by spraying
the present traffic ways with substances
offering a hard and reasonably dust free
surface.

Resting on an air cushion two or three
feet in depth, the hovercar of the future
(see sketch) carrying 50o passengers and
too tons of freight will streak across land
and sea with near -frictionless ease at speeds
in excess of goo m.p.h. Simple guide rails
heavily lubricated will assist the pilot in
orientating his hovercar in flight over land
tracks. Tunnels will be enlarged or made
obsolete by building fly-overs. The latter
will be constructed at bridges and other
major points of intersection along the route.
These mighty transports will be capable of
traversing Britain in little over one hour.-

A St FI.Lwoou Ha tfie ld).

Mr. Ellwood's giant hovercar.

R001 1 OP RU. ADS
SIR,-It is true that as the number of

cars increases the roads become more
and more congested, but this holds up only
if the construction of our roads is not
carried out at the same pace. To some
extent every country is trying to cope with
this problem in its own way.

It is also true that personal transport is
becoming more common than a few years
ago, but this means only that we should
try to improve the road architecture, con-
struct new wide roads and feed the people
with more road etiquette.

There are other solutions, too. In densely
populated areas, roads could be constructed
on roof tops on both sides of the road and
even crossing the roads when necessary. This

idea serves a double purpose, too, for it
solves the problem of " parking space." At
certain distances roofstops could be con-
structed as parking spaces and escalators
could he used to convey passengers and cars
from and to the aerial roads. This only
applies in congested areas for the aerial roads
could slope down to ground level when out
of town.

In my opinion three-dimensional roads
will never take the place of the good old
existing two -dimension ones. It is far easier
to control land traffic than aerial traffic.

Personal transport will always keep to land
routes ,although aerial traffic will increase
considerably.-josEPH P. SCERRI (Malta G.C.).

(Continued on page 89
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HOLIDAYS
CANOE HOLIDAYS. -Hire a Canoe

for your summer holidays. Single
and Double types. Brochure, etc..
from: E. Barker. Dept. M.. Calder
Grange, Mythohnroyd. Yorks.

FOR SALE
['OUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment; available
from stock. Universal Electrical,
221. City Road, London, E.C.1.

APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS. -
Gigantic price reductions. Save

pounds! Special offers; catalogue
free Scientific and Technical Supplies
!Nottm.), Ltd.. 286, Alfred St..
Central Nottingham.
FLEXIBLE SHAFTS. Grinding

Wheels. Ceramic Insulators,
Govt. surplus , s.a.e. for list. S.
Midgley, Hebden Road, Haworth,
Keighley.

USEFUL HARDENING; Metallurgy;
Muffle/Crucibles, inside 6in. x

4in. x 3in.. 240/1 kW., 1.000 deg C.,
29/6: p/p 2/9. H.S.S. Engineering,
57, New Road, Rubery, Birmingham.

A STRO TELESCOPE MAKING."
1"1). Standard Ramsden Push -in

Eyepieces. jin.. 8in., uin., focus, 35/-
s.a.e. list. Object Glasses from
10/6: Eyepieces from 15/6. New-tonian Mirrors. Diagonal Mounts.
Focusing Mounts. Tripods. Terres-
trial Telescopes and Microscopes. W.
Burnet. Grand Sluice. Boston. Lines.
COMPRESSORS FOR SALE. -Twin

Piston with tank. 2) c.f.p.m..
E4. Single Cyl., £2. All types
Motors. S.A.E. for list. Dept. P.M.9,
Wheelhouse. 13, Bell Road, Hounslow.
'HOU 3501.)

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS AND
MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE
1ACt1 M Pt SIPS. ED11 ARDS
TypE 4. As New. £4.10.0 ea.
HALL RACES. I" x 1 bore. 1" x 3 16"
bore, I' x C bore, 16 ea., i" x bore,
2/- ea.. 21' x C bore. 38 ea.trinhomurcas. Acid. 3 - ea.
MIN. MO'''ORS. 41 v. reversible
totally enclosed. 5'- ea.
NIFE CELLS. 1.2 v. 3 amp., 31' a 21"
x 1' unused. 5/- ea., 48- doz.
PRISMS. Magnifying, 13'16' sq. on
adjustable frame. 2 filters. 5- ea.
I.T.A. AERIALS. New. 3 element
22'6: 5 element, 27 6 : Co -ax. cable
6d. per yd. ;  air spaced ild. per yd.
MORSE KEYS. Small, 2- ; medium
3/- : larger, 3'6. Buzzers, 3,- ea.
HEADPHONES. Moving iron, low
impedance. 0, high, f) ; balanced
armature. low, 10.- : high. 15,- ; mov-
ing coil, low only. 10,- per pair.
KEN SWITCHES. D.P.C.O. each
way. 2.6 ea.
NI 111'110 SWITCHIES,2 ea..20"- per doz.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES.

ea.. 10'- per doz.
SWITCH SOCKET & PLUG. 5 amp.
3 pin, metal cased. 5'- ea.
12-24 V.D.C. MOTORS, GEARED
Small and powerful, 4-8 r.p.m., 28.- ea.
Works from mains with suitable trans-
former and rectifier, i.e., 12 v., :

24 v., 30'- extra.
NENNER A.C. :MOTORS. For clocks.
models, etc.. 12.6 ea.
It l'IMBER TORCHES. EN -Cinemas,
less batteries, 321 ea.
A.C. AERO SPARK PLEGS, 18
11).M. New. 2'- ea.. go,- doz.
110 v. A.C. MOTORS, 1 6 h.p.. £2.0.0.
BLOWERS, MOTORISE°. 3 phase.
440v. l h.p.. 17.10.0 ea. Cost about f40.
PR ESSI 'RE GAUGES. 250
126 ea.
18" EX. EANS. flameproof. 230 v.,
1 'share.£10.
P NEE I. T1 RED 11 HEELS &
AXLES. 16' x 4'. Girling brakes.
£7.0.0 pair.
OCTOPUS BA LI. It ACE RIAU° ERS
£8.
sin. HERBERT DIE HEAD. 27.10.0.
VA R !ABLE SLIDERS 10 ohm 30 watt.
Ideal for Chargers, train controls, etc.
3/- ea.
MI('ROPIIONF:S.-Carbon. 5;6 : Tan-
noy, 7'. Throat Mikes, 4 8 ; Mike
Buttons, : Mike Trans.. 4.6 : Acos
CrYntat 33'1. ,e8/6.
12 -DAY PA .1'. (%)!;;;- and
It V.0 Cove, d 6 1

HUGGETTS LIMITED
2,4. P 11"4,' 14,11). 551...+1CR01 Dox.

FOR SALE (Continued)
NEW STEEL SHELVLNG, order

direct to the manufacturers,
size Eft. high x 34in. wide x 12in.
deep with six shelves. In silver grey
or green, E3/5 delivered; white or
cream, 4,'5/-, Any size made to
order, delivery by return. Send for
list to Grosvenor Industries Ltd., 77,
Grosvenor Road, London, S.W.1

IR COMPRESSORS, single cylin-
. der. two stage, 21,2 cu. ft. min.
at up to 450 p.s.i. suitable for spray-
ing, etc.; condition as new but
slightly store soiled; cost over £10:
bargain at 15/- each. Air Lines.
Itift.. new. 30/-. Cooper, 10. Fowler
Street, Nechells. Birmingham, 8.
B ,A Screws, Bolts, Washers,

Nuts, Plated Steel, Brass,
Light Alloy; parcel approximately
21b. mixed sizes and lengths 5/-, post-
age 1/9. Paxolim 8in. x 2in. x
3/6 dozen. postage 1/6. P. E.
McClelland, 1, Beulah Rd., Epping,
Essex.

EXTENSION
SPEAKER

Complete with polished
cabinet P.M. Speaker,

lead & switch. P. & P. 3/9.

P. P. COMPONENTS, LTD.,
219, ILFORD LANE, ILFORD.

ILF. 0295.

19/9

CHEAP GOVERNMENT SURPLUS.
Sale of 300 tons Mechanical,

Electrical Tools, Instruments. Optical,
Nuts. Bolts, Screws, Washers,
Free list 4.000 items, 100 useful mixed
lots. K. R. Winston (Dept. M.P.S.),
New Mills. Stockport.

'1XPERIMENTAL PRISMS & MIR-
ROES various); large parcels

10/-. Hughes. 9, Randall Close,
Langley, Bucks.
'11ELESCOPES, Eyepieces. Finders,

-m- Focusing Mounts, etc. Wood-
thorpe Instruments. 12, Revesby
Road, Woodthorpe, Nottingham.

WOODWORKING
`WOODWORKING.MACHINES. All

cast-iron constructed. Complete
Saw Benches, lin., £4/15/- ; 8in.,
£5/10/-; 10in., complete motorised,
£30. Planers, 5in., £12 ; Bowl Turn-
ing Heads. £4; with 8in. Saw Tables.
£7110/.. Lathes, E7/101- ; Combina-
tion Lathes, 210/I0/-. Motors.
Pulleys, Belts, etc. 12 months'
written and money refunded guaran-
tee. 4d stamp for illustrated book-
let. James Inns (Engineers),
Marshall St., Nottingham.
QAWBENCHES, 8in. to 30in., from

£9 ; Motorised, £13 : Petrol
Portable, £44. Planers, Bandsaws,
Lathes, Saw Spindle and Planer
Assemblies Logging, and Firewood
Machines. Chain Saws. Engines.
Motors ; deferred terms. Send 1/9
for handbook, catalogue and bargain
offers. List free. Beverley Products,
South Thorestiy. 47. Alford, Lincs.

TOOLS
pORTABLE POWER TOOLS, new,

used. bought, sold, exchanged.
terms. Arthur Drysdale & Co. Ltd.,
58. Commerce Road, Wood Green,
London, N.22. !Bowes Park 7221.)

, ENUINE DISPOSAL. -Black and
kir Decker D 500 Drill plus 10
attachments : everything new full
maker's guarantee : bargain. £7 lot.
Del ails from Box 9.

RADIO
BUILD YOUR OWN HI-FI at home!
JR At last. for reasonable cost -the
chance to make your own quality
Hl-Fi audio equipment and to gain
the knowledge to service and main-
tain it. Free brochure - from Dept.
P.M.20, Radiostructor, 46, Market
Place. Reading. Berks.

HOBBIES
CATALOGUE NO. 14 Government

Surplus and Model Radio Con-
trol, over 500 illustrated items. 2/ -
(refunded on purchase). P/P 6d.
Arthur Sallis Radio Control Ltd.,
93(B), North Road, Brighton.

CIRCULAR GLASS DISCS, 6in. x
Tin., with abrasives, rouge.

pitch, etc.. £2/151-. cash refund guar-
antee. H. Gibbs. 75, Portmanmoor
Rd., Cardiff, S. Wales.

SEREN
ASTRONOMICAL SUPPLIES

Sarehouse Road,
Stebbing, Dunmow, Essex.

EQUIPMENT for ASTRONOMERS
Mirrors, eyepieces, focusing mounts,
spiders, etc. Do-lt-Yourself kits.

S.A.E. for free details.

NEWTONIAN TELESCOPE MAKING
6in. Mirror Blank and Tool (cut

plate glass as cut), 35/- per pair.
Grinding, Polishing Kit (powder,
pitch, rouge), 27/6 per kit Rect-
angular Aluminised Optical Flats for
6in., 15/- each, All post free.
S.A.E. for lists. L. J. Mays & Co.,
20 Clover Road, Timperley, Altrin-
chem, Cheshire.

GILMOUR-VALE
GAS TORCHES
For town and Calor Gas.
Self blowing. 19/6, 25/6 & 31/4 each.
GAS SOLDERING IRON, I1(9
each. All Soldering & Brazing
Materials supplied. Full details,
price list and 10 -page instruction
book. 3d. stamp.
G. M. VALE & CO., 55, Park
Road,Wellingborough,Northants.

vs,

HANDICRAFTS
ALARQUETRY VENEERS, 12 assor-
-0-1- ted veneers 5/-. post free: send
3d. for list. Frank Coles (Veneers),
76. Rivington Street. E.C.2.

NEW MUSICAL
BOX KITS

FROM 21 f_ COMPLETE.

Movements only from I2/9.
Please send 3d. stamp, or call for new FREE

illustrated brochure. Trade supplied.
THE SWISSCROSS Co. (Dept. V),

202, Tulse Hill, London, S.W.2.

JEWELLERY

JEWELLERY,
simply made.

Brooches, Earclips, Pendants.
Free catalogue. Also Marcasites.
Webbs Handicrafts, 46, Burnway,
Hornchurch, Essex.

HOME BOAT BUILDING
VASY TO FOLLOW KITS to build
A-4 a Boat at home -for Cabin
Cruisers. Runabouts, Canoes. Prams,
Dinghies and Enterprise Sailing
Dinghies, Brochure from: Wyvern
Boats (Wessex) Ltd, Milborne Port.
Sherborne.

FIBREGLASS

PLASTIC UNITS
Experimental Glass Fibre Unit, Id 9
Plastic Metal for Gear Casting, Plastic D,d5,
etc., 14/3. Porcelain -hard Cold Setting
Finish for food preparation surfaces. baths
washing machines, etc., 16(9 pt. in white
cream, black, sky blue, red, clear and
aluminium. S.A.E. for information list,
price list, etc. SILVER DEE PLASTIC,
(Dept. 3), Hartington, Staveley,Chester-

field, Derbyshire.

WATCHMAKERS
WATCH REPAIR SERVICE, un-

rivalled for retiability and
speed, coupled with reasonable
charges. Part jobs welcomed.
Material supplied. Hereford Watch
Co., 13, St. Owen Street, Hereford.

WATCH PARTS
For all makes of watches, tools, instrue
tional books, etc. Special Kits for be-
ginners. Send 6d. for Super Bargain
Catalogue." T. G. LOADER (Dept. 16),
Watchmakers Mail Order Service,
Milestone Road, Carterton, Oxford.

LEARN to be a Watch and Clock
Repairer in your spare time and

earn extra money at home. We can
supply everything you need at
unbeatable prices, including instruc-
tional books. Swiss watchmakers'
tools, watches, watch - and clock
movements, lathes, cleaning mach-
ines, all spare parts for watches and
clocks, etc. We also have a fine
selection of musical box movements
and kits. Send 9c1. P.O. for bumper
bargain catalogue. The Watch-
makers Supply Company (Dept.
P.M.), Carterton, Oxford.

PHOTOGRAPHY
BET -TOWS, Camera, Enlarger, Pro-

cess. Industrial Collapsible
Machine Guards. Beers, 4, St.Cuthbert's Road, Derby.
41263.)

ELECTRICAL
ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL

GOODS at extremely competi-
tive prices, e.g., 5 amp. Twin Cable.
35/- 100 yards; Lampholders, 7/- doz.:
5ft. Battens, 49/-; quality and imme-
diate despatch gual'anteed. Request
list. Jaylow Supplies, 93, Fairholt
Road London, N.16. (Telephone:Stamford Hill 4384.)

1iLUORESCENT LIGHTING FIT-
TINGS for workshop and home.

Complete range from 5ft. to 18in.(also circulars) at lowest prices any-
where. S.A.E. for illustrated leaflets
and list of Control Gear Kits,
callers welcome. We are fluores-
cent Lighting Specialists: E. Brill,
Dept. C. 125A, Northcote Rd.,
London, S.W.11. (Battersea 8960.1
ii;'IELF STARTING Synchronous

Motors, 200/250 volts, 50 cycles.
Complete with detachable geared
mechanisms. 10/- each. James S.Graham & Co., 64, King 'Charles
Road, Surbiton, surrey.

BRAND NEW
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS

Single Phase, § h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. £7.10.0
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. 29.12.6

H.P. TERMS h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. 29.12.6
AVAILABLE. h,p. 1,500 r.p.m. ill. 0.0

h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. LI I. 0.0
Fully guaranteed by makers, approval
against cash. Carriage paid mainland. State

voltage.
P. BLOOD & CO.

ARCH STREET, RUGELEY. STAFFS.

MISCELLANEOUS
t QUALUNG and Compressor Equip-

ment. Ballraces and Mis-
cellaneous Items. Lists 3d. Pryce,
157, Malden Road. Cheam.

FORTUNES in FORMULAS." 900-
page American book of forrnulm.

American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Herga Ltd. (Dept. P2),
Hastings.

SITUATIONS VACANT
tbI I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City

and 0.C.E.. etc.. bring
our and security. " No pass -

/, terms. Over 95'.4, successes.
.-; ails of exams and courses in

,11 branches of Engineering. Building,
i'Maronies etc.. write for 148 page

- free. 13.1 E.T. Dept 96781.
London. W.8.

Ccetinued overleaf
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CLASSIFIED
(continued)

EDUCATIONAL
"

HOW AND WHY " of Radio and
Electronics made easy by a

new, non -maths., practiCal way.
Postal instruction based on hosts of
experiments and equipment building
carried out at home. New courses
bring enjoyment as well as know-
ledge Of this fascinating subject.
Free brochure front: Dept. P.M.12.
Rs dioStructor. 46, Market Place,
Reading, Berks.
MATHEMATICS - Physics - Elec-

tronics; courses for G.C.E., etc.:
Grammar School education not
required; from 5/- weekly. Write:
Senior Tutor, Tutorials 200.
Buchanan Street. Glasgow.

PATENTS
TIATENTING SERVICES. Advice.
A- Qualified agent. C. L. Browne.
114. Greenha yes Ave.. Banstead.
Surrey.

FOREIGN. STAMPS
QTAMP COLLECTIONS Valued and

Purchased at highest prices.
Send to John Lister Limited 186.
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

" ARCMOBILE "
ARC WELDING SETS

ARCMOBILE
1(7 10 0

U
Including delivery.

A complete self-contained Arc Welder
using standard flux -coated electrodes of
14g. and 16g. 210;250 V. A.C. Mains coneump,
Con 13 Amps. Welds sheet metal down to
22g. and steel and Iron section up to a 161n.
thick in a single run. Heavier sections can
be welded by multiple runs (building up).
Infinitely variable welding current by hand -
wheel. Maximum welding current 65 Amps.
Minimum 15 Amps. Weight 85 lbs.
Dimension, 11 in. high, 12in. wide 13in. long.

HARMSWORTH,TOWNLEY & CO.
JORDAN STREET, KNOTT MILL

MANCHESTER, IS

11 AN ASTRONOMER

THIS UNIQUE
PROFESSIONAL
ECU'PMENT a

FROM 5 -

WEEKLY

if
Moon at close range, Saturn's rings.
Sputniks ... the universe! 2 in. to 4 in.
dia. Precision Telescopes from 99 6.
Refracting and Reflecting. Mag. 53,
to 240x. Tripods, Standard Eyepieces.
Moon Maps, Planispheres, Star Charts.
etc. Stamp for particulars and lists.

J.K.M. Holmes & Co. Ltd., ( Dept.

(Scientific Instrument Makers),
Martins lank Chambers, North Shields,

PSI

Saeffs FNCIEVE41

w;th11,11
N

331011Glass FibDre
AS DEMONSTRATED ON

REPAIR 1TY & " DO IT YOURSELF"
PAPA EXHIBITION

716 111 materials supplied separ-
po Free ARTY, Illustrated Booklet 2,11

lost free.
Other kits FORD 3/10 H.P.
12,6, 45, , CAR BODY SHELL AND

KIT.
P/u 8 Po t Beady to assemble, 1100.0.0.

2/3, 2/6. Send for details.
Plast

Westpole Motors Ltd. Diriai
ie,son

8, Treat House, M. Bramles-a, Landau, 8.14SPA L 8:131.
FREE POCKET MANUAL

" How to fit
STEAM

TRAPS "
Unique guide to the correct selection and
Installation of steam traps for mains
drainage, heating systems. process steam
units of all kinds : including best conden-
sate -lifting installations. Concise directions:
clear illustrations. Copies free on request to:

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.). Cheltenham Glos

TOP GRADE

LEATHERCLOTH
VYNIDE WADALIDE  REXINE

IN TRADITIONAL AND
CONTEMPORARY DESIGNS

FOR THE HANDYMAN

Send 4d. stamps for Patterns and List of
Upholstery Sundries.

SAWYERS LTD.
St. Sepulchre Gate, Doncaster.

R OG ER S 31/3= 941°1 Is&
Thread Ganges, 28 arms ... ... 4/9
Whitworth Screws, 144 Ass'td 519
H.S. Drills. 12 Assorted to 48 ... 416
Fibre Washers. 144 Assorted ... 316
Meter Reetli4ers. A.C. to D.C. ... 3/9
Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted .

Copper Rivets. 12 doz. Assorted 1 4
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race

spindle, pulley, etc.. 181n. x 10in 61 6
Rectifiers. 6112v. at 6 amps. ... 18 -Air Jacks. 5in. stroke ... ... 17 6
Winker Units. 6 or 12 volt . .. . 6 6
Mains Transformers. 18v. 6 amp. 35. 
Garnet Cloth. 4in. wide. Pet' yd. 9s1.
Motorised Water Pumps ...
Circular Saws, 61n. 11/6; 71n. 13,8, etc.
Instrument Cases. 121,11. x gin. a

bin, New
Plugs sit Sockets. 7 point 2 -
Telephones. New. Modern... -. 16 -Beset Gear*. Sin. & 21n. Pair 4'6
Races, Belts, Valves, Pulleys, Pumps.
Brass, Steel, Aluminium, etc.
May we send our free list of hundreds of

interesting items? Stamp, please.

,NTROMMINO A NEW

PORTASS S.C. LATHE
.4 is, x 17in. Baeltstearee fiend, Isthe,
complete silk Faceplate, mai:blade, bock -
plate, charge wheels, etc. Plat or vee drive,
_'.241.14.04. cash or tern.. satiefaitine emirate
,red or maitlance refunded in full. ices works.
1/etuiN, Dept, P.N.,

CHARLES PORTASS & SON
Buttermere Works, SHEFFIELD,8

ENE AL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEY TO SUCCESS E SECURITY
Essential to success in any walk of life I What-
thte your age, you can now prepare at home for

e important new General Cert. of Educesion
Exam., on " NO PASS -NO FEE" terms.
You choose your own subjects -Educational.
Comntercial or Technical. Recent!) announced
big extension of subjects gives everyone the

chance to get this valuable Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 130 PAGE BOOK
Full details of how ye, can obtain the General
Cert. are Risen in our 136 -page Guide -I rev
and without obligation. Personal advice on

Write tialay. School of Careers, Dept. ro
29-31, %%right's Lane, London, 14 .0.

q&'School of Careers
You Can Become a

HANDICRAFTS
TEACHER

Experience not essential
Men who enjoy making things in wood
or metal can turn their hobby into a
permanent and interesting career.
Short hours, long holidays and security
in a job you would really enjoy can
be yours if you become a Handicrafts
Teacher, Let us send you details
of the easiest and quickest way to get
the necessary qualification.

We definitely guarantee
" NO PASS -NO FEE "

If you would like to know about our
unique method of preparing you for
one of these appointments write
to -day, and we will send you an
informative 144 -page Handbook -FREE
and without obligation. Mark your
letter " Handicrafts Teacher."

BIET
BRITISH INSTITUTE
OF ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY
191, College House,

29-31 Wright's Lane, London, W.8.

UNRIVALLED IN ITS CLASS
The E.W. 2 x 10 in. lathe. Model

A " plain lathe. 217 - Fully convert-
ible tieback gear and serewcutting. Let
us quote you. We specialise in this
lathe and can still otter best credit
terms. All accessories from stock.
Eleserfpfire pamphlet & lists, etc., S.A.E.

3/Bin. HIGH-SPEED SENSITIVE
POWER BENCH DRILLING

MACHINE
Price 26.10 - net. or 10 - Deposit and
six monthly payments of £1, carriage
and packing extra. (S.A.E.) fur specifica-
tion and descriptive pamphlet.
DRILLS DR ILLS : DRILLS
Sets of Drills and Auger Bits in Wallets
and Cases. Competitive prices. Send
for details. S.A.E.

WANSTEAD SUPPLY CO. LTD.
St SNAKES LANE, WOODFORD

GREEN, ESSEX

AUTOMATIC (TIME) SWITCHES
N(.1/1,' and reCtifidltloped 15 day ,lock -

work and electric switches
from 35/ -

send S.A.E. for illustrated tied .0:-
DONOHOE (TIMERS)

1 & 2 UPPER NORFOLK ST., NORTH
SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND

THE JEFFERY
TRANSFORMER CO.

SOLENOIDS. RELAY COILS
METAL RECTIFIERS

199, EDWARD ST., NEW CROSS,
LONDON, S.E.I4 TIDeway 4458

BUILD YOUR OWN
CANOE

Printed illustrated instructions I 6

TYNE FOLDING BOATS LTD.
206 Amyand Park Road, St. Margaret's, Twickenham, Middx.

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 3d, stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST
Booklets:

Experi-
ments" 1;2
"formulae"

1`2

BECK

"Home
beesi-art

sewed .2 10
Post Paid,

(Scientific Cleat. A)
60 HIGH STREET

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

"CATALOGUE"
Our new Catalogue No. 14 has 500 Items
nearly all illustrated. Radio Control
Government Surplus. etc. Thine 2 -. Refund
on Order. Post 6d.

TIME DELAY UNITS
This unit consists of a small geared escape-
ment mechanism, which is wound by press-
ing a button at the side of the case and
is electro-magnetically released when
12-24 v. is applied. This unit will operate
from a 12 v. supply, and is ideally suitable
for modification to a rudder unit for model
boats, etc.. when fitted with a miniature
motor -such as Ever Ready. The unit is
in a small die-cast box, approximately
x 21in. square and tin. deep and ii, easily
removable. Prier. B.. post 1.6.

12 VOLT MOTOR
CM 3 Type, 2,000 r.p.m. approx., at I amp.
under load, .8 amp. no load. Will also operate
on 6 volt about half output. Weight 11 oz
Size 211n. long, Hirt. wide, llin. high :
shaft t x 3.161n. dia. Ideal for boats up to
Oft. Price 25 -. Post 16. Brand New
Conditlon.

MASTER CONTACTOR
10 -hour clockwork movement with contacts
that make and break every 1 -second, also
fitted with thermal switch and suppressor
gear all contained in a neat metal container,
forms basis for making time switch. etc..
bland new 12 B. post 1/9. This is an ideal
unit for plugging into transmitter when
carrying out receiver tests single handed.
Delivers sec. pulses.

REMOTE CONTACTORS
12 v. to 24 v. stepping mechanism. 120
impulses for 1 rev. of pointer, glass front.
resetting control, on'off switch, flex. etc_
will make an ideal 0-120 magnetic counter
for coil winding. etc. Brand new 7'5.
postage PC Has sound possibilities ass
electric pendulum clock. Will work in
conjunction with Master Contactor.

TWO -PIN PLUG AND SOCKET
This plug has a locking device and once the
two portions are plugged together it is
impossible for them to come apart unless the
knurled ring is rotated on the socket.
Fitted with 18in. length of cable and new and
boxed. Price 2 e. Plus Post. Suitable for
trailers, caravans. etc. 25 -per doz., post 21i.

ARTHUR S ALLIS cUaTi, LTD.
93. North ltd.. Brighton. Tel. 25806

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
MULTI -Pt RPOSE MOTORS. Low
voltage, with gearbox. 24 v. D.C., but
good at 12 v. or lower. Two shafts.
4 and In R.P.M. at 12 :v.. 6 and 24 R.P.M.
at 24 v. Operate 3 sets of cams and also
plunger giving powerful lateral thrust.
Takes under 1 amp. Wonderfully versa-
tile motor. Each 25in post 2'-.
LOW VOLTAGE MOTORS, 612 v.
Each Tg. post. 1i6.
BA'FIERT CHARGING TRANS-
FORMERS. 11 v. and 17 v. A.C. (for 6
and 12 v, Charging at It amp.). Each 17/0,

RPTCITIFIEltS to suit above. Each
post 9d. (These transformers and recti-
fiers will run above motors.)
TELEPHONY:. HANDSETS (two in
series with battery make intercom.).
Each 176, post 16.
MAINS TOETSIETERS. 300 v. A.C.
Each 25'-. post 2:-.
TRIPODS. 28in. long. Very rigid
not telescopic). Easily adapt to camera,

etc. Each 1.21. post 26.
MOTORS. 200:250 v. F.H.P.
approx. 80 watts. High Speed. his, shaft.
(Converted ex-R.A.F, motor generator
-power about equal to sewing machine
zmIlactohr3.0)!-II.speof5utl 2a9d.dition to workshop.

Send 3d. stamp for fist of other motors,
transformers, pumps, lamps, sultelle.s. etc.

MILLIGANS
24. Harrow] Street, Liverpool. 3.

Monet Back Guarantee.
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Manual Flight
SIR,-Some years ago you were good

enough to publish an article of mine on
" Is Manual Flight Possible? " and now the
subject has come up again, I should like to
comment.

Mr. Shenstone will not, I think, be as
successful as he hopes if he sticks to a
propeller. I fitted one to a cycle, but could
only get up to 6 m.p.h. but I could do 25
with normal transmission. This shows the
large loss of power.

My ornithopters (I made three, 25ft.,
32ft. and 38ft. span) did not require a
tremendous amount of power to flap the
wings. I used my weight as much as my
strength. Although I did not fly I did get
a lot of information about wing flapping.
And if I had made one I drew plans for, I
might really have been more successful. My
38ft. one was far too complicated. So I
intended to use all the information I had
gained to make strap -on wings and a tail
design.

This was so years ago and I think if I
had been able to develop my ideas today
it would be normal for a person to go to
his garage, take out his wings, strap them
on and fly away. They would be folding
like a bird's wings and the cost would not
be more than L75, probably less.

Modern plastics would allow a very light-
weight construction (about 251b.). Probably
a batwing design regarding ribbing, etc., of
45ft. span (three folds) would be employed.

Someone will hit upon the same method
that I thought of to operate the wings, and
with sufficient money to experiment will
succeed. Gliding is knowledgable flying,
and it has taken very many years to get that
knowledge. Who can say what might have
happened if someone with a little more
money than I had, had gone on where I
left off?-C. V. THOMPSON (Herts).

Boiler Setting Materials
SIR,-In " Your Queries Answered " in

the May issue, G. Millar, of County
Antrim, enquires re boiler -setting materials.
The strange thing is that his own locality
produces diatomite fireclays and boiler
coverings, and he might enquire of the
Diatomite Co., Ltd., Bellaghy, Co. Derry-
just across the Bann river !-F. D.
BROWNSON (Bedford).

Automatirally-operated
Garage Doors

SIR,-With reference to Mr. J. P. Serris'
article on automatically -operated garage

doors, September issue. Would not the
police be likely to object to the feelers being
mounted in a position where they would
strike any person with whom the vehicle
may collide? This rule applies to mascots
fitted to vehicles registered on and after
1st October, 1937.- JOHN KERR (Morpeth).
[They could be made retractable.-ED.]

Minor Problems
S1R,-I wish your experts would forget

*-Jabout things like the shape of the world
and the speed of light and UFOs, and
explain some of the down to earth problems
that puzzle a very minor brain:

Why does a reflector require silver polish?
What is chrome? Something is con-
tinually happening between the poles of a
magnet-what? Is there anything that will
obstruct magnetism, and why not? Exactly
what change takes place in, say, a piece of
cast steel when it is, (a) hardened; (b)
tempered; (c) magnetised.

These are the kind of things I like to
cogitate over, the shape of the world leaves
me very flat (sorry!).-W. R. BROOKS
(Scarborough).
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Testing home-made IV hies
SIR, --I disagree with the advice given on

page 466 of the September issue. This
enquirer could easily find himself in serious
trouble with H.M. Customs and Excise.
There is a very heavy duty on distilled
spirits and in consequence there are very
heavy penalties prescribed for person's who
operate stills illegally.

As a schoolmaster teaching science can I
assure you that it is illegal to distil alcohol
using a still of any type without the know-
ledge and approval of H.M. Customs and
Excise. Even the stills used in school
laboratories for the preparation of distilled
water are registered with H.M. Customs and
Excise and are periodically examined; in
industry the large kettles used in tar dis-
tillation are subject to similar control.

Home made wines usually contain about
the same percentage of alcohol as ordinary
beers and the use of a hydrometer similar
to that used by H.M. Customs and Excise
should be sufficient to give the gravity of
the fluid. Any scientific instrument maker
could supply a suitable instrument.-G. C.
BELL (03Ille).

Bob"o D'Armenia"
Electrified Door Knob Danger

SIR,-With reference to the query concern-
ing " Bolo D'Armenia " on page 466

of the September issue- of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS.

This is a calcined iron oxide or a fer-
ruginous earth similar to jewellers' rouge
and other loosely designated substances
such as red ochre, polishing crocus, tripoli,
cholcothar, sienna, caput mortuum, crocus
ferri, and other names.

Armenian Bole formerly was derived
from the bole of a tree, produced in
Armenia and is still occasionally called for
in country recipes for horse powders, but
the substance supplied nowadays is usually
a crude iron oxide as mentioned above.

On page 435 of the same issue of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, in the first column,
there is mention of electrifying door knobs,
etc., likely to be touched by a burglar. May
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I suggest that a caution be given against
using a source of supply such as the mains,
capable of causing death or injury, as these
would render the houseowner liable to a
charge of manslaughter or of causing injury.
-L. GUTHRIE (Grimsby).

SIR,-Re your reply to T. W. Harker
(South Africa) re burnishing picture

frames. Bolo d'Armenia sounds to me like
Armenian Bole used to colour the whitening -
glue base usually applied over the compo.
or other ornament on the frame previous to
the application of the parchment size.
Armenian Bole used to be used in amateur
theatricals to obtain a swarthy complexion.-
R. GUY CLEASE (Dudley).
Puzzle Corner Error
SIR,-People who have studied

will not agree that log c' -

(page 456 September issue).
Log e2=x loge e-x.

It should be log,. x -fxdx
C.

-JOHN K. MARTIN (Hants).
[We regret that the problem was wrongly

printed and give the correct version below.]
Simple Calculus

Most people who have done sufficient

calculus will agree that loge x-f -dx (I)
Now if we take the right-hand side and

integrate by parts using the formula
fvdu=uv- Judy we get

RHS = x x ' ix dxj x 2

= I
j xd"

x

fa:but from (r) log, x - loge x

but LHS - log, x
but LHS=RHS .*. ??
Answer

The fault comes in first line :
C I log, x d" where C is a constant.

AVOIDING AIR COLLISIONS
have read several times with much

-/ interest the article on " High Speed
Flight " by Wm. Ellwood, which appeared
in the September issue of PRACTICAL MECH-
ANICS, and I should like to comment on the
author's proposed " Emergency Dial."

I thought that it was the best of the
three ways he mentioned for avoiding
collision in the air, but it falls short in its
proposed usefulness if the collision courses
steered by the two 'planes are other than
" head-on," and are yet in the same sector
of the " dial," for the definition of a collision
course is that course steered by one 'plane
relative to the other such that the bearing
of one from the other remains constant.

It is highly improbable that two 'planes
should still be flying on collision courses
after both having dived or climbed, depend-
ing upon the sector in which their courses
lay, but there is just the odd chance that
it could happen.

"Probability " becomes " possibility," how-
ever, when the planes are flying with courses
in the third sector, marked " level " on the
emergency dial, so, to remove the possibility
of a collision being caused in this manner,
the present ruling, that each aircraft should
turn to starboard, could be kept and used
in conjunction with the emergency dial.

In the above case, the possibility of wing -
scything would be very remote for the
distances separating the 'planes should be
much greater because the pilots would have
snore time in which to react as the resultant

calculus
al

dxx

speed of the two 'planes would be less when
approaching at an angle than from dead
ahead.

Another way of overcoming this short-
coming would be to have a similar rule
to that used at sea, namely, that the vessel
with the other on her starboard bow should
give way.

I think that one of the above modifications
to the pure emergency dial would be a
necessity, if no better ones were forthcom-
ing, to make the idea more practical and
safe.-M. D. LACEY (Cardiff).

* * *
SIR,-Re " High Speed Flight " in the

September issue, I wish to congratulate
you on a well thought out idea.

I am afraid, though, not quite practical
enough, as three planes could travel on the
three demarcation lines, converging to the
centre (Fig. 9) with confusion to all three
pilots.

At present all aircraft are given various
heights to fly at, so the danger is of the
pilots not respecting that rule. More
particularly with jets, as they would not
be troubled by cloud at, I think, above
3o,0002t. So the danger of head-on
collision should not occur, unless descending
Even then, unless in heavy cloud, danger
could be avoided under the existing rules.

I would suggest that your times for
reaction and evasion are probably intention-
ally overestimated.-R. P. BAYLIE (Alder-
shot).
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A REVIEW OF NEW TOOLS, EQU.PMENT, ETC.

Brit it ent Air -operated l'ort-
ah!e Barrel Pump

BRITISH CENTRAL ELECTRICAL
COMPANY LIMITED, 6, Rosebery

Avenue, London, E.C.I, have just added to
their portable barrel pump range an an-
imator operated unit. Already used by com-
panies in industries concerned with the
removal of liquid from transit containers,
this new addition will be of particular
interest where the existing range is not
acceptable due to hazardous conditions.

The new Briticent pump.

The air motor operates from a 30-12o1b. per
sq. inch air line, without a reducing valve.
The rotary drive is transmitted through an
inner tube, fitted with robust bearings and
efficient seals, carrying the driving shaft
which transmits the rotary motion to the
impellor assembly. An outer suction tube'

A fitted with hose attachment for 'lin. bore
hose allows the liquid to be raised into a
standard hose line. The off load speed of
motor and impellor assembly is 16,000 r.p.m.;
on load, 12,000 r.p.m. The consumption of
the air motor with such liquids as water
is approximately 20 cu. ft./min. from an
8olb./in. air line. The unit will handle
most liquids and deliver up to 2,000 gallons
per hour dependent on viscosity and
lifting head. The maximum head is
approximately 25ft.; the maximum viscosity
approximately 15o deg. Engler, or SAE 30.
The 400-PMN, eft. Sin. alloy construction,
costs £55 Its.

Silver Dee !Retail Store
THE Silver Dee Company, of Staveley,

Derbyshire, have recently opened a
new retail store in Lowgates, Staveley,
which supplies the various products they
advertise in this journal. Their mail order
service, of course, still continues.

Ilalf-hound Wades for Stanley
Shapers

THE half -round blades, which fit easily
into both shaper -planes and shaper -

files, are ideal for shaping, trimming,
smoothing or filing concave surfaces. They
have the same 5co shatter -proof teeth as
the flat blades and can tackle anything from
wood to mild steel in the same way. The
half -round blades cost 3s. 6d. each and are
available from all usual tool suppliers.

NPVC Grid Produaed Dexion
ANEW multi -purpose grid that can be

used to construct anything from indus-
trial platforms and mobile stairs to car ramps
and trolleys has been introduced by Dexion
Limited, of Maygrove Road, Kilburn,
London, N.W.6.

Available in two sizes and a standard
width, it can be quickly bolted together with

fixing plates and standard Dexion
nuts and bolts to suit almost anv
purpose where a grid work or
flooring is needed in any,
industry.

The grid will be available in
9in. widths. and in standard
lengths of 4ft. 6in. and oft. only.
Non-standard lengths in multi-
ples of t!in. wil lbe available in
minimum quantities of 12.

Prices range from 18s. 9d. for
4ft. 6in. lengths up to one gross
and over three gross 17s. 8d.
6ft. lengths, up to one gross 25s.,

to over three gross 23s. 6d. Non-standard
lengths are available at proportionate prices
per foot, plus is. per grid. Fixing plates are
sold in separate packs at 12s. a hundred.,

1111olf Cut maxter Drill
THIS in. electric drill is a successor to

the Wolf Cub-it has more power and
a higher running speed, provided by a new
motor. Equipped with a in. geared preci-
sion chuck, the Cubmaster can be used with
all existing attachments. A TV suppressor
is built in. The price is £6 19s.

New Double insulation Indus-
trial Machines by Wolf
WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS, LIMITED,

have recently introduced the first
British double insulated drills for industry.

In addition to the normal insulation incor-
porated in standard electric tools, these new
machines have a second independent barrier
of insulation between the current -carrying
parts and the outer casing. The insulation
of every unit leaving the works is finally
tested at 4,000 volts. Standard machines
are, of course, absolutely safe when properly
connected and earthed, but through care-
lessness or neglect, accidents sometimes
happen- Wolf double insulation is therefore
the answer to such hazards.

SANDERSON SAWS

A selection of Sanderson saws.

RECEIVED recently from
Sanderson Brothers and

Newbould Ltd., of Attercliffe
Steel Works, Sheffield, 9, was
a catalogue giving details of
their large range of saws,
which includes crosscut saws,
hand saws, tenon saws, com-
pass saws and pruning saws.
Other products of this com-
pany are: band saws, circular
saws, pitsaws. frame saws,
segmental saws for cutting
metal cold and hacksaw
blades. Full details regarding
prices, etc., are obtainable
from the above address.
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Culeasetat Blabber Co adult
Strip
ANEW type of conduit for temporary

leads has recently been introduced by
Vulcascot (Great Britain) Ltd., of 87.

Vulcastor rubber conduit strip.

Abbey Road, London, N.W.8. It is
designed to increase safety on industrial
and business premises and in homes where
pedestrians, trolleys and other light
vehicles tun over temporary leads. The
tunnel in the strip is wide enough to take
the widest flat cables. The retail price is
3s. 9d. per foot and it is obtainable from
hardware stores, tool shops, etc.

New Bridges Tools and Attaat la-
ments

--;
N. BRIDGES & CO. LTD., of York

Road, London, S.W.i i, announce the
latest addition to their range of electric
drills: the new DR58 Mark IV Neonic.

Incorporating all the features of the
original Neonic Drill, the Mark IV offers
greater power, increased capacity and a
5/I6in. engineer's chuck. The drilling capa-
cities are 5/ [6in. steel and -',in. hardwood,
and the spindle speeds 1,6o r.p.m. (full
load) and 3,25o (running light). This new
drill is designed to power all the equipment
and attachments from the Bridges Home
Workshop tools. The price is 83, gns.

Bridges Nu -drive Speed -reducer Screw-
driver Attachment is also a recent addition
to their range. This attachment is a ball
bearing drive reduction unit, giving a 3:1
speed reduction, and incorporates- a clutch
which can be locked for drilling in hard
material such as masonry, ferrous metals,
ceramic tiles, etc. Alternatively, the clutch
can be left operative for use when screw -
driving

The Nu -drive can be used with all Bridges
drills up to din. capacity and the price is
£2 7s. 6d.

The Bridges No -drive speed reducer screwdriver
- attachment.
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Steps

rV FACE THE FACTS
Ask yourself these questions : Could I be
making fuller use of my abilities? Holding down
a better job? Earning better money? If the
answers are 'yes', then face the position
squarely. And do something about it-before
it's too late!

MAKE YOUR DECISION
Once you are determined to succeed-and
have decided to take action-nothing can

stop you. But you need guidance. With the
help of I.C.S. training you can reach the top
faster and stay there longer.

,,.3, TRAIN WITH I.C.S.a.
1

t1

I.C.S. tuition is expert yet simple to follow,
covers hundreds of Courses yet is completely
individual. You work at home, as a 'class of
one', in your own spare -time. And you set
your own pace. This is the way I.C.S. have
coached many hundreds of thousands to
success. They can do the same for YOU!

The many subjects which I.C.S. teach are listed on
the right. Complete the coupon below and post it
off to us today. In return, we will send you a FREE
BOOK with full details - without obligation.

FILL IN TN/S COUPON TODAY
ME MEI IS Iii=

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
(Dept. 169F), Intertext House, Parkgate Road, London, S.W.II.

Please send me FREE BOOK on

NAME
(Block letters please)

ADDRESS

AGE

OCCUPATION 11.59...
Examination Students are coached until successful.

-ME
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ADVERTISING & SALESMANSHIP

General Advertising, Copywriting, Radio & T.V. Advertising,
Commercial Travelling, Sales Management, Retail Selling,
EXAMS. Joint Inter., A.A. & I.P.D. Finals, I.S.M.A., U.C.T.A.

ARCHITECTURE & BUILDING
Architectural Design, Clerk of Works,
Bldg. Construction, Bricklaying, Trade Courses,
EXAMS. R.I.8.A., R.I.C.S., I.Q.S., L.I.O.B., Inst. Clk of Wks.

ART
Art Training (basic), Commercial Illustrating,
Oils & Water -Colours, Figure Drawing, Letterinz,

COMMERCIAL TRAINING
Bookkeeping, Costing & Accountancy, Office Training,
Secretaryship, Shorthand & Typewriting,
EXAMS. I.C.W.A., C.I.S., C.C.S., A.C.C.S., Inst. Bkkeepers.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Highway Engineering, Structural Engineering,
Reinforced Concrete Eng., Town & Country Planning,
EXAMS. I.C.E., I.Struct.E.

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP (State Branch)
Drawing Office Practice, Mechanical Drawing,
Structrl. & Architectrl. Drwng., Maths & Machine Drawing.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
Electronic Computers, Electronic Equipment,
Computers & Industrial T.V.

FARMING & HORTICULTURE
Arable & Livestock, Pig & Poultry Keeping,
Farm Machinery (Maintenance(, Smallholding,
Flower & Vegetable Growing, Complete Gardening,
EXAM. R.H.S. General.

FIRE ENGINEERING
EXAMS. Inst. of Fire Engrs., Fire Service Promotion.

GENERAL EDUCATION
Languages, Good English.
EXAMS. G.C.E. subjects at Ordinary or Advanced Level.
E.J.B.C.P.

MANAGEMENT
Industrial Management, Business Management,
Office Management, Personnel Management,
Hotel Management,
Work Study, Foremanship, Storekeeping,
EXAMS. Brit. Inst. of Mangmt. Inter., Final & Cert. in
Foremanship.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Wide range of subjects incl.:-

Workshop Practice, Diesel Engines, Refrigeration & Welding,
Engineering Maths., Production Engineering.
EXAMS. I.Mech.E., Soc. of Engrs., Cert. in Foremanship,
C. & G. Cert. in Machine Shop Engineering.

MOTOR ENGINEERING
Motor Mechanics, Running & Maintenance,
Road Diesels, Owner Drivers,

PHOTOGRAPHY
The Amateur Photographer.
EXAM. P.D.A.

RADIO, T.V. & ELECTRICAL
Radio Engineering, Radio Servicing, T.V. Servicing & Eng.
Practical Radio (with kits), Electricity Supply, Electricians,
EXAMS. Brit.I.R.E., Soc. of Engrs.
C. & G. Certs. for Telecom. Technicians. Radio Amateurs,
Radio Servicing IRTEB), Elec. Engrg. Practice, Electrical
Installations.

WRITING FOR PROFIT
Short Story Writing, Free Lance Journalism,

AND MANY OTHER SUBJECTS
incl:
Police Entrance
Industrial Instrumentation
Petroleum Production
Dressmaking

LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD PRACTICAL RADIO COURSE.
Build your own 4 -valve T.R.F. and 5 -valve superhet radio receiver ;
Signal Generator and High -quality Multi -tester.

I
lover

Jonstudentsworkk) largest correspondence school 6mi llion
students
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BUTTERFLY BRAND

YOU to an

ABSORBING
ROBBY with beautiful

really worthwhile RESU LT S

Some of the beautiful, interesting and useful items include fish tank models,
sea shells and starfish; butterflies and moths; seasonal display flowers;
model gardens and floating water fillies; etc.
All the models can be made from coloured paper and easily obtained
materials of exceptionally low cost. The book is illustrated throughout
with colour and monochrome photographs as well as many " step-by-step "
line diagrams.
An essentially practical book which will be tremendously useful for educa-
tional and therapy work.

All books obtainable from :
Newnes & Pearson, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

W.C.2.

Ask your stationer to show
you the Butterfly Range
of Handicraft materials.

COLOURED PAPER DECORATION 7 6d.
COLOURED PAPERCRAFT FOR SCHOOLS 7 6d,
COLOURED PAPERCRAFT FOR INFANT

SCHOOLS 6 -d.
LAMPSHADE AND PARCHMENT CRAFT 8 6d.
PASSE PARTOUT FOR SCHOOL AND HOME

8 6d.
GUMMED STRIP AND PAPER MODELLING

7 6d.
PAPER SCULPTURE FOR SCHOOLS 7 6d.
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SAMUEL JONES & MUD
STATIONERY MI LL.CAMBERWELL. LONDON, S.E.5. RODNEY 5064

ASTRONOM ICAL
TELESCOPE

COMPLETE
AND

READY FOR USE
FOR

25!
ONLY
PLUS 2

691";P & P

THIS
WILL

ENABLE
YOU
TO

KEEP
AN

EYE ON
SPACE !

THIS POWERFUL REFRACTING
TELESCOPE WILL SHOW YOU-
Jupiter and its moons Saturn and its system
of rings- the fantastic landscape of our own
moon in great detail Nebulae and -Star Clusters
invisible to the naked eye- and a host of other
astronomical marvels.

Lens system of high grade optical glass. MaU-
nification SOX (1,000 limes in area'. Unbreak-
able lightweight construction. I! lbs. fn
stowing case tsuppliedr. 2It. 9in. long. Each
telescope indivdoally tested.

Stamp with enquiries please.

-AIDS 'I'll-R:11'n et*,Nottingham

R.P.2.

RECORD PLAYER CABINET
69/6 Beautifully styled. Polka dot cloth

I covered. 16 x 141 x 81in. deep.
Takes B.S.R. 4 -speed autochanger (in stock at
16,19.6). 7 x 4in. elliptical speaker (available
at 19/6) and most of the modern portable
amplifiers (from 49/6-89/6). Carr. & Ins. 4/6.

A COMPLETE & WORKING 17" T/V CHASSIS
Latest chassis including I 7in. tube. 04 uns.permanent magnet speaker. 13 channel a.
Turret Tuner (any two selected channels fitted I.
Other channels supplied on request at 7'6 each.

* 13 valves. * Chassis and valves guaranteed for three months.
* MW 43-64 CRT. 12 months' full guarantee. *' Sound I.F.
19.5 Mc/s. Vision 16 Mc/s. A.G. only.
Heady and \(n -king to lit int, vont. own (abillet arr. & It,..

DUKE & CO. (Dept. H.II.) 61eife3(;hoR7terrt.ficrd Tianor Ph.. E. 12.

NEST OF DRAWERS THE ONLY CONCRETE

GARAGE WITH A
BRICKWORK FINISH
& ONDERFELTED TILED ROOF

FROM

13311
* To inatcb

in -
property.*"Lif

Service.

by local

RIVETIVO SYSTEttiS LTD. FREE1;":141Cre'''OELEOZall'ili8C'CP11r4°: t*I;

Green VIII Mei led.

Overall SIM 7" wide
x 5" deep x high.
I2 drawers. each
measuring 3" wide x
4!." deep x 11," high.
Useful storage for
the engineer. motor -
id householder
rot nuts. bolts and
small component..

£1. P. & P. 3 -.

JORDAN STREET. KNOTT MILL Crucial TILES LTD,
(Dept. ME.I3,,

MANCHESTER, IS Kettering,
Latimer WI St S34.orthan Tel.: Burt°

THE BUSBY BURNER
ON THE " BUNSEN " PRINCIPLE

(Complete with a pair of TONGS)

The ideal GIFT CASH PRKE
for the practical
HOUSEHOLDER.
Suitable for Schools. Workshops.

TORCH & TONGS

Soiling liquids. melting
solids (such as glue.
paraffin way, etc.).
d+ aillalion, laboratory
experiments, etc, etc

Gime Mown, and
bending. hard and soft
solde ring, brazing,
annealing. hardening,

mmpering. forging.
ating rivets, atc. tc.

Paint stripping. annealing
panels to remove dents,

iping (soldering) joints
in piper. brazing and
soldering of large parts,

tc., ate

A really portable blow
pipe. mnly carried in
the pocket, or hung flat

on the wall.

Obtainable (ram local Ironmongers or Arect AAA
melte, an receipt of CO. R. titielstAng lae.tagel

BUSBY & COMPANY LIMITED
BUSCO WORKS. PRICE STREET. BIRMINGHAM

Pro, ASTON CROSS 5 o96 7
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ROTARY DUPLICATOR
PRINCIPLES

PLEASE could you tell use the basic
principles of a rotary duplicator-the

type which has a thin tissue stencil typed
out and laid over a cloth drum soaked in a
special ink ? Also, how can this ink be
made ?-R. A. Philpott (Bristol, 6).
THE essential parts of a rotary duplicator

consist of a tray " feed " which passes
the paper and s.encil to the drum, which is
covered with an absorbent felt that has been
treated with the appropriate ink. The
mechanics of the apparatus are intricate and
the "registering " of the paper and pad has
to be very exact to avoid smudging. In other
words, the pre.oure must be vertical to the
paper.

Any alizarine dye with a small proportion
of glycerine to ke,ip in moisture will serve
to prepare a felt pad for direct pressure by
roller printing.

ELEMENT FOR U.V. SUNRAY
LAMP

I WISH to construct an ultra violet ray
sun lamp using a bowl fire element and

the usual carbon rods. Would a 60o -watt
element be suitable ?-W. Jones (Mon).

WE would advise you to use a s,000 -watt
element in series with the arc in prefer-

ence to a 600 -watt element. No doubt you
could obtain a suitable element locally.

SAW SIZE
I HAVE a h.p. S.P. motor (1,400 r.p.m.)

with which I wish to power an electric
saw bench. What size circular saw could
I fit ?-P. J. Hagen (Clacton).

FOR a J h.p. motor we advise using a saw
of about 7in. dia., maximum Bin. dia.,

driven at about 3,000 r.p.m. The saw may
have about nine teeth per inch.

230V MOTOR ON 250V SUPPLY
I HAVE a Delco Remy 230V D.C. motor.

Would it be advisable to connect it to
250V D.C. Mains ?-H. Goodwin (New-
castle -on -Tyne).
VUE do not anticipate that much difficulty

Y would be experienced in running a 23o
volt D.C. motor on a 250 volt D.C. supply.
If it is a shunt or a compound motor, how-
ever, there may be some overheating of the
shunt field coils on the higher voltage, which
could be overcome by connecting a suitable
resistor in series with the shunt field wind-
ings. A resistor of about .to ohms, capable
of carrying about 0.5 amps. would probably
meet the case.

ILLUMINATED BURGEE
T WISH either to paint or otherwise define

a burgee on a piece of glass or other
translucent material and place an ordinary
electric bulb behind it to illuminate it. Is
it possible to paint on glass so that the
design does not appear patchy and what sort
of paint should I obtain ?-F. C. Booty
'Norfolk).

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

RULES
Our Panel of Experts will answer
your Query only if the Rules given

below are complied with.
A stamped, addressed envelope, a sixpenny
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue which appears. on the irtsideof
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and addr3ss of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor
PRACTICAL MECHANICS. Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand

London. W.0 2.

GLASS can be painted to give perfectly
pure colours (with a light behind) by

using transparent oil colours. These can
be obtained-as distinct from the ordinary
opaque pigments which only show up black
--from an artist's colourman.

Transparent colours are also made up
conveniently by The Halford Cycle Co.,
Ltd., and sold as lamp lacquers, costing
apnroximately yd. a jar. There is a fair
selection of colours from which to choose.

h c P .M. Blilepri n t
Service

12 FT. ALL WOOD CANOE. New Series,
No. I, 4s.'

COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE
New Series. No. 3. 5s. 6d..

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is. 6d.
" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4,

5s. Ed.

F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM -PLANT. New
Series. No. 5, Ss. Ed.'

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6. Ss. 6d.

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 4s.,'
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.

Refractor. Object glass .3111.
Magnification x 80.

No. 8 (2 sheets), is. 661.*

CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 45.*
DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 4s.'

EPISCOPE. New Series. No. 1 I. 4s.'

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, 2s.'

COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, Bs.

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK..
Blueprints 12 sheets). 4s.

Art board dial for above clock, Is. 6d,
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT

I Is. per set of three sheets.
P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.

Complete set. I Is.

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK. 2s. 6d.
P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE

Is. 6d..
P.M. TAPE RECORDER.°

(2 sheets), Ss. 6d.
The above blueprints are obtainable, post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C,2.
An * denotes constructional details arc available free

with the blueprints.
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CUTTING W OODEN THREADS
PLEASE give me details of the procedure

for turning male and female threads.
on timber on a wood turning lathe.-A. L.
Ellis (Birkenhead).

AS far as we can ascertain there is no
attachment for a wood turning lathe

available which will allow you to cut all
manner of different pitches-no doubt the
reason for this is the fact the makers have
little call for such equipment.

The alteration to an existing machine
would be rather a formidable proposition,
and we would suggest that instead of alter-.
mg . the design, you will perhaps find it
easier to buy a second-hand metal turning
lathe and overhaul it for this purpose;
keeping your wood lathe for the present
type of work.

If, however, you only wish to cut one or
two threads, then you can provide a lead -
screw of those pitches and attach it to a
slide; the latter being arranged to traverse
along the bed in exactly the same way as
the above mentioned metal turning lathe.
You must change the screw for different
threads-the pitch, of course, being equal
to the thread you wish to machine. Use
chasers as a means of cutting the threads,
and these are obtainable from Messrs.
Alfred Herbert Ltd., of Coventry, in a range
of pitches for both internal and external
tools.

CASTING MATERIAL
,THERE can I obtain suitable materials

in powder form for use with rubber
moulds, etc., for making small articles with
a finish resembling imitation marble or
alabaster ?-V. D. Howells (Cheltenham).

THE most suitable material for your
purpose will probably be plaster of

parts to which has been added about to
per cent. by weight of powdered glue. The
glue should be dissolved in.the water with
which the plaster is mixed, not added to the
dry plaster.

Marbled effects can be obtained by stir-
ring in small amounts of powder poster
colours (obtainable from any art and craft
shop) immediately before filling the moulds.
To obtain a gloss finish, paint the models
with hot paraffin wax and polish with a
soft cloth.

SOUNDPROOFING A WALL
I WISH to build an insulated partition to
-I- avoid the nuisance caused by a neigh-
bour's radio. What do you suggest ?-R.
Yelland (Lancs).

THE length of wall to be insulated against
sound can first be covered with

sheets of tin. " Stramit stuck to the sur-
face with Synthaprufe. On this, nail lin.
soft insulating board and then cover with
plasterboard and decorate.

It is necessary to carry the work from
the floor to the ceiling to have the desired
effect. so remove the skirting board before
you commence and refix on completion.

ot

eft
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FRET POSITION FORMULA
IN your November 19511 issue, you gave a

formula for working out fret positions
on a guitar. This was based on the open
string length. I notice that on most guitars
the bridge is either at an angle or each
individual string has a different open string
length (as on Hofner guitars) why is this ?
Also can you give me the formula for work-
ing this out ?

Some tailpieces have different string
lengths. Why is this compensation needed
and is there a formula for obtaining same ?
-J. D. Overton (London, S.W.4).

THE formula for fret intervals might be
termed ," theoretical in as. much as

ti

The formula does not include this increased
tension.

when the string is pressed down to the fret
the formula does not take into account the
slightly increased tension on the string-in
other words the string is now stretched
along two sides of the triangle, the fret
being at the apex, the base being the open
string.

This increased stretching not being taken
into account by the formula will tend to
make the frets all sharp and will be most
noticeable by playing the open string and
then the octave note at the twelfth fret.

Most usual practice among players is to
make this test of octaves on all strings and
adjust the bridge to give the most com-
promise on all six strings.

Due to the slow vibration of the lower
strings, tension, etc., the change in pitch
requires a greater length of extra string to
rectify matters and this is why the bridge
slopes away more towards the base side.

I suggest you make the guitar as per in-
structions and then when tuning the strings
proceed as explained above, testing the
octaves of the open strings. The ear is
the final judge and not a formula.

These remarks, of course, apply to the
Spanish guitar style of playing. For
Hawaiian style where the strings are not
depressed to the frets the matter would not
be of importance.

PATENT QUERIES
T HAVE designed a new type of lamp for
I use by police forces, fire brigades, naval
personnel, etc. This lamp is not strictly
an invention but an adaptation of existing
material. I have taken out a provisional
patent. Does this cover me against an
imitation of the design ? Do you advise me
to register the design and trade name ? If
so, please inform me of the body with whom
I register and the address.

If this article is put on the market, it will
be in conjunction with myself and one
other person. Could you please inform me
of our position in regard to Company Law ?
I understand that we should be classed as a
private company.-T. J. Barrett (Warwick).

THE provisional specification that you
have made secures priority for you

when you take out your patent; but it does
not give you protection against infringe-
ments.

If the design and the suggested trade
name are original, it would be well to have
them registered. Write to the Registrar,
Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2, for the
Official Pamphlet giving particulars. (This

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS November, 1959

is sent free of charge.) You and your co-
operator would not be a company but a
partnership. If you carried on the business
under a name other than your own names,
you would need to register under the
Registration of Business Names Act, 1916.
Obtain particulars from the Registrar of
Business Names (address already given).

The lamp will probably be subject to
purchase tax. Whether or not it is you can
confirm by asking your local Excise Officer.

ULTRASONIC VIBRATIONS
COULD you please inform me how to

produce ultrasonic vibrations for
cutting into metals which would need a
frequency of 20,000 vibrations per second ?
What is it that controls the frequency ?
How it is increased to, say, 300,000 vibra-
tions per second ?-D. Morgan (Cardiff).

ULTRASONIC power for supplying the
tool may be obtained from an

oscillatory valve circuit with amplification
stages. There are various types of
oscillators in which the frequency of the
oscillations is controlled by varying the
constants, inductance
and/or capacitance
of the tuned circuit
of the valve.

Messrs. Mullard
Ltd., supply a 2 kW.
oscillator having a
frequency of so to
3o kc/s; this
employs a variable
R.F. oscillator Speakfollowed by amplifi-
cation stages. The H.T. for the push-pull
output stage is obtained from a bridge recti-
fier circuit employing rare gas valves,
vacuum -type rectifiers being used for the
other H.T.. supplies. A variable low -voltage
polarising supply is obtained from bridge -
connected metal rectifiers.

Listen

II

Input

JIG SAW ATTACHMENT
T HAVE constructed the Jig Saw Attach-

ment as described by J. Rodgers in the
September, 5959, issue and have adapted it
to my 4in. centre lathe. I should, however,
like the following information: Advisable
stroke or vertical movement of saw. Sketch
of blade holder. The type of saw to use.
I have been unable to get these and have
used some band -saw material with holes at
each end. Could you also let me know

First washer
Second washer

j7"
6 headCheese

bolt

Saw blade/

Thumbscrew

where I can purchase
suitable saw blades ?-J. Hargreaves
(Bury).

THE stroke or verti-
cal movement of

the original saw blade
gin. It can vary

depending on the
positioning of the
"eccentric " driving
rod.

T h e illustration
shows the blade
clamped between brass
" moving arm " and
first washer. This is
almost an exact
replica of the system
for clamping the blade

Method of clamping the
blade in a fret saw.

in a simple fret -saw. The bottom blade -
holder is an exact copy of the upper.

The type of saw used and Hobbies fret -
saws in different gauges from " fine ' to
" coarse " can be purchased at handicraft
shops. You can also use Junior Eclipse
saw -blades and small jig -saw blades. Where
the blade happens to be slightly too long,
break it down to a workable length.

INTERCOM CIRCUIT
PLEASE suggest a simple design for an

Inter -communication system, by which
one can speak to one or four persons.-
H. M. Berry (India).
THE simplest circuit for 2 -way intercom-

munication is as shown below, an existing
amplifier being used, to suit the mains or
other supplies available. In this circuit small
moving -coil speakers, with matching trans-
formers of the usual type, are employed for
reproduction, and as microphones, a double -
pole 2 -way switch being used to transfer
connections from the amplifier input to
amplifier output. Volume is adjusted with
the amplifier volume control. The coupling
Amplifier

Grid H.T. LF
II choke

Anode ,

J
1pf

61111
Line

Circuit for a 2 -way intercom.

circuit shown above allows a twin conductor
line to be used, and avoids H.T. voltages
in this.

For speaking to more than one point, the
switch should be duplicated, or a multi -
way switch should be used, so that the
amplifier input and output can be switched
to any required distant speaker.

MODEL CONTROL TRANSMITTER
(Concluded from page 66)

be used. For output tests or adjustments,
the key must be closed, or the key tags or
sockets shorted.

The output from the transmitter can be
used to calibrate a frequency meter, which
is then used in turn to tune the simWe type
of battery transmitter. The frequency meter
can consist of a coil with variable condenser,
crystal diode, and ImA or similar meter,
as shown in'Fig. 5. Alternatively, the diode
and smA meter can be replaced by a .04A.
bulb soldered to a two turn coupling wind-
ing, as also shown in Fig. 5.

The coil and condenser can be of any
suitable type tunable to 27Mc/s. For
permanency of calibration, the coil should
be so wound that turns cannot move, and
a ribbed and notched former can be used.
A condenser of about t5pF to 3opF maxi-
mum capacity is most satisfactory. With the
bulb indicator, the bulb should not be
changed after calibrating.

To calibrate the frequency meter, the
transmitter is switched on, and the key
sockets shorted. If a bulb is used, hold the
frequency meter with its coil tin. or so
from the transmitter coil, and locate find
mark the tuning position on the freqency
meter scale. If a imA meter serves as the
indicating device, place the frequency meter
at such a distance from the transmitter as
will give a convenient deflection at the
optimum tuning point, and mark this read-
ing. Tunable transmitters are then set on
frequency by leaving the frequency meter
at its correct setting, and adjusting the
transmitter tuning for maximum indication.
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IMMERSION HEATERS. 2 kW. or 3 kW., 1 lin. and loin., £3.8.4.
Thermostat for either of above heaters, £1.10.0.
THERMOSTATS. BW,'1, 5 amps, 15/6. Post 6d. SN,40 1- amp., 5,6.
Post 4d. C. S. Convector Thermostat 15 amps. 25:-. Post 10d. Model
MB for Immersion Heaters. 15 amp. £2. Post 2:-. PF Room Thermo-
stat 15 amps £2. Post 10d. M.L. Greenhouse Thermostat 10 amps,
35'-. Post 10s. P.J. Miniature Thermostat for Hotplates, 5 amps. 9,3.
Post 6d.
FLEXIBLE P.V.C. ELEMENT WIRE. 15 or 30 ohms/yd. I:- per yard.
For soil warming etc.
REPLACEMENT ELEMENTS of all kinds.
TELEVISION SUPPRESSOR KIT, for appliances up to 1 amp., 3:6.
Post Free.

Bit -METAL Hi -Flex 45 3.16in. x .010, 6d. per It. Standard 6in. x lin.
x .036 6d.

NEON ILLUMINATED INDICATOR SWITCH. 2 amps. 240 v. A.C.,
10 6.

'MAGNETS. Sintered Bar Magnets of great power and stability tin. x
3 16in. k 1,16in., 9d. each. 8'- doz. Post 5d.

We also supply Silver Contact Screws and Rivets. Porcelain Interlocking
Insulating Beads.

MAINS BLOWER/HEATER UNIT
FOR FORCED AIR CIRCULATION GREENHOUSE HEATING
AND VENTILATION: CLOTHES DRYING CABINETS. CON-
NECTOR HEATING FOR COLD WEATHER. AIR CIRCULATOR
FOR HOT DAYS. A complete unit for assembly into cases or ducting.
The unit comprises a high-grade precision built shaded pole motor,
with a voltage range of 200/250 v., A.C., running at a speed of 2,600
r.p.m. with a consumption of 18 watts. The heater consists of dual
spirals enabling loadings of 1 or 2 kW. to be selected. The three -bladed
fan is of the very latest design and displaces 280 cubic feet per minute.
This unit is brand new and opens up exciting possibilities in the field
of construction of heating, drying and ventilating apparatus for thz
home constructor. Why not write us for full details, or ask us to send
you a unit on 7 days approval against remittance. PRICE : £4.15.3.
Carr. and packing, 3,'3.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO., Banstead, Surrey

SOLID LEATHER
ARMY

DESPA10111/DERC

Aware. 34
NEW. Send 25', plus
3/- post, handle on

Tee 7 day,' appro. Cash plus return postage
refunded if not worth 26.6.0. Take to
.icaler for independent valuation. Full

ironic leather of finest quality, calf
ength. Soles and heels of finest HEAVY
:.FATHER. sewn, pegged and riveted. By
',est makers. every pair bearing maker's
-time, which cannot be published. For
,.I.Cyclists, Outdoor Workers, Riding. Fish-
. ug. etc. Ideal Jackboot. Sizes 5 to 8, 10 to

Unissued. Also LONG WHITE wool sea
only 7 6 pair. LISTS FOOTWSAR.

Offeffer4inl'HILITARY"
KAPOK FILLED LINING

FULL LENGTH

STORM COAT
These were limited issue
for one short Antarctic
Convoy only. Full length
Fawn Duck Stormproof
coats. Specification : 1.
Outer coat. 2. Separate
inner proofing. 3. Woollem NOW
material part lining, plus. rein
4. Kapok filled liningIOU f11
quilted for complete heat --
insulation. Double breasted,
waterproof, protection in rain, stied and
cold. Neat, not bulky. High storm collar is
wool cloth lined. Front double thickness,
windproof cuff sleeves, two large pockets.
Ideal motorists, outdoor workers, motor
cyclists, town or country. Reduced price 34
to 36, 39111. 38 to 40, 57- extra. 42 to 44, 10/ -
extra. Post, 17. A sensational bargain -Less
than a quarter of cost ! LISTS.

H EADQUARTER and C ENERAL SUPPLIES LTD.
DEPT. PMC!49), 196-200, COLDHARBOUR LANE, LOUGHBOROUGH
JUNCTION. LONDON, S.E.S. Open all Saturday. I p.m. Wednesday.

I II

is CAPACITY 15" BENCH DRILL
A PRECISION BUILT MACHINE TOOL
WEIGHT 154 lbs. 5 SPINDLE SPEEDS

Price:f37.50 Pillar model also available.

Deposit : /3.14.6 (3 phase)

Balance in 8 monthly payments of: £4.13.3
THE FINEST TOOL SHOPS IN LONDON!

PARRY & SON (TOOLS) LTD. 329-333 OLD STREET. LONDON, E.C.t

The book for erery modern model maker

RADIO-
CONTROLLED

MODELS
By F. J. CAMM

THE radio
control, not

only of models, but
of a wide range of
mechanisms, is a

fascinating branch
of electronics which
has called for the
preparation of this
standard work on
the subject. It
covers both the
radio and mech-
anical side of the
equipment neces-
sary and describes
in detail a number
of practical
examples of the
application of radio
control.

CONTENTS INCLUDE : Simple Steering Control Gear : A Single -
valve Super -regenerative Receiver : A Two -valve Transmitter for Radio
Control : Control Box : Wavemeter, Interference, Layout : Obtaining
a Second Channel' Using the " Mark/Space " System : A Proportional
Steering Circuit and Reversible Sequence Engine Control Gear : Radio -

controlled Boat Using a Glow -plug Engine and an Electric Motor in the
Power Unit : A Six -valve Superheterodyne Receiver for Model Control

:

A Single -valve Crystal -controlled Transmitter : Radio Control for Model
Aircraft (Sequence System) : Tuned Reeds and Audio Control : More
About Model Actuators : Tuning Model -control Transmitting Aerials
A Bulb Model -control Frequency Meter : An Auto -switch for Model -
control Transmitters : A Radio -controlled Model Battleship : Building

a Radio -controlled Model Aircraft.
FROM ALL
BOOKSELLERS

. or in case of
difficulty use this
C.O.D.

ORDER FORM -

Fully illustrated with circuit details, diagrams
and photographs. 1 2s. 6d. net.

Please send me Cash on Delivery
RADIO -CONTROLLED MODELS (I2s. 6d. net).

Name

Address

Send no money now, pay on delivery, plus C.O.D. charges. (If you prefer not to pay postal
charges send postal order for 13s. 6d. to C ARTHUR PEARSON, LTD. Tower House.
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.) P.M Nov. 1959.
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TELEPHONES
EASY TO FIX

WIRING DIAGRAM
FREE

Telephone Set Type " A " ringing and
speaking both ways on a 4 -core cable. Very
loud and clear over any distance. The
handsets are as illus. and the set is complete
except wire. 4 -core at Sd. per yard or 2 -core
at 3d. per yard extra. Price 75i- set, post 3/6.
Set B. Two headphones connected to breast
microphones, with leads, plugs and fitted
carrying cases. Join instruments together
with two wires and li volt battery for a
super Intercom. post 36.
Set " C." Similar to set " A ". Instead of
P.O. Type handsets, two P.O. Desk Type
Instruments are supplied ; with usual
drawer in base. Complete and ready for
use. Price 150 -. post 7,-.

METERS GUARANTEED
F.S.D. Size Type Price

51 Microamps 2lin.  McrER 70
MC 'FR 70 -

250 311n. MC. FR 55'-
500 211n. MCF1t. 25-

1 Milllamp 2 /1n. MC. FR 35 -
5.0-5 , 2i in. MC FR 20-
30 2lin. MC FR 12 6

100 24in. MC FR 12 6
200 2lin. MC F'R 12 6

5 Amperes 2in. MC FS 27 6
15 21.n. MC. FR 106
25 , D.C. 2lin. MI'FR 7 6
30-0-36 2in. MC:FR 15 6
50-0-50 21n. MC. FS 12 6
20 Volts 21n. MC 'FS 10,6
40 2in. MC 'FS 1016

300 .. A.C. 211n. MLFR 251-
CROSSPOINTER METER with 2 separate
100 mlcroamp movements, 226. Post 2!-.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. Input 12 D.C.
Output 230 A.C.. 50 cy. 135 w. In fitted case
with variable resistance. 0;300 voltmeter.
The ideal job for television where A.C. mains
are not available. £10 carr. 15'-. Special
connectors one fitted with eft. heavy duty
flex and clips for D.C. side. 10!- set, post 1/-.
CONVERTER ONLY 12 volt or 24 volt.
£6' 10/-. Carr. 7/6.
BATTERIES. Portable Lead Acid type, 6
volts 125 ampere hours. In metal case lffin.
x 8in. x llin. (Two will make an ideal power
supply for our 12 -Volt Rotary Converters.)
Uncharged £81101-, carr. 15t-. 24 volt 85
ampere. 11.51-/- carriage 30'-.
10 AMP. BATTERY CHARGER. Here is
your chance to purchase a brand new unit
worth £40! For our special price, 217.10.0,
carr. 20;-. Specification: Input 200/250 volts
A.C., 50 cycles. Output 10 amps, 22 volts D.C.
Controlled by two 4 -position
switches for fine and coarse
control which enables 6 to
24 volt batts. to be charged.
Brand new with 0/12 ammeter.
Fused A.C. and D.C.
A' AC I' UM PUMP. Brand
New. 7 cu. ft. per min. 10 lbs.
per sq. in. at 1.200 r.p.m.

-Rotary Vane type 35;-. post.
SOLENOIDS. 12 volts D.C.
with a 3/In. lever, very
powerful. 51- earl. post 1/6.
SYNC II RONOUS MOTOR.
200,250 volts A.C. 60 r.p.m.,
suitable for electric clocks,
etc. 25 -. post 2'6.
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR. 200:250 volts
A.C. 50 cycles with gear train driving 5
dials 1.10th hr. -10.000 hrs., 35/-,  post 2,6.
MA INS MOTORS. Capacitor 230 volts
A.C. 1 40th h.p. 1,400 r.p.m., 55/-. post 3/6.
SM.% LI. MOTORS. 12 volts D.C. 3,000
r.p.m. with speed governor in end cap.
21n. x llin., 12/6. post 2/-.
G R ED MOTORS for the model maker.
small but powerful 12/24 volts A.C./D.C.
4/8 r.p.m.. 851-, post 2'6.
GEARED MOTORS. 220-240 volts A.C.
175 r.p.m. Torque, 101b. in Klaxon, £10.
carriage 15/-.
MOTORISED FUEL PUMPS. 24 volts
D.C. 400 g,p.h. Pulsometer type with flange
for fitting on side of tank. Plessey type also
available for use with pipe system. Either
type 55/-, carriage 3/6.
VAR IAC TRANSFORMER. Input 230
volts. Output infinitely variable 0-230 volts
and 0-270 volts. 9 amp. Bench or panel
mounting. £15. carriage 12/6.
TERMINAL BLOCKS 4:- doz., or box of 50
for 15'-. 3 -way. 61- doz., 50 for 226. post 16.
NICE BATTERIES. Nickel cadmium, 6
volts 75 amps crated and connected.
Alkaline filled. Brand new. £7.10.0. cge. 15/-.

SEDER -ROOT MAGNETIC COUNTER.
General purpose, type with zero re -set.
800 counts per minute up to 999.999. 98 volt
D.C.. 55/-, post 26.
MAP READING LAMPS. Ex-R.A.F.
NAVIGATOR'S CHART MAGNIFIERS.
3in. lens complete with batteries, bulb and
dimming switch. 12in. long. 37'6. post 26.
SWIT('IIES. 1 hole fixing. 3 amp. 250 volts,

6 each. 12 - doz.

L. WILKINSON (CROYDON) LTD.
19 LANSDOWNE RD. CROYDON SURREY
ph*. rag WILCO CROTOON

Park` Ltd. Ruislip,
520, High Street Nortli.' ',none : isLie 5 55

Manor 'ark, E.12 14,d,

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Versatile Wire
Single -strand 18-
gauge with P.V.C.
covering which
makes It rustproof.
Extra strong, will
stand tremendous
strain. Ideal for
gardening. clothes
lines, indoor aerials,
etc. etc. Also being
steel alloy and hav-
ing a resistance of

approximately l ohm per yard this can be
used for electrical work, soil heating.
wrapping round water pipes, etc. New on
drum containing 3,000ft. Price 8,6, plus
3;6 carr.

" Dim and Full " Switch
Particularly useful for controlling photo-
flood lamps which have only a short life
at full brilliance. This toggle switch has
three positions, the first position puts
two lamps in series at half brilliance for
setting up, the second position is off and
the third position full brilliance for the
operational shots. Also useful for con-
trolling night lights, heaters. etc., etc.
Price 2/8 each. S. post 9d. Circuit dia-
gram included.

Hi-Fi Snip
Infinite Wall Baffle

Gives really su-
perb results with
only a low-priced 8in.
speaker cut-outfor tweeter.
nicely veneeredwith fabric
speaker 'enclo-
sure. Corner
fitting, can be
attached to Pic-
ture rail. Only
45/-, carriage
and insurance
3/6.

Speaker Bargain
121n. 111-fidel-

t y loud-
speaker. Highflux. Per-m a n e n t
magnet type
with standard
3 ohm speech
coil. Will
handle up to

12 watts. Brand new by famous maker.
Price 32 plus 36 post and insurance.
Ditto 81n. Hi -Flux, 27,8.

This Month's Snip
Car Starter

Battery Charger
Due to a fortunate
purchase we are able
to offer you a fine
ready-made high out-
put battery charger
in stove enamelled
sheet steel louvred
case. New. complete
and ready to work.
this charger is rated
at 12 v. 4 amps and has a variable rate
selector for trickle charging, also a
meter to show charging rate. Suit-
able for 239250 A.C. mains. Made to
sell at 85,-, but offered this month at
special snip price of 55.-, plus 3/6 post
and insurance.

Fluorescent Kits

(L)

ert rtflo
Complete kits of parts less tube for
fluorescent lighting. Comprise five items
as follows : best quality impregnated
choke ballast unit, canister starter,
starter holder, two lampholders.

40 watt ... 19/6, plus 2/6 post.
80 watt ... 24/6, plus 2/6 post.

These kits are for strip tubes, but if you
wish to use circular tubes then the prices
are

Circular 40 watt ... 21'-. plus 26 post.
Circular 80 watt ... 25/-, plus 26 post.

Complete ready to work fluorescent
fittings, beautifully made, stove enam-
elled white ; all have polyester filled
chokes and fitted - interference sup-
pressors.

5ft. 125 watt ...
5ft. 80 watt ... ... 39/6
9ft. 40 watt ...
Circular 40 watt
Circular 80 watt

ffit. 40 watt ... 31,6
2111'1.13 watt ... (miniature tube) 371

Note these prices do not include tubes
and represent only a selection of our
complete range of which a list is available
on request. (Special Snip Offer : 90 watt,
complete with tube. 39/13.) If ordering by
post add carriage and insurance ; up to
150 miles 56, up to 250 miles 7 6.

Medresco
Hearing Aid_Hearing

As supplied by
National Health.
completely (ier-
hauled and in good
working order with
six months' guaran-
tee. Only £3'150,
plus 2/6 post and ins.
Complete with ear-
phone and new ear
plug but not bat-
teries. these can be
supplied as an extra
for 5,- per set.
Superior model -new -higher gain --
and self-contained batteries £7100.
or 10'- deposit and 15 fortnightly pay-
ments of 10/-.

Stereo Outfit
Stereo Amplifier outfit comprising
7 watt twin channel amplifier for
A.C.. mains working and two 8in.
P.M. Speakers on veneered and
polished corner baffles. Whole outfit
giving really terrific reproduction
and amazing 3D effects. £14 complete,
plus carriage and insurance. Or £1
down and 28 weekly payments of
10/-.

Gyro by Sperry
Made for use in Aircraft. This is an
air -operated Gyro, it really is a
Superb instrument, made to the
closest limits of precision.
Brand new in original air sealed
packing, probable cost around £50
each. Our price only 15:-, plus 2,6
post.

A.C./D.C. Multimeter Kit
Ranges D.C. volts ,..,
0-5. 0-50, 0-100, 0-500,
0-1.000. A.C. volts 0-5.
0-50, 0-100. 0-500, 0-1,000.
D.C. milliamps 0-5.
0-100. 0-500. Ohms
0-50.000 with internal
batteries. 0-.500,000
with external batter-
ies. Measures A.C.
D.C. volts D.C. current
and ohms. All the
essential parts includ-
ing metal case, 21n.
moving coil meter, selected resistors,
wire for shunts, range selector, switches,
calibrated scale and full instructions,
Price 19/6, Plus 26 post and insurance.

For Portable
Radio or
Player

This fine cabinet as illustrated but
less control knobs is available this
month at a special snip price of 12/8.
plus 316 post and insurance. Size is
13/1n. x 9in. x 4in. and it Is nicely covered
in two-tone I.C.I. fabric.

Miniature
Microphone

American made,
Dynamic type real
bargain at 2.6. plus
6d. post.

Band III Converter Kit
Suitable Wales,
London, Midlands,
North, Scotland,
etc. All the parts
including 2 EF80
valves, coils, fine
biller, contrast
control, conden-
sers and resistors.
(Metal case available as an extra.) Price
only 19/6. plus 2/6 post and insurance.
Data free with parts or available separ-
ately 1/6.
Please send two mare kits, the one you sent
last week is performing magnificently.
We receive this sort of letter every day of
the week, so if you have hesitated because
you thought our kits too cheap you need
hesitate no longer.

Electronic. (Manor !Electronics (Ruislip) Ltd. Eleetronies(Croydon)Ltd. I Electronics (Finsbury
Parki Ltd.

29, Stroud Green Rd.,
Finsbury Park, 14.4.

Phone ARChway 1019
Half day, 'I haraday.

266, London Road,
Croydon.

Phone : CRO 6558

Half day, We ineaday.
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HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
SIGHTING TELESCOPES AND It 'AGE
FINDERS. Many types in stock from 17 6
post Please state requirements.

SOLD!/RING

4-EZAZI'- fitetv?"s.tteXi'i'i'
lined Iron
fitted wit h

a Pencil Bit. 200'250 v. 50 watts. 11 6.
Post V, Standard Iron with adjustable
bit 200.250 v. 60 watts, 13/6. Post 1"-. Heavy
Duty Iron, 150 watts, 18;8. Post 1.'6. All
Parts replaceable and fully- guaranteed.
Small Soldering Irons, for use on gas. 1'4.
Post Sd. Resin -cored solder for easy solder-
ing. 6d. packets or large reels 5/-. post 26.
Ex-R.A.E. 2 -valve (2 volt fit.) MICRO-
PHONE AMPLIFIERS as used in plane
intercom., in self-contained metal ease :
can be used to make up a deaf -aid outfit,
intercommunication system, or with crystal
set : complete with valves and fitting
instructions, 20'-. post 3-. Useful wooden
box to hold amplifier. 2'- extra.
AMPLIFIERS, less valves, but containing
resistances, condensers, transformers.
switches. etc., 10:-. Post 3,-.
srAltkl NG PLUG NEON TESTERS,
with vestpocket, elip..3/3. and with gauge.
3 6. post 4d. S,B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps.
for use on mains showing " live " side of
switches, etc., 2 6. post 4d. Neon Indicator.
complete with condenser (pencil type'.
with vestpocket clip. indispensable for
electricians. etc.. 7 6. post 5d.

BELL. TRANSFOR-MERS. These
guaranteed transfor-
mers work from any
A.C. Mains. giving 3.
5 or 8 volts output
at 1 amp.. Operate
bulb, buzzer or bell.

Will supply light in bedroom or larder. etc.
PRICE 9'9. post 1.-. Similar Transformer
but with output of 4, 8 or 12 volts, 13'6.
post 1 6. BELLS for use with either the
above or batteries, 6:6, post 6d.
CRYSTAL SETS. Our latest Model is a
real radio receiver, which is fitted with a
permanent crystal detector. 120, post 1/-.
Spare Permanent Detectors. 21- each.
When ordered separately. 2/6. With clips
and screws, 240. post 3d. Special Crystal
Diodes, 2/6. post 3d. Headphones, brand
new, S. G. Brown, G.E.C.. etc.. 23/- and
super -sensitive, 301- a pair, post 10.
HEADPHONE IN GOOD ORDER, 6'-.
Better quality. 7'6 and 10,-. Balanced
armature type (very sensitive). 1316. All
post 116. New Single Earpieces, 30.
Balanced armature type. 416 (two of these
will make an intercom. set or Baby Alarm).
Ex-R.A.F. earpiece, 2/6, all post 641. Head-
phones. with moving coil mike, 15i-.
Similar phones with throat mikes, 12/6.
Post 1/6. Headphone Cords, 1/3 a pair.
post 3d. Replacement Bands, 1-3. post
6d. Wire Bands, ad.
HAND MICROPHONES with switch in
handle and lead. 5/8. Tannoy, 7!-. Similar
instrument, 'moving coil, 8/6. All post 1,6.
Mask type with switch, 3/6. post 6d. Mike
Buttons (carbon). 2/-. Moving Coll, 3/6 :
Transformers, 5/-. All post 4d. each.
Throat Mikes, 5/-, post 7d.
MORSE KEYS. - Standard size keys
wired to work Buzzer or Lamp. 3/-, post 041.
Slightly smaller keys, 2/6, post 6d. BUZ-
ZERS, 4/3, post 5d.
Terminals, brass 2BA, mounted on strip,
ed. pair. .0005 Airspaced Variable Con-
densers, 2/6, post 9d. 24 volt, 15 mm.
M.E.S. Bulb for model railways. etc.,
1/- each, 101- doz., post 4d. Wander Plugs,
Brass, 1/6 don., post 4d. Fuses. -1 amp. :
111n. packet or10, 2/8, Post 4d. Also 150 mA.
and 250 mA., same price. Ex-G.P.O. Tele-
phone Twin Bells, with box, 51-, post 1/6.
Single Telephone Bell, 318, post 9d.
TELEPHONE HAND GENERATOR,
G.P.O. type, giving 70 volts for ringing
bells. etc., 8/6. post 2/-. Telephone hand
comb sets. 12/13, post 1/8.
G.P.O. UNISELECTOR SA% ITCHES, 6
bank, 20 -way, 20/-. post 2/-.
Bargain Parcels of really useful equip-
ment, containing Switches, Meters, Con-
densers, Resistances, Phones, etc., 101-,or double assortment, 17/6: treble. 25'-,
All carriage 3/.. This country only.
METERS. 20 amp. 2in. m'c, 8/6 : 25 v. 2 in.
!nip, 8/- ; 150 v. 2in. m/c. 10/- : 3.5 amp. 2in.
T.C., ; 4 amp. 21in. T.C., in case with
switch. 96 100 mA. 2in. m.'c. 7/6 ; all
post extra. Meter units containing 2-500
microamp. movements, 9/-, post 1/6.
CATYLATORS for Starter Batteries.
Are not very much larger than the Filler
Plugs they replace, but they automaticalla
condense the hydrogen and other corrosive
gases back into liquid, obviating the
necessity of continual " topping up" so
that your battery will give a more efficient
service, for a much longer period. Thereis nothing to wear out, they will last
indefinitely ; so the first cost is the last.
CATYLATORS are a must for Batteries of
House Lighting Plants, and in Boats, where
the risk of hydrogen explosion and fire is so
great.
CATYLATORS are 5/- each. 15/- set of 3,
30/- Set of 6. Please state size of Filler Plug,
and make of Battery.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58 New Wanstead, London, E.11

Letters only.
New Illustrated List sent on request with

3d. stamp and S.A.E.
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The Crown Inn, Groombridge, Kent.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " THE
CYCLIST," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

Phone : Telegrams :
Temple Bar 4363 Newnes, Rand, London
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH
Dazzling Headlights

AT midnight on Saturday. October, 3rd,
the clocks all over the country were
put back one hour and British

Summer Time came to end. The immedi-
ate and most apparent effect on all cyclists
was that they found themselves doing part
of their ride home from work in the dark.
This is not an inconvenience to most cyclists
-rather the new experience invests the old
too -familiar ride with a new glamour, giving.
the rider a new interest in his surroundings,
which, while it does not last long, provides
at least a temporary change.

At the same time, however, as old
experiences are renewed with the coming
of the winter dark, so are the old annoy-
ances and the worst of these is the dazile
of undimmed headlamps from approaching
motor traffic. Not all motorists are offenders
in this respect of course but there are many
who are inconsiderate enough or dis-
courteous enough never to dip their blazing
headlamps to avoid annoying oncoming
traffic. It is a common sight to -day to see
a car rushing along the road with headlamps
full on and another approaching in the
other direction flashing his own lights at
the other driver to indicate that he is being
dazzled and requesting he dip his lights.

The cyclist is unfortunate in that he can-
not even display his annoyance to a driver
offending in this way and for the cyclist, of
course, the effect of dazzling headlamps on
a dark road is even more severe. While
the lamps are approaching he can see very
little and is quite likely to run into a ditch
or up the kerb, but immediately the car
has passed the effect is even worse. The
sudden transition from blinding light to
inpenetrable darkness leaves the cyclist
unable to see anything at all and often he
has to stop completely and wait till his
eyes become accustomed to the dark again.
The motorist, of course, is faced with the
same problem but to a lesser degree. When
the car with the dazzling headlamps has
passed by, he still has his own lamps to
light his path. The meagre light afforded
by most cycle lamps is usually completely
ineffective in such a situation.

Sometimes this annoyance is carried to
even further extremes and in well -lit city
and suburban areas one sees cars with full
headlamps blazing. The sudden darkness
after dazzle does not occur here, although
the effect of dazzle is as bad-but the offence
is greater, because it is so completely un-
necessary. If a driver cannot see to drive
on his sidelights only when aided by the
modern sodium street lighting, he has no
business to be driving at all!

How About Your Own Lights ?
As already mentioned, a motorist who has

been dazzled by the lights of oncoming
traffic finds it difficult to see in the sudden
darkness which follows. It is at a time
like this that it is imperative that a cyclist
has an effective rear lamp. How often do
we read in the newspapers after an accident,
some such phrase as, " I was dazzled by the
lights of oncoming traffic and he had no
rear light" ?

It is vitally necessary for cyclists to have
effective lights whenever they ride at night,

Hartfield, Sussex. The village street with the
old Dorset Arms Inn.

not merely because they are legally bound
to have them, but because their lives may
depend on them.

Now, if you have not already done so,
is the time to check on your own lights.
Check first to see if they conform to the
regulations laid down in the Road Trans-
port Lighting Act. Briefly a rear lamp and
reflector must be carried (they can be com-
bined) and both must be mounted vertically
and square to the rear. They must be at
least in diameter and if not circular
in shape must be of at least equal area and
capable of having a tin. circle described on
them. The reflecting surface must also be
capable of being contained within a 6in.
circle. Both must be positioned on the centre
line of the machine or on the off side and
not more than 'ft. Sin. from the rearmost

No. 446

point of the machine. Their height must be
between isin. and 4zin. B.S. standards are
laid down to which lamps and reflectors must
conform.

A single white light must be carried on
the front of the machine. Position is not
exactly defined. When riding a tricycle the
lamp should be on the off side and if A
sidecar is fitted two lamps should be
carried.

Those are the rules, but conforming to
them does not end the matter. It is no
good carrying the requisite lamps if they
are obscured in any way, either by dirt on
the lamp itself or, for instance, by a jersey
hanging from the saddlebag. Battery lamps
have an unfortunate habit of going on and
off as the machine jolts over bumps in the
road. Make sure they are alight
permanently while riding. It is a definite
advantage if the rear lamp is visible from
the riding position and when choosing a
rear lamp pick one with thick collared
glass or with a window in the body of the
lamp so that it is possible to tell whether
it is alight or not while riding.

Bulbs and batteries always fail at the most
awkward times. Be prepared for this by
carrying a spare. Spare bulbs are particu-
larly necessary when using a dynamo.
Finally, always fit correctly rated bulbs,
With dynamo lighting sets, the makers do
not always specify the same rating, so make
sure the bulbs you fit conform to the
recommendations of the maker of your own
particular lighting set.
New C.T.C. Appointments

The new secretary is Mr. Leslie C.
Warner. He succeeds Mr. Reg. C. Shaw,
M.B.E., who held the post for many years.
Mr. Shaw is also president of the Cycling
Commission of the Alliance Internationale
de Tourisme. Mr. Warner was previously
assistant secretary and now at 32 is the
youngest secretary since the founder,
Stanley Cotterell. He is an enthusiastic
cyclist, clubman and rough stuff rider and
as the new secretary will represent the
C.T.C. on the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Accidents. He will also be
secretary of the Standing Joint Committee
on Cycling.

Mr. William F. Stiles has been appointed
manager of the C.T.C.s London head-
quarters. He is well-known at the C.T.C.
for his organised tours and rail excursions
known as " Cyclists Specials."

The C.T.C. Gazette, previously edited by
Mr. Shaw, now comes under the aegis of
the previous assistant editor Mr. H. John
Way who is author of the " Good Com-
panion" travel guides to the Continent.
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The Cyclist's Workshop
EVERY cyclist who does his own repair

work needs a place to work and to
keep his tools and spare parts. A

wooden shed is suitable or a corner of the
garage can be used, but wherever is chosen
it is an advantage if it is large enough to
accommodate a bench fitted with a vice. It
is not important what type of bench is used.
Ideal, of course, is a proper engineer's bench,
but a carpenter's bench, an old table, or
merely a couple of boards fixed on supports
across the width of the shed will be suit-
able. The bench is best sited under a
window or at least where there is plenty of
light, either daylight or artificial. If artificial
light is employed some means of adjusting
the position of the lamp is very useful.

The type of vice used will, of course,
depend largely on what is available or easily
obtainable, but ideally a 4in. or 6in. machine
vice should be used and it is an advantage
if this is equipped with soft jaws.

Storage of Tools and Spares
Instead of hanging tools individually on

the wall, the best method is to fix up a large
sheet of pegboard and mount the tools on
this.

Some of the smaller accessories could be
hung up in the same way, but many will
need individual fixing. Spare tyres are best
suspended from hooks by means of leather
straps; brake cables, mudguards, etc., will
want hanging individually. Saddles, handle-
bars, chainsets and similar items will require
the same treatment, but things like pedals,
lamps, hubs, sprockets, etc., could be hung
on the

If a large range of sprockets is kept-and
a time-trialing enthusiast would need a large
range-the best method of storage is to
stack them over an old straight wooden hat
peg. Do not hang inner tubes over nails,
but dust them with French chalk, squeeze
out the air, coil them and keep in a box.
Almost all cycle parts and cycle tools will
keep better if covered with a thin layer of
grease. That is, of course, all the metal
items will, but keep the grease and oil
away from tyres and inner tubes. Finally, a
large selection of tins is always useful for
storing small items like screws, bolts, ball
bearings, washerS, etc.

Selection of Tools
Most cyclists carry a tool kit around with

them for emergency repairs while travelling,

but this should be
entirely separate from
the workshop tools
which should be
sufficient to dismantle
a cycle completely,
without " bodging "
or " forcing" any
part s. Obviously,
many tools which are
too heavy or cumber-
some to carry in the
saddlebag will be
necessities in the
workshop.

The most obvious
need is for spanners.
Most of the nuts on a
British bicycle will be
British Standard
Cycle sizes and a set
of good quality open-
ended spanners rang-
ing in size from
to tin. is almost a
necessity. Many of
these sizes will need
to be duplicated. For

wooNwet",""""nowww.n.""now~","
This is a necessity for the cyclist who does his own repairs.no.,Noft.".
instance, you will need two spanners the
same size when holding the cone locking nut
and removing the wheel spindle locking
nut. It is a good idea to duplicate these
B.S.C. sizes by means of a set of ring span-
ners-often so useful in awkward places.
Useful in a similar way is the well-known
box spanner and a couple of these will do
some jobs better than the open ender or the
spanners or alternatively socket spanners.

If you have a Continental machine and
all the nuts are metric sizes, you will, of
course, require a set of metric spanners.
Probably a set of sizes between to and
24mm. will do all the jobs required. Dupli-
Cate sizes will again be found useful and a
set each of open-ended spanners and ring
spanners will be found the best combination,
with perhaps a couple of additional box
spanners or, alternatively, socket spanners.

A good screwdriver with a *in. blade will
be necessary and a pair of large pliers with

insulated handles and wire cutters. For
filing down spoke ends and cotter pins at
least one file will be needed and for remov-
ing cotter pins a hammer and punch is
necessary. For innumerable jobs
ment and dismantling a set of good quality
cone spanners will be required, including
one with a long shank for removing pedals.
Cone spanners with thin blades are best.

A number of special purpose tools will be
useful including specially shaped spanners
for dismantling the head and bottom bracket,
a spoke key, a chain rivet extractor, a fixed
sprocket remover and a dog for removing
freewheels. A spare set of tyre levers kept
in the workshop is always useful and for
cleaning chains and other small components
a dish and some paraffin will be required.
Another- useful adtunct, whether dynamo or
battery lamps are used, is a bulb tester, con-
sisting of a bulb holder and two short pieces
of flex. This can often be removed from a
set of fairy lights. A grease gun and oil
can are items the cyclist should never be
without.

Selection of tools for the typical
cyclist's home workshop.
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FOR REPAIRING FOR FIXING LOOSE
FIREPLACES & BROKEN TILES
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THE BLUE & WHITE TIN IN THE RED & WHITE TIN
K OS PRICES FIXATILE

1 lb.. 1 i9 4 oz 1 -
2 lb ' 2/9 8 oz 1 9

4 lb 5/- I lb 3

From Ironmongers and Hardware Stores

PURIMACHOS LTD. ST. PHILIPS, BRISTOL 2

For garage or workshop

FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER

MOTORS
A.C. or D.C.

AEI motors and associated control
gear are second to none in quality
and proved performance.
Types and sizes are available to
suit any application.

ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
MOTOR & CONTROL GEAR DIVISION NEWCASTLE STAFFS ENGLAND

A5441

NEW CABLES & FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

Per Yd. 2", cdr. 50 yds. 100
1!044 Twin 86.1. 122 222 43 4
1 044 3 -core 913. 17/3 312 60,8
3:029 Twin ad. 1519 282 55.9
3'029 T. &E. 94d. 182 34'3 88/9
7'029 Twin 1.1- 24.3 476 93'10
7229 T. &E. 1/4 312 59/9 118:2
7,044 Twin 1,11 461- 87/6 172
TwinLead, 50 yds.. 1.044. 4616: 7.029. 8911-
V1R 50 yds.. 34129. 12'.: 7.029. 19-. Earth
Wire, 100ft., 7,029, 7/020, 710. TwinPVC Tramp. Flex. 50 yds.. 10/, Twin
Twisted, 25 yds, 11'3: 50 yds.. 211.. TRS
PVC. Lead Cables of all sizee. Holders, C.G.
8"-. Batten, doz. 121-. Bones. 2 -plate, 8'-
3 -plate, (10Z., 9;-, Juno. Boxes, Sml., 11/ -
Lee.. doz. 13.'-. Switches, 1 -way, 18/-
2 -way doz., NJ-. White Switches, 1 -way
24.- 2 -way. doz.. 301-, Flush Switches
I -way. - 2 -way. doz., 24!-. Ceiling
Cord, do.. 1 -way, 5,- ; 2 -way. ft, 2 amp.
t Pin
2 -pin Sw. plugs and top. Mc. 5 amp.

Sw. plugs and Tops.s, ea.ea , 556. 15 amp.
SW. plugs and Tom, ca., 91-. 12 amp.

3 -pin, ditto, AS. only, ea.. 7'8. Wood Blocks,
'.1 xi, 518 35 x 1. 716 : 3 x 3 X i. 7/6 : 5l x

I. dos.. 91--. White, 3 x I. ; 7/- ;

4 x 1, 9'.. Cable Clips. Snd.. 2,9 Med.. gra..33. 10 amp. .D.P. Insulated Sw. fuse, 61..
21 atop. Ironclad 2 -way 15A. Spits., 13/8.
93 amp. Ironclad D.P. Switchtuse, 196.
60 amp. Metal DY. Sw. fuse. 497-. Sw. gear.
Fusebds., Spltrs., all types. Lamp Bulbs.
15, 25, 40. 60 watt. 124 ; 75 watt, 15'- 100
watt, 17/. : 150 watt, 241- ; 200 watt. doz.,
30, Carbon Bulbs, ES) v. 16 C.P.. doz., 20/-.
immersion Heaters, 3 Mw., 50'-. Single
tur Cable, 10 Yds.. 3/. ; 100 Yds., 25!-.
cf ',nduit and Fittings, ',in. and lin. Industrial
Reflectors, Tabular Heaters, Fluorescent
Fittings. Time Switches, and all electrical
equipment. Full lists on request. Single
Items supplied. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms : Cash with order ; carriage paid if
W:re £5 : orders of '120 or over less 5 per
,'es. discount. Open daily, inc. Sat..
I.," 2 to 6 : tito 1. Callers welcome.

LONDON

WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE
165 (P.M.), QUEENS ROAD,

PECKHAM, S.E.15
Tel.: NEW Cross 7143 or 0892

No fuses to bother with when you fit a magnetic switch co your 12 -volt Train or Model
supply and also Battery Charger. Cuts out at 2 amps. on overload or dead short. Easily
fitted. 13'-. P.P.

OUR WELL-KNOWN TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/240 v. Output tapped 3 to
30 volts 2 amps., or tapped 5.11.17 volts 5 amps. 24/6 each. P.P.

F.W. METAL RECTIFIERS. 12 v. I a. 7/6. 3 a., 13/6. 4 a., 17/6. 6 a., 27/6.

MOTOR CYCLE OR SCOOTER BATTERIES. 6 v. 10A1-1. Hard Rubber Case
with cover. Size 5 x 5 x I/in. Weight 3 lbs. 15/, P.P. Also ideal for model use.
RELAYS. We have large stocks of assorted types from 3/-.
LIGHTWEIGHT PENCIL BIT SOLDERING IRONS by famous maker. 200/240 v.
25 w. Indicator light in handle. (List price 24/6). 16/6. P.P.

VALVES. 6SH7s ex equipment all rested. 6 for 101-. P.P.

KEY SWITCHES from 3... TOGGLE SWITCHES. DPDT, 316. MICRO
SWITCHES, M and B. 54.
NICKEL NIFE BATTERIES. 1.2 v. 2.5 a., 6;-. P.P.

ARMY MORSE KEYS. 26. HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES 174.
STEREO SOUND W AMPLIFIERS in Polished Two-tone Wood Cabinet, 141in.
x bin. x Bin. Weight 15 lbs. Our Price £15/151-. P.P. Twelve months' guarantee,

Post order only to :

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
29, STATION APPROACH, SUDBURY TOWN, WEMBLEY, MIDDX.

SERIES III

NUCLEAVE PRESS

1.11.11CROPS

RIVETS

PUNCHES
Ask your Tool Dealer or send for
details to :--

Sole Manujo:turees.

FITZNER LTD.
197.199, KINGS ROAD,

KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELECTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit
pig Welding. Soldering. Braz-
il& aid metal coastristhitha Se

repairs in the home, on the eel or
cycle. Instant heat COW' -P.
WOrke from Cv. or 1Yrsue buttery
or trthiolorrner from A.e.maies.01.111-
plete kit of Welding 'Toole, fill.
olip, themes, elesmoWth fluid, Pages,
filler rods , goggles, thug rotators,. WNW,
Thouthwio ha Wily .1.1,,e As ioullitteit to
Depts. of H.M. 1.. '.5.,
ard Telephithies, ere. Walls all me IMMnd-etals as to Ow -eighth bleb. )1l64."..0.0. IN REQUIDI
ativi Muhl, only from . Post & Packing
BARER 11312INEETIVI. 00. (ldeet. P.5.14).

See MiSersera rte ii. Leaden. E.g.

Tares DS,. P. & 5 wkly pmty,

WATSON'S
SPECIAL OFFERS

BRIGGS &
STRATTON
12115 VOLT,
300 WATT
619.10.0,Carr. 15/-.
These are
Lae Gener-
ating Setsslightly
used, testedand withThr e eMonths'
Maker's " Guarantee.
WESTINGHOUSE RATTERA
CRARGERS.-Type R.G.C.I2. 90 volt
8 amp. Control switching suitable
from one 6 -volt battery to maximum
oruRtrcEt.

£19.10.0.t.0,d
Tese.

Car
rrnd 20:Guaranteed

-.

R.T.R. NTIRTICAL MAGNETOS,
TYPE .14. -Complete with screened
leads suitable for FORD 8 and 10 h.p.
and similar engines. BRAND NEW.
PRICE, E5.10.0. Carr. 02. ALSO
B.T.H. 46 LUCAS 4-cyl. Standard Type
with impulse clock or anti.cloek. NEW.
PRICE. £4.104.Carr. 3,0. MANI
OTHER TYPES. including singles and
twins, also available.
8 -GALLON FUEL TANKS. -18
long.' 131n. wide, 12in deep. In heavy
gauge steel with brass filler cap and
four fixing brackets. UNUSED. 35/ -
each. Carr. 5;-.
MORSE KEY ANIS PEEL.
ASSEM71LY.-72. Post 2'-.
A 1.TIMETERS.- Seale d unit type
21in. Siam. 10-40,000 feet. 8.8. Post 2 -
STEEL STANDS. -Immensely strong,
suitable for lathe grinders, stow 1)I
other machine tools, bench. etc.. 2ft.
high. Top lft. Sin.. built inOin. x 11in
channel. 552. Carr. 70,
ASTRO COMPASS.-Preetsion obser-
vation instruments in transit case.
PRICE 2243. Past 3/-.
Hundreds of other bargains available.Send 6d. stamp for Illustrated List,.

EASTERN MOTORS
Aldeburgh, Suffolk

/a M
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H. MILLER &
ASTON

Li9htasa feather,

00

SET No. 535T
PRICE 35/ -

Here is an entirely new conception of cycle
lighting. The ultra lightweight headlamp of
this model weighs only 5j ozs.- perhaps not
quite as light as a feather- but it's the perfect
answer for the keen clubman who wants light
without weight. This compact set wiil give
years of reliable lighting at any speed. Finished
in chromium plate throughout.

MI ILEP
CCY. LTD

BROOK STREET BIRMINGHAM 6

CYCLE
DYNAMO
LIGHTING
SETS

ENGINEERS'

PRECISION & HAND TOOLS
"womftaiwom*.;`?'5waiNtziOtAV ',i,MWM.4igiaNgMs.wweamwm

=.

No. 950 P.
PLASTIC HANDLED
RATCHET SCREWDRIVERS

No.
374

SET OF
TOOLS

0-1" MCRONMET9E6R1

.rtw.sek.w.,mt..x"

No. 29S
TINMAN'S

SHEARS

afif/agl'esftese.iedafts.iMEW1S1

MEASURE UP TO ANY JOB
The next time you buy tools, remember that it pays to buy
good tools, tools upon whose accuracy you can rely. trieW.,..,) tools

are made from the finest materials and are guaranteed to conform
to British Standard Institution Specifications where they exist.
The next time you buy tools ask your dealer for tJ Engineers
Precision and Hand Tools.

Write for our free catalogue, mentioning this journal.

MOORE & WRIGHT (SHEFFIELD) LTD., HANDSWORTH ROAD, SHEFFIELD, 13

LANGUAGE PROBLEM
SOLVED

By the Pelman Method

THE
problem of learning a Foreign

Language in half the usual
time has been solved. The Pelman
method enables you to learn French,
German, Italian and Spanish without
translation.

By the Pelman system you learn
French in French, German in German,
Spanish in Spanish, and Italian in
Italian. English is not used at all.
Yet the method is so simple that even
a child can follow it.

grammatical complexities are elim-
inated. You pick up the grammar
almost unconsciously as you go
along. There are no classes to attend.
The whole of the instruction is given
through the post.

Send for the Free Book
The Pelman method of learning

languages is explained in four little
books, one for each language:

FRENCH SPANISH
GERMAN ITALIAN

(Also Courses in Afrikaans and Urdu)
You can have a copy of any one of
these books, together with a specimen
lesson, gratis and post free, by
writing for it to -day. WELbeek 1411

POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY

Pelman Languages Institute,
130, Norfolk Mansions, Wigmore St.,

London, W.I.
Please send details of Pelman method
of learning

French. German. Spanish. Italian
(Cross out three of these)

Name

Address

BODYBUILDING
For fast and permanent results in building a
well -muscled physique, backed up by strength,
stamina and speed, there is nothing to equal

MAXALDING
The individually planned courses are conducted
by post to any part of the world and can be
carried out successfully under all conditions
of life.

FREE LITERATURE
Profusely illustrated with 200 photographic
reproductions of pupils from 15 to 65 years of
age, the explanatory literature will be sent
without cost or obligation of any kind on
request.
All Maxalding correspondence is mailed in
sealed envelopes without any external advertising.

MAXALDING SHEPHERD8WELL,DOVER, KENT

A teenage pupil showing
control and development of
the upper -back muscles.

'ZYTO' DO -IT -YOU RSELFTOOL KIT
A Superb set of full size, fully
guaranteed tools specially selected
for the home craftsman. 47 tools
including Stanley adjustable Iron -
plane, Brace, Chisels, Bits,
Hammers, Hand Drills, Screw-
drivers, etc., and also a first-class'
instruction book.
* Illustrated leaflet of " Zyto"
tool kits post free.*

33/- FIRST PAYMENT
8 MONTHLY PAYMENTS
OF 41/6. CASH PRICE f16,10/0.

Illustrated catalogue of tools and
machinery for wood and metalwork.
2'6 refunded on first order of 40'-.

S. TYZACK & SON LTD
Telephone
SHO.. 8301
Ten lines.

341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON E.C.I.

Huge Purchase, High Speed Sire/
Tool Hits, hardened ready for use.
essential to any lathe user. secure
your stock now as these are really a
good investment. 1,4' square, 2 1'2'
long, 8/8 per doz. 5116 sq., 3" long. 8:8
doz.' 3/8" sq.. 3" long. 12'- doz.: 7116'
sq., 3 112" long. 15.- doz. His doz. lot,
less 10 per cent.

5.000 Taps. 18' to 31' dia..
Assorted Threads, suit ME. or experi-
menter, mostly fine threads, twenty
assorted, 3/9.

One Ton Ground Silver Steel, 13'
lengths. 1/16" to 15;32" dia., doz. assorted
lengths. 5/6.

1,000 H.S. Morse Taper Shank
End Mills, 1/4", 318", 1/2' dia., worth
50/-, gift 3.2/. the three. Also No. 2
M.T. Shank End Mills. 936", 5,8".
11116", 3/4", 7/8" dia.. 30/- the set. Secure
these now as at this ridiculous price
quick clearante is certain.

5,000 Ball Races, standard 0.5-.
18" bore. 21- 3/16', 21- 114'.
3/8". 2/6 : 9/6 : 5,3% 4/6 each.
6 or 9 ram.. 1/- each.

2,000 Hand Steamers, sizes 17194%
19/64", 5/16", 21/64", 3/8', 7/16", 15/32',
31/64"-3,8 each, 2216 the lot. Also
17/32", 21/32". 5/8", 11,16", 4/9 each, 16 -
the lot. Both lets, 35/-.

Extra Special Carb, Grinding
Wheels Offer. 6"-7" dia., 1/4", 1,2".
3/4" thick, 1/2' or 3/4" hole, 10/- the
three, postage 2/-. Value over 30,-.
6 for EL post paid. Ass. grits for too;
and cutter grinding, also 5" dia. dish
wheels, 1/2" hole. 419 each.

2,000 Small H.S. Twist Drills,
approx. 1/32,3'32", 4,- doz. Approx.
136,1/4", 7/6 per doz. Approx. 9;32'-
15/32", six for 10'-.

3,000 Circular Split Dies, 1" dia.
cutting 1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 7,16", 1/8" Whit.,
B.S.F., also brass thread, 26 thread all
sizes and American N.F. 121- per set
of 5 sizes, 2 sets 22/6. 4 sets 42/6. Taps
to suit 12/6 per set, either taper or
second or plug. 1.'111a. stocks IV- each.

2,000 Straight Shank End Mills,
size 1/8", 5/32", 316", 7/32", 1'4", 5.16',
15/- set, also 3,8', 7,16% 1/2" ditto, 12/6
set.
All Items brand new. £1 orders post

paid, except overseas.

J. BURKE
192 Baslow Rd., Totley, Sheffield
Inspection at Rear 36 Fitzw diktat St.,

She.deld
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Shows you how to make over 30
magnificent articles. 224 pages and

320 diagrams and illustrations.

THE 1st " PRACTICAL MECHANICS"

HOW-TO
MAKE -IT BOOK
rr

Edited by F. J. CAMM
HIS is a book for the man who likes to make things for himself. It

has been compiled from the columns of " Practical Mechanics," the
monthly journal for the handyman and model maker. Everything
herei* described has been designed, built and tested in the " Practical
Mechanics " workshop, and may thus be built with confidence.
CONTENTS : TAPE RECORDER . MASTER BATTERY CLOCK . ELECTRONIC ORGAN
ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINE . HAND VACUUM CLEANER . ELEC7'RICALLY-
OPERATED GARAGE DOORS . BAGATELLE TABLE . REFLECTING TELESCOPE
HARMONOGRAPH . " DESIGNOGRAPH" - 15IN. FOUR-HEDDLE HAND -LOOM
POTTER'S WHEEL . POTTERY KILN . ELECTRIC OVEN . WESTMINSTER TUBULAR
DOOR CHIMES . CYCLE TRAILER . PEDAL -CYCLE SIDECAR . PORTABLE AIR
COMPRESSOR . WATER SOFTENER . SPANISH HAWAIIAN GUITAR . STEEL -STRINGED
UKELELE . DOUBLE -SEATER CANOE . RADIO DEAF -AID UNIT . GARDEN POOL
VERTICAL ENLARGER . PHOTO -ELECTRIC EXPOSURE METER . SYNCHRONISED
FLASHGUN . COMBINED PRINTING BOX AND SAFELIGHT . DIASCOPES AND
EPISCOPES . STEAM -DRIVEN MOTOR BOAT . ELECTRIC WALL BRACKET
INEXPENSIVE HOUSE TELEPHONES . ELECTRIC GAS -LIGHTER . ADJUSTABLE
DRAWING -TABLE . TOBOGGAN. 12s. 6d. net (13s. 6d. by post).

THE 2nd " PRACTICAL MECHANICS "

HOW-TO
MAKE -IT BOOK

Edited by F. J. CAMM
THE great success of the first " Practical Mechanics How -To -Make -h'
Book," which has run through several editions, has encouraged the
publishers to produce this second volume, describing the construction
of a wide variety of articles which will appeal to the home mechanic
and model maker. Like the first volume, this has been compiled from
the most popular features appearing in " Practical Mechanics," the
established monthly journal for practical amateurs.
CONTENTS : A REFLECTING ENLARGER . ONE -STRING FIDDLES . FOLDING STEPS
AND AN EXTENDING LADDER . AN ELECTRIC GUITARETTE . A MINIATURE
BILLIARD -TABLE . A SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK . A GLOVE PUPPET THEATRE
AN AUTOMATIC GARDEN SPRINKLER . A MIDGET CAMERA . A POTTER'S WHEEL
A CATAMARAN . A ROWING MACHINE . AN AQUALUNG . HOME-MADE FISHING
TACKLE . INSTALLING A TROPICAL AQUARIUM . ,9 SNOW SCOOTER . UNDER -WATER
PHOTOGRAAVY . A PAIR OF SKIS . PROJECTING TIME ON THE CEILING . A HARPOON
GUN . SMA..LL WIND -POWER PLANTS . AN ELECTRIC HEDGE TRIMMER . BATHROOM
SCALES . X FOLDING OUTBOARD MOTOR -BOAT . FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY . GAS FIRED POTTERY KILNS

.A
BACK -PROJECTION

EPISGOPE . MOTORISING YOUR LAWN MOWER . A SKELETON SYNCHRO-ELECTRIC CLOCK . A VIEWER AND PRINTER FOR
35 MM. FILM ..CYCLETRAILER AN ELECTRIC IMITATION COAL FIRE . A MECHANICAL POTATO PEELER . A
HOME-MADE DUPLICATOR . MAKING RUBBERR STAMPS. I5s. net (lbs. by post).

for making 35
throughout 192

306 illustrations.

valuable
pages.

jfis..42 aria the mad pkactical ronthaiciour blob yid
aktictra noi imp but 4 Awl AU and natuR !

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS . or in case of difficulty at the post prices shown from GEORGE
t4ES LTD., Tower 'Howse, Southampton. Street, London. W.C.2.

NEWNES

Published atom the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England by W. Speaight & Sons, Exmoor Street, London, W.I0.
Sole Agenis for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon & Gotch (A/sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa
and Rhodesia-Central News Agency Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage) : For one year, Inland 20s.,

Overseas 18s. 6d., Canada I8s. bd.

" Practical Mechanics Advice Sureau. COUPON -
This coupon is available until November 30th, 1959, and -must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 601. Postal
Order. A stamped addressed envelope nitro also he encinve,i,

Practical Mechanics. November, 1959.
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One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Acro. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design
Press Tool & Die Desigif
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt. & Admin.
Practical Foremanship '
Ratefixing & Estimating
Time & Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Welding (all branches, Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
I.C. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
11/F Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring & Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec.. Engineering

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
1..1.0.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.1.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

GENERAL, LOCAL
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
A.F.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Health Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF
* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(In association with CHAMBERS COLLEGE-Founded. 1885)

(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
. SOUTH AFRICA . E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

AUSTRALIA : P.O. BOX NO. 4570, MELBOURNE

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132- PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.
How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY MTERFSTINO COURSES

TO SELECT FROM!
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London -B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

Free
aide

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

Ifyou have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 5885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

OUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon
To: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-150, Holborn, London, E.C.i

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

SEND Off
T815 COUPON

4L 517'FOR)
NOW AND SE

SUCCESS
'''''41142s7esats4609'

My general interest is in : (x) ENGINEERING
(a) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place across against
the branches in whiff
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(2d. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


